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Abstract 

The research focused on multiphoton dynamics and fragment formation for HBr, DCl, and 

bromomethanes, using mass resolved multiphoton ionization (MR-MPI) and velocity map 

imaging (VMI) techniques. Data interpretations were based on analysis of (2+n)REMPI 

spectra, kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) and angular distributions of ions formed.  

Experiments for HBr revealed perturbations due to interactions between triplet (
3
) and 

singlet (
1
) states, seen as line-shifts (LS) and line-intensity (LI) alterations in MR-REMPI 

spectra, and intensity anomalies in VMI data. 

DCl studies revealed five new Rydberg states, and eight new vibrational states of the ion-pair 

state, as well as strong perturbation effects between 
1
 Rydberg and 

1
 ion-pair state, seen as 

LS and LI effects, and chlorine isotope shifts.  Comparison with analogous data for HCl was 

performed.  

Highly perturbed spectral region of four Rydberg states in CH and CD, caused by interaction 

with a repulsive state, was inspected via multiphoton photodissociation of bromoform in MR-

REMPI. In addition to LS and LI effects, linewidth (LW) broadenings, were evident. Four 

band origins were assigned. 

A number of Rydberg states of CH3Br in two-photon excitation region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm
-

1
 were resonantly excited. The multiphoton dynamics was explored with both one- and two-

colour excitation schemes. One-, two- and three- photon initial excitations were found to form 

ground state fragments CH3 and Br/Br*, whereas CH3 Rydberg states along with Br/Br* were 

found to be the major products following three-photon excitations prior to ionization. 

Interaction between Rydberg and ion-pair states is found to be evident. 

 
 





 

Útdráttur 

Rannsóknirnar fólust einkum í að kanna áhrif fjölljóseindaörvunar á rofferli HBr, DC l og 

brómometan sameinda með massagreiningu (MR-MPI aðferð) og myndgreiningu (VMI). 

Túlkun mæligagna fólst í greiningu á fjölljóseindarófum ((2+n)REMPI róf) sem og á hraða- 

(KERs) og hornháðum dreifimynstrum jóna sem myndast. 

Athuganir á HBr sýndu truflanir vegna víxlverkana á milli þrístigs- og einstigs-orkuástanda 

sameindarinnar, sem birtust í formi hliðrunar (LS áhrif) og styrkbreytinga (LI áhrif) litrófslína 

í MR-REMPI litrófum sem og í formi óreglulegra mynstra í VMI myndum. 

Samkvæmt DCl mæligögnum fundust fimm ný Rydberg orkuástönd og átta ný titringsástönd 

jón-para forms sameindarinnar. Sterk víxlverkunaráhrif greindust milli einstigs Rydberg 

ástanda og jón-para ástandsins sem birtist í formi LS og LI áhrifa og sem samsætuhliðranir. 

Framkvæmdur var samanburður við sambærileg gögn frá HCl. 

Óreglulegt mynstur REMPI litrófa fyrir sameindabrotin CH og CD sem mynduðust við 

fjölljóseindarof bromoforms báru vitni um hraðvirka rofnun fjögurra Rydberg ástanda. LS og 

LI áhrif sem og breikkun litrófslína báru þessu vitni. Orka viðkomandi ástanda var auðkennd. 

Fjölmörg Rydberg ástönd CH3Br sameindarinnar voru orkuörvuð á tveggja ljóseinda 

bylgjutölusviðinu 66 000 – 80 000 cm
-1

. Rofferli voru könnuð með aðferðum eins- og tvílita 

fjölljóseindaörvana. Einnar-, tveggja og þriggja ljóseinda örvanir sameindarinnar leiddu allar 

til myndunar sameindabrotanna CH3 og Br í grunn-rafeindaástöndum. Meginrofferli 

sameindarinnar var hins vegar myndun CH3 Rydberg ástanda ásamt bróm frumeindum í 

kjölfar þriggja ljóseinda örvunarinnar. Vísbendingar um víxlverkun milli Rydberg ástanda og 

jón-para ástanda fundust. 
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1 

1 Introduction 

Wave-particle duality, i.e. the ability to possess both wave and particle-like characteristics, is 

a fundamental property of light.
1
 A particle of light, i.e. photon, can appear as an 

electromagnetic wave of various wavelengths. The wavelength of a photon determines its 

energy. A photon is one of the fundamental elementary particles, and it is the force carrier of 

electromagnetism in the electromagnetic field. Atoms and molecular species, as well as their 

electrons, can couple to an electromagnetic radiation. Shining a photon at the electric cloud of 

a molecule, can cause, the photon to pass, scatter or absorb. Spectroscopic studies focuses on 

light-matter interaction, the cause and effect of photons interacting with atoms or molecules.
2
 

Spectroscopic studies of compounds can be conducted for different physical states.
3-8

 Thus, 

gas-phase spectroscopy investigates matter in gas phase, etc. It is useful to apply a coherent 

beam of light from a laser for such spectroscopic studies. Directing a laser pulse with a well-

defined photon energy, at a molecule, can result in photon absorption of the molecule due to 

energy transfer between quantum energy levels. This can be followed by reactions, molecular 

dissociation (i.e. photodissociation) or ionization (i.e. photo-ionization) processes. The energy 

of the absorbed photon can then be associated with the nature of the quantized energy of the 

molecule, to give insight into the infrastructure of the molecule, such as about vibrational 

frequencies and binding energies.
9
 

Standard absorption spectroscopy, corresponding to one-photon absorption and multi-

photon spectroscopy of di- and polyatomic molecules, such as the hydrogen halides
6, 8, 10-34

 

and the methyl halides
7, 35-55

 have been studied quite thoroughly for many years. Most studies 

have been performed in the low energy region corresponding to the existence of the valence 

electron in low lying molecular orbitals (the valence state region)
36, 37, 45, 48, 53, 56, 57

, whereas 

less work has been on higher energy states, such as the Rydberg states
42, 43, 46, 58, 59

 (the 

Rydberg state region) of these molecules. The fundamental difference between standard 

absorption spectroscopy and multiphoton absorption spectroscopy is based on the number of 

photons used to energy excite the molecules. Thus, a one-photon standard absorption process 

is limited by selection rules, which only allow transitions between quantum levels which 

differ by one quantum number or less (e.g. orbital angular momentum difference of= 

±1)
60, 61

. In contrast, more variations are possible for multiphoton excitations (e.g. =0, 

= ±1,= ±2 etc.) depending on the number of photons used.
60, 61

 A typical ionization 

study for multiphoton absorption in gas phase, includes a jet-stream injection of a gas sample 

into a vacuum chamber where it forms a molecular beam. At a focal point, where a laser pulse 

beam crosses a molecular beam, molecules (e.g. AB) can for example i) ionize to form AB
+
 

and an electron (e) or ii) break into fragments (e.g. A + B) prior to further photoionization 

(e.g. formation of A
+
+ e

–
 + B or A + B

+
+ e

–
). Dynamics of these processes can further be 

analyzed with various detection methods, e.g. mass spectrometric detection, photoelectron 

detection and product imaging, to name a few. Further illustration of the processes mentioned 

above can be see here (see eq. 1 and 2), 

 

  



2 

Process i) 

Step.1               𝐴𝐵 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵∗            Excitation      (1a) 

Step.2             𝐴𝐵∗ + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵+ + 𝑒–       Ionization     (1b) 

Process ii) 

Step.1              𝐴𝐵 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵∗              Excitation     (2a) 

Step.2                  𝐴𝐵∗ → 𝐴 + 𝐵               Dissociation    (2b) 

Step.3               𝐴 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒–         Ionization     (2c) 

 

Here, AB is ground state molecule, n is an integer and h photon energy, e
–
 the detached 

electron, AB* is excited molecule, A and B are molecular fragments and AB
+
 and A

+
 the 

molecular and fragment ions, respectively.  

This research focuses on dynamics and interaction mechanisms of excited Rydberg and 

valence states of hydrogen halides and bromomethanes, and their fundamental properties. It 

deals with studies of reagents which are of importance in the photochemistry of the 

atmosphere,
62-64

 astrochemistry
65-67

  and photosynthesis
68-70

, as well as in plasma chemistry 

/physics
71

. The research will contribute to our understanding of the Rydberg states region 

effects and involvement in formation processes of reactive species in atmospheres, both 

terrestrial and extraterrestrial. Furthermore, it will contribute to our understanding concerning 

its effect in photoionization processes
72

, relevant to plasma formation, as well as the energy 

properties of the corresponding excited states species. 

1.1 Diatomic molecules – hydrogen halides 

Heteronuclear diatomic molecules like the hydrogen halides are ideal for fundamental studies 

in spectroscopy. Ever since the early work of Burmeister
73

 (1913) and Price
74

 (1938), an ever 

growing interest in the compounds photochemistry such as, photosynthesis and 

photodecomposition has emerged, as well as playing important roles in chemical reactions 

like etching of silicon (silicon chips) or reagent in excimer lasers, to name a few. Absorption 

and multiphoton spectroscopy have helped cast a light on energetics and dynamics behind 

such processes. Vast spectroscopic data of HBr and HCl in particular have been gathered by 

using both absorption and emission spectroscopy
10, 16, 18, 21, 24, 75-80

 as well as REMPI 

measurements
6, 11-13, 15, 26, 27, 30-33, 81-89

. Strong absorptions both for single- and multi-photon 

excitations and rich band-structured spectra make these compounds ideal candidates for 

molecular spectroscopic and dynamic studies. Number of Rydberg electronic states, repulsive 

valence states as well as vibrational states of the ion-pair state (V
1


+
) have been identified.

6, 8, 

10-13, 15, 25-32, 75, 76, 83, 84
 Density of states, which increases with energy, is large in the Rydberg 

state region. Therefore, the probability of state interaction and mixing of states can be large in 

that region. Spectral perturbations due to interactions between Rydberg and ion-pair states,
11, 

12, 14, 18, 20, 25, 26, 29, 30, 32, 33, 87, 90, 91
 as well as due to Rydberg-to-Rydberg state interactions,

83
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have been reported. State interactions / mixing of states have been found to be due to, a) -

homogenous (=0) couplings between states of same symmetry (e.g. between the E
1


+
 

Rydberg state and the V
1


+
 ion-pair state), and b) -heterogeneous (>0) coupling between 

states of different symmetry (e.g. between the D
1
 Rydberg state and V

1


+
 ion-pair state). 

Typically spectral perturbations due to homogeneous couplings are large because of strong 

state interactions, whereas corresponding effects due to hetero-geneous couplings are 

generally much weaker. The perturbations appear as: i) spectral line shifts (LS-effect), ii) line 

intensity alterations (LI-effect) and iii) linewidth alterations (LW-effect). Thus, rotational line 

shifts (i; LS) are found to be due to level-to-level interactions between rotational levels of 

different states with same J quantum numbers, line intensity alterations (ii; LI), are found to 

appear as irregularities in relative ion signal intensities and linewidth alterations (iii; LW), are 

due to differences in lifetimes of predissociating states. Near-degenerate and non-degenerate 

interactions are terms which are used to define level-to-level interactions depending on its 

strength and appearance in the spectral structure. Thus, near-degenerate interactions are weak 

interactions (for example due to heterogeneous coupling) which only affects energies of near-

resonant rotational energy levels (typically two or three levels only) and the corresponding 

rotational line positions. Non-degenerate interactions, on the other hand, are stronger 

interactions (for example due to homogeneous coupling) which affect energies of a large 

range of rotational energy levels and all the corresponding rotational line positions. 

1.1.1 HBr 

Since the pioneering work of Price in 1938 much spectroscopic data has been acquired.
74

 In 

1961, Barrow and Stamper obtained weak emission spectrum, which they later improved by 

using high-resolution absorption spectroscopy, observing approximately forty unassigned 

spectra in the wavenumber region of 66 300 – 84 000 cm
-1

.
22

 Effects of a number of 

predissociation processes to form the ground state atoms were also observed.  In 1970-1971, 

using absorption spectroscopy, Ginter and Tilford reported and assigned many new states 

observed in the 73 000 – 79 500 cm
-1

 region.
92, 93

 Among excitations to the E
1


+
(v’=0) 

Rydberg state and the V
1


+
 ion-pair state, a strong predissociation, earlier reported by Barrow 

and Stamper, was also observed. In 1985, by using MPI, Arepalli et al., excited HBr while 

probing formation of Br atoms.
94

 Following this, Callaghan and Gordon employed MPI to 

generate a spectrum of HBr in the two photon energy region of 74 000 – 85 000 cm
-1

.
95

 By 

comparing these with the earlier work by Ginter et al., an assignment of twelve new electronic 

states as well as observing numerous vibrationally excited levels in electronic states, were 

performed. Kvaran et al. published a (3+1)REMPI spectrum.
34

 In addition to previously 

identified  and  states, they observed a  state (=3). Ascenzi et al. also recorded 

(3+1)REMPI spectra probing energies in the region of  82 000 – 92 000 cm
-1

 and observed, 

assigned and characterized thirteen new Rydberg states as either , or .
15

 Furthermore, 

the corresponding electron configurations were determined. In 2004, Manzhos et al. probed 

HCl and HBr by two-photon excitation, applying the velocity map imaging (VMI) 

technique.
96

 They recorded H photofragment angular distributions for photo-dissociation via 

selected states by using a polarized light source. In the same year, Rakitzis et al. measured Br 

fragment alignments for HBr photodissociation via the repulsive A
1
 state.

97
 They also 

detected formation of highly spin-polarized H atoms, mainly formed along with Br(
2
P1/2) 

(spin-orbit excited bromine atom; henceforth denoted as Br*) and to a lesser extent with 

Br(
2
P3/2) (ground state bromine atom; henceforth denoted as Br). Romanescu and Loock, in 

2006, studied HBr by using (2+1)REMPI as well as VMI of photoelectrons.
98

 They 
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investigated the photo-fragmentation dynamics of low-n Rydberg states and the ion-pair state 

V
1


(0

+
). Two-photon resonant transition via the 

1,3
 states, followed by a third photon 

excitation was found to ionize directly into the ground vibrational state (v
+
=0) of the 

molecular ion HBr
+
, whereas two-photon resonant transitions to the V

1


(0

+
), E

1


(0

+
), 

g
3


(0

+
) and H

1


(0

+
) states, followed by third photon absorption, showed structure of long 

vibrational progression. Its appearance was interpreted as being due to interactions (state 

mixing) at long-range (long internuclear distance) followed by a third photon excitation from 

the V
1


(0

+
) state, to form HBr

+
 (X

2
) via autoionization of a superexcited state (HBr

#
). Thus, 

the use of VMI allowed observations of HBr
+
 ion formations in different vibrational states 

Furthermore, long-range excitations led to formation of electronically excited atomic 

photofragments. Later, Romanescu and Loock focused on the resonant transitions to 

V
1


(v’=m+3; v’=m+5 –m+8), E

1


(v’=0) and H

1


(v’=0) (henceforth denoted as E(v’=0), 

H(v’=0) and V(v’=m+n) where v’ is the vibrational level and m is an unknown integer 

number) via Q(0) or Q(1) lines (repulsive states in the valence region, A-band).
99

 Following 

the third photon excitation to form HBr
#
, three formation channels for H

+
 were identified. i) 

Dissociation of HBr
# 

formed H*(n=2) + Br/Br* via a repulsive B
2


+
 state of the ion core, 

where H
+
 formed via one-photon ionization of H*(n=2), ii) vibrational progression, due to 

transitions to vibrational states in the HBr
+
(v

+
), formed H

+
+Br/Br* via one-photon 

dissociation, iii) one-photon excitation of HBr
#
 leading to H

+
 + Br/Br*. Long et al. obtained 

(2+n)REMPI spectra of HBr following excitations to Rydberg states and vibrational levels of 

the ion-pair state in the two-photon energy region of 74 000 – 86 000 cm
-1

.
30

 Two Rydberg 

states, not previously detected in REMPI, but observed in absorption as well as two Rydberg 

states, W
1


+
(v’=0) and u

3
2(v’=0), never  seen  before, were identified. Five new vibrational 

states of the V states were assigned. Three of these, V(v’=m+17 to m+19),  are in  the vicinity 

of the two new Rydberg states. Whereas no interaction was identified between the u
3
2 state 

and its energy neighbour V(v’= m+19) state, the spectrum displayed effects of non-degenerate 

interactions between W
1


+
 state and both V(v’=m+17 and m+18) states, as LS and LI effects. 

Some evidences were found of interactions between the 6p
3


-
(v’=0) Rydberg state and the 

V(v’=m+17) state appearing as LS and LI effects, for J  8.    

Relevant work on HBr presented here, is to be found in paper 2 (see chapter 4.2). 

REMPI spectra and VMI of H
+
 for HBr were measured for the two-photon resonant excitation 

region of 84 740 – 85 120 cm
-1

. The focus of the work was on revealing the connection 

between excited state interactions on further photofragmentation processes for interacting 

states with different spin quantum numbers. Data for 6p
3


-
(=0

+
; v’=0) Rydberg and the 

V
1


+
(=0

+
; v’=m+17)  ion-pair states were used. 

1.1.2 DCl 

Near 1932, Linus Pauling constructed a theory about diatomic molecules, their electronic 

structure and excited states energies and predicted ion-pair states.
100

 Furthermore he 

constructed potential curves and bond energies. Few years later, Mulliken predicted some 

properties of excited states for HCl, including the ion-pair V
1


+
 state.

101
 In 1959, Jacques and 

Barrow, recorded an emission spectrum, in the UV region, for HCl and DCl gas.
102

 They 

proposed spectroscopic constants for the V
1


+
 ion-pair state and observed its lowest four 

vibrational levels. Later Stamper published a paper showing an absorption spectrum for DCl 

and assigned rotational lines to two Rydberg states in the UV region, for which he determined 

spectroscopic constants with band origin 75 133 and 77 497 cm
-1

, respectively.
103

 Tilford of 
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Ginter published work in 1970-1971, showing high resolution absorption spectra of HCl and 

DCl.
16, 75

 They identified many new Rydberg states and vibrational levels. Furthermore, they 

observed transitions to the V
1


+
 ion-pair state as well as isotope splittings. In 1979, Douglas 

and Greening, identified many new spectral bands for HCl and DCl, as well as eighteen 

vibrational levels (for v´ lower than 26) for the V
1


+
 ion-pair state.

10
 They observed strong 

interactions between the V
1


+
 state and Rydberg states of same symmetry, close in energy. 

Natalis et al., by using photoelectron spectro-scopy, observed vibrational excitations in the 

ground ionic state, X
2
, of HCl and DCl, by exciting the neutral molecules above its 

ionization limit.
104

 The molecular ions were formed in different vibrational states by 

autoionization. They also observed vibrational structure due to formation of the excited ionic 

state A
2


+
, slightly higher in energy than the ground state.  Callaghan et al. reported extensive 

work on DCl (as well as HCl) by using REMPI in the two photon excitation region of 77 000 

– 87 000 cm
-1

.
85

 They observed mainly 
+
 and  states for two-photon resonant transitions in 

contrast with observations in one-photon absorption spectra where excitations to  states, 

dominate. The spectra of the  states displayed strong transition for the Q, O, and S line 

series. They reported finding two vibrational states for the E
1


+
 Rydberg state (v’= 0 and 2), 

as well as ten vibrational levels for the V
1


+
 ion-pair state (v´=n-1, n+1 to n+9 (later v´=12, 

14-22)) for DCl. Furthermore, they observed isotope splitting due to the chlorine atoms, 
35

Cl 

and 
37

Cl. Strong perturbation effects due to interactions between the E and V states 

(homogenous coupling) were noticeable. Perturbation effects were observed on the spectra 

near V(v’=n+5) in the proposed spectral region of the E(v’=1) state, for DCl, while the 

E(v’=1) spectral band still remains to be assigned. Coxon et al., by use of emission 

spectroscopy, detected the lowest vibrational levels of the V ion-pair state (v’=0-7) for DCl, 

leaving a gap of v’ =8-11 still undiscovered and ending a long awaited assignment of the v’=0 

level.
77

 A thorough work by Green et al. addressed various topics regarding HCl, concerning 

observations and identifications of states, state interactions and chlorine isotope effects.
11-13

 

Non-degenerate homogenous couplings between the ion-pair and Rydberg states of 
1


+
(=0

+
) symmetry, showed perturbation effects. Contrastingly, near-degenerate hetero-

geneous couplings displayed weaker perturbations. More recently, Kvaran et al. published 

papers on (3+1)REMPI of DCl and HCl, which allowed identification of  states (e.g. the 

L
1
3 state).

105, 106
 

Relevant work on DCl presented here, is to be found in paper 3 (see chapter 4.3). 

(2+n)REMPI data and analysis for the two-photon resonance excitation region of 80 500–

89500 cm


 for a mixture of DCl and HCl are presented.  Number of new spectral 

observations, for DCl, were assigned. A special attention was paid to perturbation effects 

which appear as deviation of spacings between vibrational energy levels, rotational constants 

and chlorine isotope shifts from regular patterns of unperturbed states. The analysis lead to 

quantitative characterization of states and revealed a characteristic pattern of strong 

interactions between singlet sigma states, indicating a diversity in dynamical processes in this 

high energy region. Furthermore, comparison of data for DCl and HCl was performed. 

1.2 Polyatomic molecules – bromomethanes 

The spectroscopy and photochemistry of the bromomethanes,
36-38, 42, 45, 46, 52, 57-59, 107-114

 

CHxBr4-x (x = 0-3), gained prominence in the late 20
th

 century, as the destructive impact of 

halogenated species in the atmosphere emerged. Halogenated molecules such as the CFCs 
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(chlorofluorocarbons) play a significant role in the breakdown of the ozone in the 

stratosphere. Bromine radicals have been identified to have a severe impact an ozone 

depletion.
115

 Therefore, it is important to understand reactions and processes that lead to 

formation of bromine radicals and breakdown of bromine (Br) containing molecules. It has 

been shown that bromomethanes and other bromo-carbons are important participants in 

atmospheric photochemical processes.
45, 46, 48, 52, 53, 59, 116

 Radiation from the sun and solar 

storms in particular,
117

 consists of energetic particles which are capable of exciting the 

molecules in the Earth´s atmosphere to highly energetic states, which can be further 

dissociated and/or ionized. Such photochemical processes can involve participation of high 

energy molecular Rydberg states. Most photochemical studies of the bromomethanes have 

involved the effect of low energy valence states (in the valence state energy region), whereas 

less emphasis has been on the involvement of higher energy Rydberg states (in the Rydberg 

state region). In addition to formation of Br atoms photodissociation of the bromomethanes 

can form small organic fragment species such as the CHn (n = 1-3) radicals. These are of great 

interest in astrochemistry, since such hydrocarbon radicals are believed to be the fundamental 

building blocks of organic molecules in interstellar space.
68-70

  

1.2.1 CH3Br  

The spectroscopy and photofragmentation of methyl bromide (CH3Br) has been studied both 

experimentally and theoretically for decades. Although CH3Br is the most studied molecule of 

the bromomethanes, many aspects of its photochemistry remains unknown. Since the 

pioneering work of  Price in 1936,
107

 a number of absorption studies have been accomplish 

with the main focus on dissociation of CH3Br in the low energy absorption region (the A band  

region), where transitions to repulsive valence states dominate.
36, 37, 45, 48, 53, 56, 57

 Causley and 

Russel, in 1975, reported work on all the bromomethanes, where they investigated, assigned 

and compared absorption spectra in the repulsive valence states region as well as in the 

Rydberg states region.
108

 CH3Br, with only one bromine atom, shows an absorption in the A 

band region peaking near 50 000 cm
-1

. As the number of bromine atoms increase, the 

absorption bands shift to lower energy to about 40 000 cm
-1

 for CBr4. As the number of Br 

atoms increase a larger number of possible transitions of non-bound electrons to Rydberg 

states also increase. This subsequently leads to an increase in Rydberg band series and 

enhanced spectral structure complexity in the Rydberg states region. Causley and Russel 

identified two s- and p-Rydberg series (and two 4d states) for CH3Br but three s-series for 

CH2Br2. Spectral series for CHBr3 and CBr4 could not be assigned because of the severe 

overlap of spectral features. Later, Gougousi et al. published a paper where the focus was on 

photodissociation in the first continuum (the A band region), using multiphoton ionization 

(MPI) and velocity map imaging (VMI).
36

 Three main repulsive states (originally reported by 

Mulliken
118-120

), 
3
Q0, 

3
Q1 and 

1
Q1, are believed to be involved in the dissociation. These 

repulsive states correlate either to CH3 + Br or CH3 + Br*. In 1999, a similar study was 

conducted by Underwood and Powis, probing the Br/Br* formation.
37

 Formation of CH3
+ 

was 

also detected, seemingly due to formation of the CH3 3p
2
A2 Rydberg state prior to ionization.  

Xu et al.,
58

 and later Shaw et al.,
42

  researched ion-pair formations (CH3
+ 

, Br
–
) and 

corresponding dissociations. Transitions to the ion-pair molecular state above the dissociation 

limit, followed by direct dissociation, were believed to be the main cause for the ion-pair 

formation. This process was assumed to be more probable than transitions to Rydberg states 

followed by intersystem crossings to the ion-pair state. Few years later, Ridley et al. 

published a paper, providing evidences for the existence of Rydberg-doorway-states in the 

photoion-pair formation for CH3Br.
43

 Their main focus was to identify = 0 Rydberg states, 
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using both (2+1) and (3+1)REMPI. In the cases when the = 0 Rydberg states are of the 

same symmetry as the ion-pair state(s), strong homogeneous couplings (= 0) between 

those states exists (analogues to the hydrogen halides). Ridley et al. believed that this 

interaction could be the key to the doorway mechanism. Photoion-pair formation was 

observed both above and below the ion-pair dissociation threshold and linked to excitations to 

= 0 Rydberg states of the lower members of the p- and f-Rydberg series.  

Using (2+1)REMPI along with slice imaging and VMI, Wang et al. resonantly excited 

CH3Br via 5s Rydberg states above the ionization limit to form CH3Br
+
 in the ground and 

spin-orbit excited ionic states, 
2
E3/2 and 

2
E1/2, respectively.

59
 Detection of CH3

+ 
formation 

showed, according to kinetic energy release spectra (KERs), broad peaks with vibrational 

structures in the low energy region, as well as a sharp peaks located at higher energies. They 

concluded that the ionization channel for the CH3
+
 formation was via photodissociation of 

CH3Br
+
, where the vibrational structure and sharp peak corresponded to transitions via the 

2
E1/2 and 

2
E3/2 states respectively. Kvaran et al. investigated ion formations for CH3Br by MR-

(2+n)REMPI for the two-photon excitation region of  66 000 – 80 000 cm
-1

.
46

 Main ion signal 

intensities changed as, CH3
+ 

> CH2
+ 

> CH
+
 > C

+
. Other signals detected, such as for Br

+
, 

CBr
+
, H

+
 and CHxBr

+
(x=1,2,3), were very weak. Furthermore, characteristic ion intensity (I) 

variations close to the ion-pair threshold was observed. Thus, the relative ion intensities, 

I(M
+
)/I(CH3

+
), for M

+
 = CH2

+
, CH

+
 and Br

+
 were found to reach maxima as the wavenumber 

values got closer to the ion-pair threshold. 

Relevant work presented here on CH3Br is to be found in papers 4 and 5 (see chapter 

4.4 and 4.5)). The two-photon excitation region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm
-1 

was inspected by 

mass resolved MPI and VMI by use of one-colour (paper 4) and two-colour (paper 5) 

excitation schemes. Resonant excitations to selected molecular Rydberg states were explored 

specifically. Photodissociation and photoionization channels were identified and 

characterized, based on analysis of KER spectra and ion angular distributions.  

1.2.2 CH2Br2 / CHBr3 / CBr4 

With the exception of methyl bromide (CH3Br), little work has been done on other 

bromomethanes. Causley and Russel, using absorption spectroscopy, did extensive work on 

all the bromomethanes (CHxBr4-x, x= 0-3), as mentioned before (see section 1.2.1).
108

 Due to 

severe spectra overlap and the complexity no assignments of the spectra for CHBr3 and CBr4 

molecules could be made. Three Rydberg spectral series were assigned for CH2Br2, all of 

which belong to s-series. In 1998, Paddison et al., conducted an extensive ab initio study on 

the bromomethanes including the parent molecules and radical species, CH3·, CH2Br·, 

CHBr2· and CBr3·, calculating physical properties of the optimized structures.
121

 Later, a 

theoretical study of transition probabilities to low-lying singlet and triplet electronic states of 

CHBr3, was performed by Peterson and Francisco.
52

 The calculations showed the existence of 

a low lying triplet state a
3
A2, with a predicted band origin at about cm

-1
, and 

maximum absorption near 37 037 cm
-1

. Excitation in this region formed CHBr2 + Br by 

photodissociation. Higher in energy, two singlet states, A
1
A2 and B

1
E were found. Transition 

to the A states, corresponding to excitation energies lower than 42 735 cm
-1

, was predicted to 

be weak. For higher energies overlapping absorption due to a stronger transition to the B state 

was predicted. Sharma et al., published an experimental and theoretical study of CH2Br2, 

carried out at 28 170 cm
-1

, with the focus on photodissociation and photo-ionization.
111

 

Transition barriers, bond strengths, ion formations and ionization of various CH2Br2 
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fragments were characterized. In 2004, Zou et al., performed photo-dissociation experiments 

for CHBr3 at 40 323 cm
-1 

by using photofragment translational spectroscopy for studying the 

dynamics of photodissociation processes.
116

 The primary ions corresponded to signals of the 

CHBr2
+
 and Br

+
 ion fragments and was attributed to dissociation in the first continuum. Other 

ions formed, e.g. CBr
+
, HBr

+
, CH

+
, were attributed to secondary photo-dissociations 

processes of CHBr2 and CHBr. Greene et al., using MR-REMPI and VMI, studied the 

photodissociation dynamics of CBr4, probing for Br and Br* atoms formed.
122

 Direct 

dissociation in the A band region, probed at wavenumber 37 453 cm
-1

, showed mainly 

formation of CBr3 + Br, whereas smaller contribution was detected for formation of CBr3 + 

Br*. The main dissociation channel happened via singlet repulsive states, whereas some 

contribution came from dissociation via triplet states. Greene et al. argued, using speed and 

angular distribution, that an excitation to the lowest triplet repulsive state correlates with the 

CBr3 + Br dissociation channel, which is the opposite of what has been proposed for lighter 

molecules such as CH3Br. MPI spectra showed formation of the smaller ions CBr
+
, C

+
 and 

Br2
+
, whereas no evidence was found for formation of ions of larger molecular fragments such 

as CBr2
+
, CBr3

+
 nor the parent molecular ion CBr4

+
. In 2007, Ji et al., researched the 

photodissociation dynamics of CH2Br2 near 42 735 cm
-1 

and 37 453 cm
-1

.
123

 Using VMI 

coupled with (2+1)REMPI to obtain angular and translational energy distributions of Br and 

Br* atoms. Both Br and Br* exhibited anisotropy corresponding to parallel transitions in the 

A band region for approximately three times more formation of Br than Br*. This was 

attributed to curve crossing between repulsive states of different symmetries, A1 and 2B1. 

KER spectra showed the Br*
+
 peak as relatively sharp, whereas the KER spectra for Br

+
 

appeared much broader. The broader translational energy distribution observed for Br, was 

attributed to vibrational excitations in the CH2Br2 molecule, prior to dissociation. Mass 

resolved (2+n)REMPI studies by Long et al. in the two photon excitation region of 71 200 – 

82 300 cm
-1

, revealed several resonant excitations to np and nd Rydberg states of CH2Br2.
114

 

Ions detected were H
+
, C

+
, CH

+
, CH2

+
 and Br

+
. Evidence of resonant excitations to the 

Rydberg states of CH2Br2 was found from the ion spectra of CH2
+
, CH

+
 and C

+
 fragments. 

The CH
+
 ion spectrum exhibited band structures, which were assigned to (1+1)REMPI of 

CH*(A
2
) for vibrational level v’= 0 (i.e. A

2
v’= 0) via the main resonant excitation to the 

D
2
v’=2) Rydberg state, but also to the E

2
(v’=0) and F

2


+
(v’=0) Rydberg states, prior to 

ionization. The formation of CH*(A
2
) (along with HBr and Br) was attributed to 

photodissociation of CH2Br2 via two-photon resonant excitation to Rydberg states 

(CH2Br2**). The energy difference between CH2Br2** and the formation of CH*(A
2
) is 

relatively small. Therefore, CH*(A
2
) was formed in low energy rotational levels to show few 

rotational lines. Furthermore, the CH
+
 spectra displayed severe perturbation effects, making 

assignments difficult. The perturbations are believed to be caused by fast pre-dissociations via 

a repulsive state residing in that energy region. A broad peak in the C
+
 spectrum at the two-

photon excitation energy of 80 663 cm
-1

 was detected. This was attributed to an increase in 

ionization probability, by changing from three-photon to two-photon ((2+1)MPI to (1+1)MPI) 

ionization of C*(
1
D2). 

Relevant work, presented here, is on CH, to be found in paper 1 (see chapter 4.1). 

Bromoform (CHBr3) was chosen as a suitable candidate for producing CH(A
2
,v´) in order to 

assist with assigning the complicated spectral structure associated with its transitions to the 

higher lying Rydberg states. This is further discussed in the next section. 
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1.2.3 CH – CD 

Following the spectroscopic studies of the CH/CD radicals by Herzberg and Johns in 1969,
124

 

there have been a number of uncertainties concerning its spectral assignments in the high 

energy Rydberg states region. Using flash-photolysis of diazomethane (CH2N2 / CD2N2) 

Herzberg and Johns obtained absorption spectra for CH and CD corresponding to excitations 

from the ground state, X
2
 to several states. The spectra included bands for the low lying 

states, A
2
, B

2


–
 and C

2


+
, which they identified and assigned for rotational and vibrational 

transitions as well as deriving relevant spectroscopic constants. Excitations to high energy 

Rydberg states showed spectra that were more elusive than for the low lying states, being 

severely perturbed due to strong state interactions.  Nevertheless, three high energy states 

could be identifies, i.e. the D
2
E

2
 and F

2



Rydberg states. A year later, Hesser and 

Lutz,
125

 using electron-beam excitations of CH4 and CD4 gases, observed the three lower 

energy states, A, B and C, previously reported by Herzberg and Johns. More recent 

experiments have mainly involved transitions to lower energy Rydberg states.
126, 127

 In 1986, 

extensive ab initio calculations were performed by van Dishoeck for the CH molecule, 

deriving adiabatic potential curves for number of electronic states of the neutral molecule as 

well as for the ionic ground state CH
+
(X

1


+
) and threshold energies.

128
 In addition, transition 

dipole moments and probabilities as well as mixing of electronic configurations for states as a 

function of the internuclear distance were derived. These calculations showed severe mixing 

of states in the high energy Rydberg states region. Metropoulos and Mavridis calculated 

predissociation lifetimes of the high energy Rydberg states D
2
and E

2
 (which they labelled 

E
2
F

2
respectively) based on strong avoided crossings with a 

2
 repulsive state.

129
 Thus, 

by using an adiabatic representation, lifetimes of about 20 fs, 2 fs and 9 fs were obtained for 

the vibrational state 0, 1 and 2 of the D state, respectively. This indicated that the curve 

crossing could be in the vicinity above the v’=1 level. Chen et al., performed REMPI of 

CHBr3 to form CH in the A
2
(v'=0) state via predissociation of the parent molecule.

130
 

(1+1)REMPI of CH*(A
2
 v’=0) produced spectra showing resonant excitations via CH** 

Rydberg state. REMPI spectra obtained, showed broad rotational lines, which were assigned 

to the P, Q and R line series of the CH**(D
2
(v’=2)) state. Furthermore, the C

+
 spectrum, 

displayed broad signal for one-photon absorption at 40 331 cm
-1

. In 2007, further ab initio 

calculations were performed by Vázquez et al.
131

 They derived potential curves and 

spectroscopic constants for states in the high energy Rydberg states region. Limited avoided 

crossings were seen for 
2


+
 potential curves, whereas avoided crossings for 

2
 potentials, due 

to mixing with 
2
 repulsive states were found to be common. Thus, the effect of 

predissociation on the 
2
 Rydberg states short lifetimes could be verified. The predissociation 

is predicted to be v’ sensitive, depending on the curve crossing locations.  

Relevant work, presented her, is on CH and CD, to be found in paper 1 (see chapter 

4.1). The one-photon excitation region 38 000 – 42 000 cm
-1

, was inspected by (1+1)REMPI 

of CH*(A
2
) and CD*(A

2
). Resonant excitations to the CH**/CD**(D

2
; v’=2) Rydberg 

state was the focus of the work. One-photon excitation to near lying Rydberg states was to be 

expected. The effects of isotopic shift was incorporated by using both CH and CD, in the hope 

of avoiding strong predissociation effects near the curve crossings of Rydberg potentials and 

repulsive potential. CH/CD fragments were formed via photo-dissociation of CHBr3/CDBr3. 
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2 Theoretical considerations 

2.1 Excitation within molecules 

An atom is the smallest component of ordinary matter. Composed of a nucleus and 

electron(s), the electrons reside in orbitals around the nucleus with discrete energies. Exciting 

an atom, with just the right energy, causes the electron to transfer to more energetic, 

electronic state (orbital). These transitions only take place with the right amount of energy; 

the right quanta of energy. The electrons are, therefore, said to be excited between quantum 

energy levels. Equal energy is released if the electron drops back to its original quantum level 

in the form of a photon. A molecule is formed upon the interaction between electronic orbitals 

of two (or more) near lying atoms. The molecules have extra attributes as they can both 

vibrate and rotate within specific quantum energy levels. The total energy (∆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙) of an 

electronic excitation of a molecule, therefore, can be divided into terms as, 

                                                ∆𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙 + ∆𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 + ∆𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡                      (3)    

where ΔEel, ΔEvib and ΔErot are the electronic-, vibrational- and rotational- energy differences,  

respectively. The approximate orders of magnitude for these individual factors are,   

                                               ∆𝐸𝑒𝑙 ≈ ∆𝐸𝑣𝑖𝑏 ∙ 103 ≈ ∆𝐸𝑟𝑜𝑡 ∙ 106                    (4) 

2.1.1 The Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

The Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation uses the disparity in masses between nuclei and 

an electron, to simplify the Hamiltonian operator (Ĥ) for the Schrödinger wave equation. The 

assumption is made, that because the electrons move much faster than the nuclei, the nuclei 

are held fixed in position during the period of the electron motions, to allow the energies of 

the electrons to be determined for stationary nuclei. The Hamiltonian of a diatomic molecule 

can then be presented as such, 

                                            �̂� = 𝐻𝑒𝑙 + 𝑇𝑁(𝑅) + 𝐻𝑟𝑜𝑡 + 𝐻𝑆𝑂                         (5) 

where H
el
 represents the term for the potential energy curve, T

N
(R) describes the vibrational 

motion as a function of r, where r is the internuclear distance. The angular variable is given 

by H
rot

, which defines the rotational motion, and H
SO

 gives the spin-orbit interaction. In the 

BO approximation, each electronic state of a diatomic molecule is represented by a potential 

energy curve plotted against internuclear distance. Within these potential curves, vibrational 

energy levels are indicated by horizontal lines. For larger molecules, these potential curves 

need to be represented by a multi-dimensional potential surface, where the potential energy is 

plotted against a number of distances and angles that specify the configuration of the 

molecule. The equilibrium bond distances (located at the bottom of the potential wells) and 

the shape of potential energy curves are in general diverse for different electronic states of a 

molecule, and the spacing of vibrational levels, therefore, different. By applying the BO-

approximation, these potential energy curves are frozen in space and electronic transitions can 

be plotted as vertical transitions within, and between those curves (see fig.1). 
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2.1.2 Electronic energies 

Electronic energies depend on the internuclear distance (potential curves). For diatomic 

molecules the average internuclear distance, re, at the lowest energy point of the potential 

curve for bound state potentials, gives energy commonly referred to as Te. For the ground 

state, Te can be considered as having zero energy. (Alternatively T0 is set to zero, where T0 = 

Te + ZPE and ZPE is the zero point energy). Assuming that Te = 0 for the ground state, then Te 

for excited (bound) Rydberg states can be expressed as, 

           𝑇𝑒 = 𝐼𝐸 −
ℛ

(𝑛−𝛿)2                       (6)    

where Te is the energy of the selected state, IE is the ionization energy, ℛ is the Rydberg 

constant, n is the principal quantum number and  is the quantum defect parameter depending 

on the Rydberg electron orbital. The quantum defect value arises from shielding effects of the 

core electrons of the molecule.  

The values for  range typically from almost zero for the f orbitals, upwards for decreasing l 

Rydberg atom quantum numbers. This equation specifies the energy of electronic states 

within the region between the ground state and the IE limit (for neutral molecular species).  

When two atomic orbitals are combined to form molecular orbitals, a method called Linear 

Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) can be applied. Table.1 shows different types of 

atomic orbitals (l) and a molecular combination thereof (). 

Table 1 Shows letters defined for orbital quantum numbers for atomic orbitals. LCAO for 

bonding molecular orbitals, formed by combination of specific atomic orbital. 

 

Combination of two s orbitals makes a  orbital, whereas e.g. p atomic orbitals can combine 

into  and  molecular orbitals. Rydberg states are accessed by exciting electrons to high 

energy atomic-like molecular orbitals (MOs) in the Rydberg states spectral region, whereas 

valence states are accessed in the valence states region  by exciting electrons to molecular 

orbitals formed by linear combination of valence atomic orbitals. Transitions within the 

valence states region can, for example, lead to, i) -dissociation of the molecule via repulsive 

or continuum states (typically corresponding to transitions to anti-bonding orbitals), ii) -

increased internuclear bond distance between the atoms, held together by Coulomb attraction 

forces. The latter is referred to as an ion-pair state, which, in case of a diatomic molecule, 

such as the hydrogen halides HX, corresponds to an electron transfer from a bonding () to an 

anti-bonding (*) orbital, e.g. HBr → H
+
Br

–
. 

Atomic orbital (l ) Bonding molecular orbitals ( )

s s

p p  , p 

d d  , d  , d 

f f  , f  , f  , f f
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2.1.3 Vibrational energy levels 

The vibrational energy levels within the energy potential curves, can be described empirically 

by series, as a function of (v + ½),  

               𝐺(𝑣) = 𝜔𝑒(𝑣 + 1/2) − 𝜔𝑒𝑥𝑒(𝑣 + 1/2)2 + 𝜔𝑒𝑦𝑒(𝑣 + 1/2)3 + ⋯      (7) 

where G(v) denotes the vibrational energy, v is the vibrational quantum number (v = 0, 1, 2 

…), e is, to first approximation, the harmonic vibrational wavenumber, 

                                              𝜔𝑒 =
1

2𝜋𝑐
√

𝑘

𝜇
              (8) 

where c is the speed of light,  is the reduced mass and k is the force constant (spring constant 

from Hooke’s law
2
) of the molecule. The exe term is the anharmonic constant (later terms are 

correction terms for asymptotic approach), describing the deviation from the simple harmonic 

oscillator approximation, depending on the potential curve shape. 

Fig.1, shows simplified representation of the impact that anharmonic vibrational 

constant has on the simple harmonic oscillator potential curve approach. 

 

Figure 1 Potential curves. a) The simple harmonic oscillator potential curve and an 

acceptable approach for vibrational levels. b) More realistic approach to the potential energy 

curve, taking into account the anharmonicity of the vibration. The y-axis displays the energy, 

the x-axis the internuclear distance. re is the equilibrium distance. Vibrational energy levels 

are shown as horizontal lines. 

2.1.4 Rotational energy levels 

The rotational energies can be described by the series, as a function of J(J + 1). 

                             𝐹𝑣(𝐽) = 𝐵𝑣𝐽(𝐽 + 1) − 𝐷𝑣[𝐽(𝐽 + 1)]2 + 𝐻𝑒[𝐽(𝐽 + 1)]3 + ⋯        (9) 

Here Fv(J) denotes the rotational energy, J is the rotational quantum number, Bv is the 

rotational constant and Dv is a centrifugal distortion constant (later terms are correction terms 

for asymptotic approach). Fig.2, shows the deviation rotational energy levels from rigid rotor 

behaviour to non-rigid rotor, 
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Figure 2 The change in rotational energy levels when passing from a rigid to a non-rigid 

diatomic molecule. (For B= 5 and D= 0.005) 

 The Bv and Dv, constants are both affected by the change in v, and can be expressed as, 

                                        𝐵𝑣 = 𝐵𝑒 − 𝛼𝑒 (𝑣 +
1

2
) + 𝛾 (𝑣 +

1

2
)

2

+ ⋯                        (10) 

                                       𝐷𝑣 = 𝐷𝑒 − 𝛽𝑒 (𝑣 +
1

2
) + ⋯                                               (11) 

Here Be and De are the unaffected rotational and centrifugal distortion constants of the 

individual electronic states, with e and e as constants describing the impact that increasing 

vibrational energy (increasing v) has. The B´s (𝐵𝑣 and Be) depend on internuclear distance, r, 

                                                𝐵 =
ℏ

4𝜋𝑐𝜇𝑟2
                                                     (12) 

where ħ is the Planck’s constant divided by 2  is reduced mass
2
 and c is the speed of light. 

2.1.5 Summary 

With the information described above, one can calculate the total energy (E
0

T) of a diatomic 

molecule, consisting of electronic (Te), vibrational (G(v)) and rotational (Fv(J)) energies, 

presented as, 

                                  𝐸𝑇
0 = 𝑇𝑒 + 𝐺(𝑣) + 𝐹𝑣(𝐽)                                (13) 

giving the unperturbed energy, E
0
, of a molecule. 
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2.2 Term symbols and Hund’s case 

2.2.1 Atomic and Diatomic term symbols 

Abbreviation for angular momentum quantum numbers in multi electron systems is generally 

used, called term symbols. Term symbols describe states with respect to quantum numbers,   

                    Atoms                                    𝐿2𝑆+1
𝐽                                           (14a) 

                    Molecules                             𝛬2𝛴+1
𝛺                                           (14b) 

where S, L,J and , ,  are the quantum numbers for, spin angular momentum, orbital 

angular momentum and total electronic angular momentum, for atoms and diatomic 

molecules, respectively. The quantum numbers S,  and J,  are represented with numerical 

values, whereas for L and  letter designations are used (see table.2). 

Table 2 Designations used to represent orbital angular momenta for atoms and diatomic 

molecules. 

 

 

The magnetic quantum number ml, specifies the orientation of an orbital angular momentum 

for an electron and refers to the projection of the angular momentum on the z-axis for a given 

direction. 

                                                           𝐿𝑍 = 𝑚𝑙ℏ                                             (15) 

The corresponding total z-projection quantum number for an atom or a molecule can then be 

defined as 

                                                             𝑀𝐿 = ∑ 𝑚𝑙𝑖𝑖                                          (16) 

For a molecule, since positive and negative values of ML are degenerate, then  can be 

defined as 

                                                              𝛬 = |𝑀𝐿|                                             (17) 

, therefore, takes the positive numerical values, = 0, 1, 2 … (see table.2), and the vectorial 

form . Similarly refers to the vectorial representation , for the molecular spin angular 

momentum.  It can take 2+1 different values, called multiplicity. States with multiplicity 1, 

2, 3, 4 and 5 are named singlet, doublet, triplet, quartet and quintet states, respectively. Spin-

L / Molecular designations ( )

0 S 

1 P 

2 D 

3 F 

Atomic designations (L )
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orbit coupling lifts the degeneracy of the electronic states. This is because the z-component of 

spin interacts with the z-component of the orbital angular momentum, generating a total 

electronic angular momentum along the molecule axis Jz. with different energies. The 

corresponding quantum number (𝛺) is specified as  

                                                             𝛺 = 𝛴 + 𝛬                                           (18) 

for the vector . 

The implication of z-projection vectors, ,  and , as well as total vector J, L and S are 

addressed in next section.  

2.2.2 Hund’s Cases 

For a diatomic molecule it is important to include the effect of rotation as well as the 

electronic motions, when considering the total angular momentum of the system. Hund’s 

cases display in which way these different motions influence one another, depending on the 

molecules involved. The  and  projections are formed from the corresponding total 

angular moment vectors, J, L, S as shown in fig.3 for Hund’s case (a),
60

  

 

Figure 3 Schematic representation of angular momenta in a diatomic molecule for Hund’s 

case (a). Vectors J, L and S form projections on the internuclear axis, labeled  and . N 

is the angular momentum vector of nuclear rotation. The nutation of the figure axis is shown 

as a red solid ellipse. The much faster precessions of L and S about the line joining the nuclei 

are indicated by broken line ellipses.  

In Hund’s case (a) it is assumed that the interaction of the nuclear rotation (angular 

momentum vector N) with the electronic orbital motion and spin (L and S) is negligible but 
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that the electronic motion itself is coupled strongly to the internuclear axis. This leads to a 

well-defined total angular momentum J = + N. (see fig.3). 

The rotational energy for a symmetric top approach, with the quantum numbers J and  is,  

                                                   𝐹𝑣(𝐽) = 𝐵𝑣[𝐽(𝐽 + 1) − 𝛺2]                            (19) 

The 2
 term implies a multiplet splitting,

60
 for electronic states for different values of , e.g., 

2
3/2 and 

2
1/2, where  = 3/2 and 1/2, which can appear as shifted spectral bands. 

There are more configurations of the vector combinations describing the electronic interaction 

of the molecule. These are known as Hund’s cases (a) – (e).
60

 Coverage of all the Hund’s 

cases will not be carried out here. Hund’s case (a), suitable for light atoms, such as HCl and 

DCl is displayed in fig.3. Hund’s case (c) shown in fig.4, is appropriate for heavier molecules 

(e.g. HBr.) where the interaction between vectors L and S can be strong.  

 

Figure 4 Schematic representation of angular momenta in diatomic molecule for Hund’s case 

(c). L and S form the vector Ja, projected as  on the internuclear axis. The nutation of the 

figure axis is shown as a red solid ellipse. 

For Hund’s case (c),
60

 the interaction between L and S is stronger than the interaction with the 

internuclear axis. In that case, the  and  are not defined, but rather L and S form a resultant 

Ja vector which then couples to the internuclear axis, with a z-projection component . In this 

case, the spin-orbit coupling is very strong. The total angular momentum is defined as J =  

+ N, analogous to Hund’s case (a). The rotational energy levels for Hund’s case (c), are 

analogous to those for Hund’s case (a). 
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2.3 Selection rules 

2.3.1 Transition dipole moment 

A fundamental condition for a transition to take place between two electronic states, is for the 

dipole moment to change, shown in bra-ket notation as, 

                                            〈1|𝝁|0〉 ≠ 0                                           (20) 

Here, ⟨1|0⟩ are the wave functions of the two electronic states involved and  is the transition 

dipole moment operator. Zero values of this braket mean that transition is forbidden.  

2.3.2 Angular momentum selection rule 

During the absorption of a photon, the orbital angular momentum (l) of an atom changes. For 

the conservation of orbital angular momentum to hold, during the excitation, the dipole needs 

to change with a transition to an orbital with different angular momentum, or simply, 

                                                                   Δ𝑙 = ±1                                              (21) 

This rule satisfies the transition moment integral (see eq.20), as a transition between two 

states of different orbital angular momentum inherently involves a change in the dipole 

moment.  

2.3.3 One- and two-photon selection rules for molecules 

When a molecule absorbs a photon, the total angular momentum must be conserved. This 

gives rise to the following selection rules, for a one-photon excitation 

                                      𝐽′ − 𝐽′′ = Δ𝐽 = ±1 ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∆𝛺 = 0                             (22a) 

and 

                                    𝐽′ − 𝐽′′ =  Δ𝐽 = 0, ±1 ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 ∆𝛺 ≠ 0                          (22b) 

For multiphoton excitations, each photon transition fulfils the one-photon selection rules, so it 

is applied to each of the photon used in the excitation process,  

For = 0 

                                      𝐽′ − 𝐽′′ = Δ𝐽 = 0, ±2 ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 = 2                             (22c) 

                                      𝐽′ − 𝐽′′ = Δ𝐽 = ±1, ±3 ; 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛 = 3                          (22d) 

etc… 

For  0 

                                      𝐽′ − 𝐽′′ = Δ𝐽 = 0, ±1, ±2, ± ⋯ ± 𝑛                          (22e) 
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where n is the number of photons used in the excitation process, J’ is the rotational level in 

the excited state and J’’ is the rotational level in the ground state. This allows for additional 

spectral rotational line series (sometimes referred to as branches) for each vibrational 

transition. These branches are labelled as seen in table 3. 

Table 3 Example for line series that are formed with transitions J=0, ±1, ±2. 

 

2.3.4 Perturbation selection rules 

These following rules are not all rigorous: 

1) Both states must have the same total angular momentum J, J = 0 

2) Both states must have same multiplicity, S = 0 

3) The  value of the two states must differ only by 0 or 1,  = 0, ±1 

4) Both states need to have same parity, either both positive or both negative,  

+ +, ––, + //–  

5) For homonuclear molecules, both states must have same symmetry in the nuclei  

2.4 Intensity of electronic excitation spectral 

lines 

2.4.1 Franck-Condon principle  

The Franck-Condon principle addresses the transition probability for transitions between two 

electronic molecular states. It involves evaluation of Franck-Condon factors (FCFs). For the 

evaluation the BO approximation is applied. For a transition to take place, a change in dipole 

moment needs to occur, shown in bra-ket notation as, 

                                                         〈𝜓1|𝝁|𝜓0〉 ≠ 0                                          (23) 

where  is the transition dipole operator, and |𝜓0 > and |𝜓1 > represent the total wave 

functions for the two states involved in the transition. If the outcome of this bra-ket is zero 

due to no change in the dipole moment, the transition is forbidden. For non-zero values the 

probability amplitude (a
2
) is calculated as, 

                                                         𝑎2 = 〈𝜓1|𝝁|𝜓0〉2                                      (24) 

This holds for transitions between states which manifest as either excitation or emission. The 

FCFs are approximation expressions for a
2
, evaluated from the overlap integrals for the 

vibrational wave functions of the two states involved in the transition. The transition 

probabilities increase with increasing overlap of the vibrational wave functions (|𝜓𝑣′′
0 >

Branch: O P Q R S

J = -2 -1 0 1 2

Rotational selection rules give rise to rotational branches
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, |𝜓𝑣′
1 >). Calculated potential curves and vibrational wave functions for the first five 

vibrational states can be seen on fig.5, for the CH molecule. 

 

Figure 5 Two potential curves from the CH molecule, ground state X
2 (E

0
) and excited state 

A
2, calculated by using known spectroscopic constants.

132
 The Overlap of vibrational 

wave functions of the two states (E
0
and E

1
) gives an estimate (FCFs) of the transition 

probability between the states. Red arrow is an example of a high probability transition 

(large vibrational overlap), whereas blue represents a low probability transition (small 

vibrational overlap). 

2.4.2 Boltzmann distribution 

The intensity of rotational lines depends on the population in J’’ levels. This influences the 

number of molecules that are available for specific excitations. The population can be 

determined by using the Boltzmann distribution, 

                                                         
𝑁𝐽

𝑁0
= 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝐸𝐽

𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                                        (25) 

where NJ is number of particles with energy EJ, N0 is the total number of particles in the 

system, kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. Population shifts to higher 

levels as T increases. Pictorial representation can be seen in fig.6. 
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Figure 6 Pictorial representation of molecular distributions in rotational states depending on 

temperature (see main text).  

Therefore, for rotational excitation processes, most transitions for a cold gas (low T) will be 

for low J levels, whereas excitations for a hot gas (high T) will include higher energy J levels. 

Therefore, line intensities, as well as number of observed lines, is greatly influenced by the 

population and temperature. Our REMPI experiments were carried out for jet expansions of 

molecular samples to give cold gas beams (hence low J populations). 

2.4.3 Transition strengths 

Transition strengths are important factors to determine rotational line intensities for rotational 

line series. These factors differ for different number of photons in excitations process. Below 

is an example for one-photon excitations for diatomic molecules, where the orbital angular 

momentum quantum numbers for the states involved  are ’’, ’ and =’-’’. These 

factors (denoted as Sin general form)
34, 81

 can be calculated using following formulas seen 

in table 4. 

Table 4 Example for one-photon excitations for diatomic molecules (often referred to as 

Hönl-London factors) 
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2.4.4 Relative rotational line strength 

The relative rotational line intensities (Irel), can be expressed in the following way in the case 

of a Boltzmann distribution (see eq.26). 

                                         𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑙 = 𝐶(𝑣′, 𝑣′′)𝑔(𝐽′′)𝑆∆Ω 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−𝐸𝐽′′

𝑘𝑏𝑇
)                     (26) 

Where g(J’’) is the degeneracy (2J’’+1) of the ground state rotational energy levels (E(J’’)) 

and S is the transition strength factor. C(v’, v’’) is a factor, independent of J’ and J’’ which 

can be further expressed as 

                                         𝐶(𝑣′, 𝑣′′) = 𝐾 𝐹(𝑣′, 𝑣′′)𝑃𝑛𝜎1(𝑣′)                          (27) 

Here, F(v’, v’’) is the FCF and K is a parameter dependent on the electronic structure of the 

molecule, geometric factors and sample concentration. P
n
 is the laser power (P), where n 

depends on the number of photons involved in the overall ionization process, e.g. n ≤ 3, for 

(2+1)REMPI and the 1(v’) is the resonant excitation cross section. 

2.5 One- vs. two-colour with REMPI  

REMPI involves resonant photoexcitation to an electronic excited state followed by photoi-

onization. In the case of a multiphoton resonant excitation the resonant step can include 

dissociation processes forming molecular fragments that can subsequently undergo REMPI. 

Further excitation following the resonant step can create a superexcited state above the 

ionization limit and form the molecular ion via autoionization.
6, 7

 The autoionization process 

will not be addressed here further. In “one-colour REMPI”, excitations of neutral species and 

ionizations occur simultaneously by the same laser wavelengths.
7
 Adding a second laser 

wavelength can allow specific REMPI detections of fragment species (see paper 5, chapter 

4.5). This is often referred to as pump and probe detections, where the pump laser excites the 

molecule (AB) (e.g. to a Rydberg state (AB**)), followed by further excitations, dissociations 

and ionizations. The probe laser can be used to probe a ground state fragment (A or B).  Thus, 

for example,  by adjusting its wavelength to resonantly excite it to a Rydberg state its ion 

signal can be enhanced significantly, whereas by using only one wavelength, such signals 

may only be observed in cases of “accidental resonant” excitations of the fragments. Fig.7, 

shows schematic representation of these two excitation schemes, i.e. one- and two-colour 

REMPI.  The figure shows specific example where predissociation of AB** forms A and B 

followed by non-resonant excitation of A in the former case but resonant excitation of A for 

the probe excitation / in the latter case. 
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Figure 7 Schematic representations of the energetics and excitation processes for a molecule 

AB for one- and two-colour REMPI. i) Two-photon resonant transition to a Rydberg state 

AB**, ii) one-photon photoionization of AB** Rydberg state, iii) predissociation forming 

ground state A+B fragments, iv-a) non-resonant MPI for fragment A, iv-b) REMPI for 

fragment A. Purple vertical arrows are for pump laser excitations, and blue vertical arrows 

are for probe excitations.  

2.6 State interactions 

Perturbations are often observed in rotational structures of molecular spectra. Interactions 

between different states can cause observed spectral bands to derail away from predicted 

behaviour (see section 2.2). The interaction strength (W) and effects depend on the nature of 

these interactions.
6, 30, 83

 The interaction strengths are related to the molecular states 

symmetries and observed effects depend on how close in energy “interacting energy levels” 

are. When the total electronic angular momentum quantum numbers of interacting states are 

the same (= 0), the interactions (couplings) are referred to as homogenous, whereas, 

otherwise ( 0) these are heterogeneous. In terms of an operator representation, couplings 

are presented as, Ĥ = Ĥ0 + W, where Ĥ0 is the zero order Hamiltonian without coupling and W 

is the coupling contribution to Ĥ. 

2.6.1 Line alterations 

Line shift  

Rotational line shifts observed in spectra, indicate interactions between two (or more) 

rotational energy levels. In the simplest form this corresponds to an effect of two rotational 

energy levels moving apart. An example can be seen in fig.8. 
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Figure 8 Line shifts due to state interaction. Left: Unperturbed energy levels E
0

1 and E
0

2, with 

energy difference E
0

12. Right: Interaction between the states causes shifts of the energy 

levels to E1 and E2. ELS (see eq. (20)). Ecen is the energy value mid between E1 and E2. 

The relationship between the energy expressions shown in fig. 8 and the interaction strength 

for two interacting state (1) and (2) (W12) forms the basis for further simulations of line shift 

perturbations (LS-effects):
83

, 

                                         Δ𝐸𝐿𝑆 =  
1

2
(Δ𝐸12 − √(Δ𝐸12)2 − 4|𝑊12|2)                   (28) 

Linewidth broadening  

Linewidth is a fundamental attribute of spectral lines, as it is linked to the excited states 

lifetime. It is more appropriate to say, that a spectral line covers a range of wavelengths, 

rather than to be of a single wavelength. Furthermore, spectral linewidths can be affected by 

experimental conditions such as pressure and heat. Lifetime is influenced by bound-to-

continuum state coupling, which caused dissociation. Predissociation, is a case of energy 

potential curve crossing for states of comparable symmetries and can severely shorten the 

lifetime of the excited state. When spectral peaks are obtained, two commonly used shape 

functions, Lorentzian and Gaussian can be applied,
133

 where the previous is used to estimate 

homogenous broadening while the latter is used for heterogeneous broadening. The two 

functions are as follows. 

Lorentzian shape function 

                                                     𝜒(𝜈, 𝜈0) =
Γ/2𝜋

(𝜈−𝜈0)2+(Γ/2)2                                    (29) 

Gaussian shape function 

                                               𝜒(𝜈, 𝜈0) =
2

Γ
(

𝑙𝑛2

𝜋
)

1/2

𝑒
−[

4𝑙𝑛2(𝜈−𝜈0)2

Γ2 ]
                         (30) 
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where 0 is the central wavenumber and Γ is linewidth full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). A 

band consisting of number of rotational lines, can display a broadening of the linewidths 

within the spectral band. If two peaks have overlapping FWHM, they are hard to resolve and 

will look like one peak. These changes could be caused by interactions of various kind 

between near lying states.  
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3 Experimental and analysis methods 

3.1 MR-REMPI; Experimental setup 

The experimental setup for recording Mass-Resolved Resonance-Enhanced-MultiPhohon-

Ionization (MR-REMPI) data, consisted of a set of tunable dye laser, Coherent ScanMatePro, 

pumped by a Lambda Physic COMPex 205 excimer laser (XeCl, 308 nm)
134

. The linewidth of 

the tunable dye laser radiation was about 0.1 cm
-1

. All experiments performed required a 

second harmonic generator (SHG) to frequency double the dye laser output, using a Sirah 

frequency doubler instrument equipped with interchangeable BBO-2 (barium borate) or KDP 

(potassium dihydrogen phosphate) crystals and its energy output was kept stable by an 

autotracking device. The frequency doubled laser beam was separated from the fundamental 

beam by a Pellin-Broca prism and directed into a vacuum chamber. It was focused on a jet 

cooled molecular beam inside an ionization chamber by a 20 cm focal lens. Synchronized 

molecular beam pulses at 90° with respect to the laser pulses were created by a pulsed nozzle. 

Typical repetition rate was about 50 pulses for each frequency point. Either neat (undiluted) 

or argon diluted gas samples were used. A positively charged repeller and extractors (and an 

electrical lens) on either side (above and below) of the molecular beam, near the focal point, 

were used to accelerate and direct ions, formed, into a field-free region of a 75 cm long Time-

Of-Flight (TOF) tube. At the end of the TOF tube ions were detected by a micro-channel-

plate detector (MCP) as a function of the total time of flight (tTOF).  Ion masses (Mw) were 

determined from the approximation expression   

                                                         𝑡𝑇𝑂𝐹 = 𝑎√ 𝑀𝑤 + 𝑏                                     (31) 
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Figure 9 Schematic representation of REMPI-TOF setup. Excimer laser powers dye laser, 

SHG doubles the frequency of laser. Samples injected via nozzle into vacuum chamber and 

get ionized. Ions hit MCP detector that sends signals to oscilloscope and is converted to 

experimental data. 

where a and b are constants depending on experimental conditions and Mw is molecular 

weight of the ions. The pressure inside the ionization chamber, during an experiment, was 

typically about 1.0 x 10
-7

 – 1.0 x 10
-8

 mbar, using a liquid nitrogen cooled diffusion pump 

aided by an Edwards mechanical pump. A Pfeiffer TURBO pump was used to pump the TOF 

tube. A simplified schematic figure of the equipment can be seen in fig.9 and an example 

(DCl/ HCl sample; see paper 3 in chapter 4.3) of experimental parameters is to be found in 

table.5. 

Table 5 Typical equipment and condition parameters for REMPI experiments 

 

       a) HCl/DCl/Ar sample  

 

~ (DCl 60%: HCl 40%)50% : argon 50% 

 b) Laser dyes 

 

C-440, C-460 & C-480 

c) Freq. doubling crystal Sirah  BBO-2  

d) Laser repetition rate 

 

10 Hz 

  
e) Dye laser linewidth 

 

0.095 cm
-1

 

  f) Laser intensity used 

 

10-16 mJ/pulse Dye laser, 0.5-1.0 mJ after SHG 

g) Nozzle size 

 

0.5 mm 

  h) Sample backing pressure 2-3 bar 

  
i) Pressure inside ion chamber 5·10

-7 
mbar 
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j) Nozzle opening time 

 

180-250 s 

 k) Delay time for laser excitation 450-500 s 

 l) Excitation step size 0.1 cm
-1

 

  m) Time-Of-Flight step size 10 ns 

  n) Time-Of-Flight tube length 70 cm   

o) Focal lens distance 200 mm   

              

       Ion signals detected are treated as a function of mass and excitation wavenumber, which gives 

the mass spectra of the ions, for particular mass and laser excitation wavenumbers. 

3.2 Data analysis 

Ion signals, detected by the MCP´s, were fed through a coaxial cable and stored by a LeCroy 

44MXs-A 400 MHz digital oscilloscope prior to further analysis.   

A LabView v8.0 software program written by Dr. Jingming Long
135

 was used to 

integrate mass spectral peaks as a function of ion mass and/or laser excitation wavenumber to 

create mass and/or MR-REMPI spectra, respectively. Text files, created, were processes by 

use of the Igor Pro v.6,
136

 data analysis software and/or the spectral simulation program 

(PGOPHER v9.0)
137

. Further inspection of MR-REMPI spectra along with corresponding 

VMI data analysis (see below, chapter 3.3) allowed determination of multiphoton dynamics 

involved. 

3.2.1 Mass resolved analysis – to – REMPI spectrum 

Ions times-of-flight in the TOF mass spectrometer increase with mass. Following mass 

calibrations, mass spectra were determined from the measurements by the relationship given 

in eq. (31). The quantity of the ions is proportional to the intensity of the mass spectral peaks. 

A mass spectrum for a fixed laser excitation wavenumber (68 882 cm
-1

), obtained by probing 

the CH3Br molecule, can be seen in fig.10. A collection of mass spectra as a function of 

excitation wavenumber, for typical scanning step size of about 0.1 – 0.2 cm
-1

, over a chosen 

scanning region, forms a set of REMPI data. Integrated ion peak signals, for a specific ion, as 

a function of excitation wavenumber, give REMPI spectra for the ion. A relevant REMPI 

spectrum of CH3Br for the CH3
+
 ion can be seen in fig.11 for the two-photon excitation 

energy region of 66 000 – 69 000 cm
-1

. The peaks seen in fig.11 correspond to two-photon 

resonant transitions to Rydberg states of the CH3Br molecule. The assignments shown in the 

figure specify the Rydberg electron (5p), the spin-orbit states of the CH3Br
+
 ion ([3/2] or 

[1/2]) and the molecular vibrational modes (vi) and the corresponding quantum numbers. 
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Figure 10 Mass spectrum for the two-photon 68 882 cm
-1

 laser excitation of CH3Br, showing 

ion signals for C
+
, CH

+
, CH2

+
 and CH3

+
. Intensity (y-axis) shows relative quantity of the ions 

formed. 

 

 

Figure 11  REMPI spectrum for the CH3
+
 ion / CH3Br molecule. REMPI spectra are created 

from ion signals as a function of excitation wavenumber. Peaks represent resonant transition 

to Rydberg states of the molecule. The v1 =1 peak belongs to the 5p[=3/2] series. 
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3.2.2 Spectral simulations 

Simulations of REMPI spectra were performed by using PGOPHER v9.0,
137

 a software that 

can simulate rotationally structured spectra based on spectroscopic properties of the states 

involved. This, typically allowed determination of first and second order rotational constants 

(B and D respectively) as well as spin-orbit and lambda doubling constants for the excited 

states involved. Spectra simulations by PGOPHER were performed manually. This was done 

by adjusting spectroscopic constants for the excited states (assuming known parameters for 

the ground states) and the population in ground state levels (using a modified version of the 

Boltzmann distribution) until best fits of experimental and calculated spectra were obtained. A 

simulation for the D
35

Cl
+
 REMPI spectrum, involving the two-photon resonant transition, 

I
1
2(v’=0) ←← X

1


+
(v’’=0) for D

35
Cl, (see paper 3, chapter 4.3) is shown in fig.12.  

 

Figure 12 Spectral simulation:  REMPI spectrum (above, red) for the D
35

Cl molecule, 

showing the Q band for two-photon resonant transitions to the I
12 Rydberg state. Calculated 

spectrum (below; black), using the PGOPHER simulation software. The simulation allowed 

determination of relevant spectroscopic constants for the Rydberg state.  

The spectrum shows number of Q-branch lines along with one line of the P-branch. Judging 

from observed deviations (perturbations) in rotational line intensities (e.g. J’= 7), and 

positions (e.g. J’= 9) from regular patterns, seen in the calculated spectrum, state interactions 

could be identified and determined. 
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3.3 Velocity Map Imaging (VMI) 

The introduction of the ion imaging method led to many advances when it came to 

understanding dynamics of molecules. It was first demonstrated by Chandler and Houston 

back in 1987,
138

 looking at the ion distribution of the CH3
+
 fragment, following CH3I 

photolysis and CH3 ionization. The energy resolution of the technique was significantly 

improved with the introduction of Velocity Map Imaging or VMI by Eppink and Parker in 

1997,
139

 however the idea is the same. A jet-cooled molecular beam of the target molecule is 

formed in a reaction vacuum chamber. Linearly polarized laser pulses intersect the molecular 

beam at right angles, leading to dissociation of the parent molecule and ionization of the 

photofragments. The ions form inside a homogenous extraction field (defined by repeller and 

extraction plates) and form so called Newton spheres, which are ions distributed on the 

surface of a sphere because of their kinetic energy. The sphere of ions is projected towards a 

position-sensitive/imaging (microchannel plates coupled to a phosphor screen) detector and 

becomes a ring-like 2D projection on phosphorus screen that is recorded by a CCD camera.  

 

To extract information from these 2D projections, a method called inverse Abel transform, is 

applied to give three-dimensional speed distribution.
140

 The distribution of the ions after Abel 

inversion, is a 2D slice of the original 3D distribution. From the final image, information can 

be extracted on: 1) kinetic energy release (KER) of the detected photo-fragments, which 

describes the speed distribution of the ions relative to the centre of the 2D ring, which is also 

the centre of mass of the photolysis event 2) angular distribution, which describes the spatial 

distribution of the ions relative to the polarization direction of the laser. Fig.13 shows 

schematic representation of VMI spectrometer. For vertically polarized light source (similar 

to Fig.13), parallel to the detector, the transition dipole moment μ will also be parallel to the 

Figure 13 Simplified schematic representation of VMI spectrometer. Laser ionizes the 

molecules, and charged particles are accelerated towards a MCP detector. Image is the 

treated with Abel inversion, to claim initial velocity distribution. After inversion, the 2D 

projection look more like a 3D slice image.  
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laser polarization. For a diatomic molecule, there are two limiting cases for the bond 

orientation with respect to μ: (1) bond parallel to μ, in which case photofragments are ejected 

parallel to the laser polarization, the Newton sphere has more intensity at the poles and the 

transition is called “parallel” or (2) bond perpendicular to μ, in which case photofragments are 

ejected perpendicularly to the laser polarization, the Newton sphere has more intensity at the 

equator and the transition is called “perpendicular”.  State symmetries determine such 

distributions: a  ←  transition is parallel, while a  ←  transition is perpendicular. This, 

therefore, can provide the experimentalist with information on the state symmetry. An 

example of a velocity map image can be seen on Fig.14. Bright/coloured regions indicate the 

intensity of the ions detected and dark regions are where no ions are detected. Centre of image 

is where ions are formed with little to none translational energy, whereas the outer region has 

greater translational energy. The double headed arrow, indicates the direction of the linear 

polarization of the laser. The image is then processed to extract the Kinetic Energy Release 

(KER) distribution of the ions.  

 

Figure 14 a) Velocity map image for CH3
+
 ion following CH3Br excitation at 251.28 nm. Ion 

intensity is false-coloured from purple to white. b) Shows half of a VMI from CH3
+
. Red line 

indicates ions formed with same recoil velocities, i.e. radial sector at same distance from 

centre of image. Double headed arrow indicates the linear polarization of the laser. 

Transforming the image into a KER spectrum is done couple of steps. Image is divided to a 

half (see Fig.14b). Integration of 0°-180° is carried out, using the fact that the image is 

cylindrically symmetric to the polarization of the laser. Each ion located in the same distance 

from the centre (see red half circle in Fig.14b) has the same KER, and therefore is counted on 

the same column/pixel distance on the KER spectrum. KER spectrum is extracted from the 

image with the radius in pixels, counted from the centre of the image (ring). The pixels are 

then converted into electron volts (eV) (or other energy unit of choice) using a simple 

equation,  

                                                  𝐾𝐸𝑅(𝑒𝑉) = 𝐾𝐸𝑅(𝑝𝑖𝑥)2 ∗ 𝑓                                (32) 

where KER(pix) is the pixels in the image, f is a calibration factor related to the TOF distance, 

the magnification of the VMI lens and the extraction voltage and KER(eV) is the outcome in 
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eV. The outer most ring in fig.14, appears here as a sharp peak at about 1.6 eV, seen on KER 

spectrum, whereas the vibrational structure is formed from the rippled inner signal on fig.14 

at about 0.1-0.7 eV (see fig.15b). 

 

KER value assigned to the vibrational structure is found by, using equation (also see Fig.17 

for schematic illustration),  

                              𝐾𝐸𝑅(𝐶𝐻3
∗∗ + 𝐵𝑟) = 3ℎ𝑣 + 𝐸𝐽′′,𝑣′′ − 𝐷0(𝐶𝐻3𝐵𝑟) − 𝐸(𝐶𝐻3

∗∗)      (33)                                   

where h is the photon energy, EJ’’,v’’ is the J’’ and v’’ dependent rotational and vibrational 

energy of the ground state of CH3Br, D0 the bond energy for CH3-Br and E(CH3**) is the 

internal energy of the CH3 fragment. The vibrational bands come across as relative sharp KER 

peaks, on top of bigger broader KER peaks. An example of detection of the vibrational bands 

can be seen in the low KER region (0.1-0.7 eV) seen in fig.15b. 

Angular distribution is extracted by integrating ion signals over radius. The result is a 

distribution of ion intensity vs angle (from 𝜃 = 0° to 180°). As the image is cylindrically 

symmetric, either the left or the right half of the image is used (see fig.16). Signal intensities 

are fitted with the following expression that corresponds to one-step photodissociation,
141

 

                                    𝑃(𝜃) = 𝐴[1 + 𝛽2𝑃2(cos(𝜃)) + 𝛽4𝑃4(cos(𝜃))]              (34) 

where A is a scaling factor, P2 and P4 are Legendre polynomials, 2 and 4 are anisotropy 

parameters. The 2 parameter acquires values between +2 (solely parallel transition, where 

signal appears on poles) and -1 (solely perpendicular transition, where signal appears on the 

equator). Value of 2=0 gives isotropic distribution that is detected as an isotropic intensity 

ring, and is therefore a mixture of parallel and perpendicular transitions. Fig.16 shows an 

example of a VMI image from photoelectron spectra, showing angular distribution for a 

parallel transition. 

Figure 15 KER spectra extracted from a velocity map image for detection of the CH3
+
 ion, 

a) KER with ion intensity vs. radius from the ring(s) centre in pixels, b) KER spectra 

showing conversion from pixels to electron volts. 
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Figure 16 Image (on the left), where graph (on the right) has been attained. Intensity is high, 

near 0° and 180°, as can be seen as bright signal on image, whereas dim signal on image at 

90°, comes across as valley on the graph. Anisotropic parameter 2 was found to be around 

1.6 for this image, indicating a parallel transition. 

3.3.1 Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) 

Photoelectron spectroscopy studies the electrons formed in an ionization process. When an 

electron is detached from, e.g. molecule, the excess energy from the photon that ionizes the 

molecule goes into translational energy of the electron. If the photon energy is chosen 

carefully and excites the electron to the ionization limit exactly, the translational energy of the 

electron is approximately zero, whereas electrons that acquire translational energy correlate to 

the excess energy off the photon above the ionization limit. Those electrons move away from 

the centre of the VMI image (see fig.16). Here, the representation on fig.17 is taken as 

example, for calculating the excess energy, is shown in following equation,  

                         𝐾𝐸𝑅(𝑒𝑙) = ℎ𝑣 + 𝐸(𝐶𝐻3
∗∗) − 𝐼𝐸(𝐶𝐻3) − 𝐸(𝐶𝐻3

+(𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝐾𝐸𝑅))        (35) 

where h is the photon energy, E(CH3**) the internal energy, IE(CH3) the ionization energy 

and E(CH3
+
(int+KER)) stands for the internal (J’,v’) and kinetic energy for the CH3

+
 ion. 

Fig.17 shows the process from ground state CH3Br until the ionization of the CH3 fragment. 

CH3Br is excited with three photons to a superexcited, metastable state CH3Br
#
. The bond 

between CH3 and Br breaks and the CH3 fragment is formed in a Rydberg state CH3** along 

with Br. The excess energy seen in the KERs for CH3
+
, would be equivalent to the drop from 

CH3Br
#
 to CH3**(see bracket no.1 in fig.17). The methyl fragment gets ionized from the 

CH3** Rydberg state with one photon, and the excess energy above the ionization limit of 

CH3 goes into the electron (see bracket no.2 in fig.17). 
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Figure 17 Schematic representation of excitation of the CH3Br molecule to a superexcited 

state. Step 1, shows the dissociation process that gives speed distribution on the KER spectra 

of the CH3
+
 ion. Step 2, shows excess energy for electron (e

–
), after ionization of CH3**, 

forming CH3
+
 + e

–
. 

3.3.2 Slice imaging 

The Slice Imaging,
142, 143

 is an improvement to ion imaging and VMI. VMI requires the 

inverse Abel transformation, whereas slice imaging cancels the need for that process, while 

remaining comparable to VMI when it comes to energy resolution. Thus the need to use laser 

polarizations parallel to the detector is cancelled. In addition using the slice imaging method, 

the noise introduced by the inverse Abel transformation is eliminated. The name of the 

method describes the technique: Combining a delayed extraction field with a short detection 

time (<40 ns), only the centre slice of the 3D Newton sphere is detected. This gives a much 

clearer image. 
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Figure 18 Artist representation of slice imaging a) Newton sphere sliced in half. Red areas 

(centre and rings) are ion distribution with different speed distribution. Good timing for slice 

image to be taken. b) Example of how an image might look like, for a parallel transition for 

selected ion (for vertical (up-down) polarization of the laser). 

 

It can be seen on fig.18, where a) shows a sphere cut in half, and red colour indicates where 

the distribution of formed ions with different kinetic energies are located. The ions hit the 

imaging detector, creating an image on phosphorus plate that is recorded using a CCD 

camera. The slice image, looks like the centre slice of the sphere, showing angular distribution 

and speed distribution (KER), whereas the older VMI process would detect the whole sphere 

projection. 
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Long term puzzles of the CH and CD energetics
and related phenomena revisited; solutions
sought through REMPI-photofragmentations of
bromomethanes†

Arnar Haflijason, Huasheng Wang and Ágúst Kvaran*

Ever since the pioneering work by Herzberg and Johns in 1969 (The Astrophysical Journal, 1969, 158, 399)

the spectral assignment and the energetics of the fundamental molecular fragment CH, in the region of

63 000–65 000 cm�1 (7.81–8.06 eV), have remained a puzzle to a large extent. The dissociation of bromo-

form and deuterated bromoform following two-photon resonance excitations to molecular Rydberg states

forms the fragment species CH* and CD* in the excited state A2D(v0 =0) as well as carbon and bromine

atoms in the ground and first excited states, C/C* and Br/Br*. Further (1r + 1i)REMPI of CH* and CD*

resonance excites the fragments to the energy region of concern, whereas the atom fragments were

identified by further (2r + 1i)REMPI. Analysis based on spectral simulations, isotope shifts and comparison

with other data allowed spectral identifications, assignments and partial characterization of four highly

excited bound states for each of the molecular fragments (CH**/CD**); including the (3)2P valence state

and the (4)2P Rydberg state, for the first time. Perturbations, shown as line-shifts, line-intensity and/or line-

width alterations, due to the level-to-level state interactions between the bound states and predis-

sociations by a repulsive state are recognized. Recording of C+ signals in REMPI of several bromo-

methanes for a one-photon energy of about 40 333 cm�1 allows the clarification of a mystery concerning

a broad C+ band frequently observed. This work, presented, demonstrates the usefulness of molecular

REMPI for fragment analysis.

Introduction

The spectroscopy and photofragmentation of bromomethanes,
CHxBr4�x (x = 0–3), have been studied both experimentally and
theoretically for decades.1–14 Whereas, most of the studies
concern the lower energy valence states, limited information
is available relevant to higher energy Rydberg states. In addition
to being of interest for fundamental studies, the compounds and
their photofragmentation species are of importance both in
atmospheric chemistry and astrochemistry.15–21 Thus, photo-
fragmentation processes have been of interest due to bromine
atom formation and its ozone depletion effects3,4,11–13,22,23 in
the atmosphere and because CHn (n = 1–3) radicals and the
corresponding ions are believed to be fundamental building
units for the formation of bigger organic molecules in the
interstellar space.19,24

Standard UV absorption spectra of the bromomethanes
reveal transitions to repulsive valence states corresponding
to s* ’ nb transitions in the near-UV region of about 180–
290 nm1,23,25,26 and transitions to Rydberg states in the far-UV
region of about 110–180 nm.10,13,14,27,28 REMPI spectra of
CH3Br10,13 and CH2Br2

14 show structures due to transitions to
Rydberg states. Generally, less clear Rydberg state progressions
are seen as the number of bromine atoms increases. Photo-
dissociation processes, via Rydberg states, are believed to form
atoms and molecular fragments such as Br, CH and C in
ground and excited (Br*, CH* and C*) states. Fig. 1 shows some
(2r + mr,i)REMPI processes for CHxBr4�x, (x = 2, 3), where 2r

refers to the two-photon resonance excitation of the parent
molecule and mr,i refers to further m photons required for
resonance and/or ionization excitations. The fragment ions can
be formed by further resonance or non-resonance excitations
of the neutral fragments. Thus, for example, the atom ions
(Br+, C+) and CH+ can be formed by further (2r + 1i) and
(1r + 1i)REMPI, respectively, in which case mri is (2r + 1i) and
(1r + 1i), respectively. Therefore, the REMPI ion signals can both
reflect the parent molecular spectral structure as well as that of
the fragments.
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The CH radical is a fundamental unit for possible photo-
assisted formation of organic molecules in interstellar space.
Therefore, its high energy electronic states are of great astro-
chemical interest. Since the UV and VUV spectroscopic studies
of the CH radical by Herzberg and Johns in 196929 there have
been a number of conflicts and unsolved puzzles concerning its
spectral assignments in the high energy Rydberg state region.
Herzberg and Johns assigned spectra with the band origins
58 981, 64 212 and 64 531 cm�1 to transitions from the ground
state (X2P(v00 = 0)) to the D2P(v0 = 0), E2P(v0 = 0) and F2S+(v0 = 0)
states, respectively. Later P. Chen et al. assigned a spectrum
recorded by the multiphoton ionization technique at 64 150 cm�1

to the upper state D2P(v0 = 2), whereas a spectrum near
63 000 cm�1 was assigned to a 2S+ upper state (labeled as
E02S+).30,31 Three bound 2P states and one 2S state, close in
energy, were predicted to be found in this region according to
ab initio calculations.32,33 Tjossem and Smyth noticed unusual
rotational line intensities in the two-photon REMPI spectrum
of CH due to the D2P(v0 = 2) ’’ X2P(v00 = 0) resonance
transition because of near-resonance with the intermediate
C2S+(v0 = 0) state,34 resulting in enhanced line intensities in
the Q branch for rotational quantum numbers close to N = 8.
This was further verified by Wang et al., who also noticed a
sudden onset of predissociation for N Z 12, which they
attributed to complex interactions among 2P states, close in
energy, in that region.35 In 2000 Y. Chen et al. published a CH
REMPI spectrum with a number of rotational lines detected for
multiphoton ionization of CHBr3 in argon which they assigned
to the single-photon resonance transition CH**(D2P(v0 = 2)) ’
CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) with the band origin of 40 991.5 cm�1.36

Recently J. Long et al. detected CH bands in the same
energy region (40 550–41 250 cm�1) in the REMPI spectra of
CH2Br2.14 A less extensive rotational structure, compared to
that observed for CHBr3, associated with different exothermicities

in photodissociation channels, allowed the identification of three
different electronic transitions from the A2D(v0 = 0) state with
band origins of 40 762, 40 991.5 and 41 155 cm�1. These were
assigned to transitions to the CH** (Fig. 1) states E2P(v0 = 0),
D2P(v0 = 2) and F2S+(v0 = 0), respectively. Observation of the
forbidden F2S+(v0 = 0) ’ A2D(v0 = 0) transition was explained as
being due to an enhanced transition probability gained by mixing
with nearby states.

Different interpretations of broad C+ ion peaks, observed in
REMPI of CHBr3,36 CH2Br2

14 and CH3Br,13 for a one-photon
wavenumber of about 40 333 cm�1, remain in the literature,
without clear confirmations. Y. Chen et al. attributed the peak
to a one-photon resonance excitation of CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) to a
short lived, predissociating, bound state, CH**((3)2P(v0 = 0))
followed by photodissociation to form C+ and H via two-photon
excitation to a repulsive CH+ state.36 The lifetime of the inter-
mediate state, ((3)2P(v0 = 0)), was believed to be very short due
to predissociation by a repulsive 2P state to form C*(1D2) and
H.32 Long et al.,14 on the other hand, suggested that the peaks
are due to intensity enhancements in the REMPI of the mole-
cules in the case of C+ formation because of an increased
transition probability by switching from the three-photon to
two-photon non-resonance ionization of C*(1D2).

A large number of bromine atomic lines, due to (2r + 1i)REMPI
of the ground (Br) and spin–orbit excited (Br*) species, are
observed in REMPI of CH3Br13 and CH2Br2.14 The Br and Br*
species are believed to be partly formed by one-photon photo-
dissociation via excitations to repulsive molecular valence states
and partly due to the predissociation of the parent molecular
Rydberg states following two-photon excitation (see Fig. 1).

In this paper we present and analyse mass resolved REMPI
data of bromoform, for two-photon excitation to a high energy
Rydberg state region. The data show (a) broad spectral features
due to excitations to molecular Rydberg states, (b) carbon and
bromine atomic spectra as well as (c) spectra due to resonance
transitions from CH*A2D. The mystery concerning the nature
of the broad C+ peaks, seen in REMPI of a number of bromo-
methanes, mentioned above, for the one-photon excitation
of about 40 333 cm�1, is clarified. A special focus is on the
energetics and nature of electronic states of CH** in the energy
region of 63 000–65 000 cm�1 (7.81–8.06 eV), which has been
a puzzle for decades (see above). Simulation based analysis of
the CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) spectra as well as the corresponding
spectra for CD* derived from REMPI of CDBr3 allow the
clarification of the highly mixed electronic states in that region
as well as relevant spectroscopy.

Experimental

The equipment used in the experiments is similar to what has
been described before.37–39 Mass spectra were recorded as a
function of laser excitations for various bromomethanes corres-
ponding to the two-photon excitation of 76 000–84 000 cm�1/
one-photon excitation of 38 000–42 000 cm�1. A Coherent Scan-
MatePro dye laser was pumped by a XeCl (308 nm) excimer

Fig. 1 Schematic figure showing some important excitation and photo-
fragmentation channels in (2r + mr,i)REMPI of CHxBr4�x; x = 2,3 (see the
main text, Introduction). Unbroken vertical arrows are for resonance
transitions, whereas broken vertical arrows represent non-resonance
transitions. Non-vertical arrows represent dissociation paths for the for-
mation of neutral fragments (M, M*). M: ground state species, M*: valence
molecular states or low energy excited states, M**: Rydberg states or high
energy excited states, and M+: ionic states.
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laser from Lamda Physics (COMPex 205) at a repetition rate of
10 Hz. Outputs for the dyes C-503 and C-480, frequency
doubled by a BBO crystal (SHG-215 from Sirah), were used to
cover the wavelength range of concern (238–263 nm). The
linewidth of the dye laser beam was about 0.095 cm�1. Typical
laser intensities used were about 0.1–0.3 mJ per pulse. Argon
gas was swept over samples of liquids (CHBr3 (Acros Organics;
purity 96%), CDBr3 (Sigma Aldrich; purity 99.5%) and CH2Br2

(Merck Schuchardt; purity 98%)) and solids (CBr4 (Acros Organics;
purity 98%)), kept in a trap at room temperature for a total

pressure of about 1.0 bar, whereas a sample of pure CH3Br gas
(Merck Schuchardt; purity 99.5%) at about 1.0 to 1.5 bar was used.
Samples were let through a pulsed nozzle (500 mm) into an
ionization chamber. The pressure in the ionization chamber
was kept lower than 10�6 mbar during experiments. The nozzle
was kept open for about 200–400 ms, and the laser beam was fired
for about 450–500 ms after the nozzle was opened. Ions formed
were extracted into a 0.75 meter long time-of-flight tube and
detected by MCP plates. Signals were fed into a LeCroy Wave-
Surfer 44MXs-A 400 MHz storage oscilloscope. Signal levels were

Fig. 2 CHBr3: (a) REMPI spectra of the ions C+ (black), CH+ (green) and Br+ (red) for the two-photon excitation region 76 000–84 000 cm�1 (one-
photon excitation region of 38 000–42 000 cm�1) along with the absorption spectrum derived by Sander et al. (blue; top).41 The REMPI spectra are
proportional in terms of intensity. Markings (*) of atomic lines, seen in the Br+ spectrum, indicate lines out of range. (b) REMPI spectrum of CHBr3 for the
ion CH+ for the two-photon excitation region of 80 600–82 800 cm�1 (one-photon region of 40 300–41 400 cm�1). Peaks marked with * are due to
Coulomb broadening of C+ signals. Spectral structures mainly and solely due to one-photon resonance excitations from CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) to
CH**((2)D2P(v0 = 2)) and CH**((3)2S+(v0 = 0)), respectively, are marked by horizontal black arrows for the spectral ranges and by vertical blue arrows
for the band origins (n0) (see Table 3). The vertical broken red arrow marks the band origin of the CH**((4)2P(v0 = 0)) spectrum estimated from the
corresponding CD* spectrum (see the text and Table 3). The inserted (3)2S+(v0 = 0) spectrum (above) was recorded for an increased laser power. (c)
Simulation of the CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1r + 1i)REMPI spectrum due to resonance transition to the (2)D2P(v0 = 2) state, derived by REMPI of CHBr3 for CH+

detection: experimental spectrum (linewidths 4–6 cm�1) at top (green), calculated spectrum for linewidths = 4 cm�1 in the middle (green) and P (red), Q
(black) and R (red) lines at the bottom. Rotational line assignments are shown at top for the N0 numbers given in parentheses. Peaks marked by * are due
to Coulomb broadening of C+ signals. Peaks and spectral features marked with # were not simulated. Simulation was carried out by using the software
package PGOPHER.55 The top and bottom scales, for all figures, are the two- (2hn) and one- (hn) photon wavenumbers, respectively.
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recorded for a fixed number of 50 laser pulses, for laser wave-
number steps of 0.1 or 0.2 cm�1 to give mass resolved REMPI
data. REMPI spectra were obtained by integrating signals for a
particular mass as a function of laser excitation wavenumber.
Saturation and power broadening were avoided by minimizing
laser power. Laser calibration was based on observed (2r + 1i)REMPI
halogen atomic lines. The accuracy of the calibration was found to
be about �2.0 cm�1 on the two-photon scale. Overall spectra were
constructed using smaller scans which were normalized to each
other by using intensities of bands that are common to neighbour-
ing sections.

Results and discussion
Main features and interpretations of REMPI spectra

Mass resolved (2r + mr,i)REMPI data were collected for CHBr3

for the two-photon excitation region of 76 000–84 000 cm�1

(one-photon excitation region of 38 000–42 000 cm�1). Only
the C+, CH+ and iBr+ (i = 79, 81) fragment ions were detected.
Fig. 2(a) shows the relevant REMPI spectra along with the
one-photon absorption spectrum.1 Narrow and sharp peaks
detected in the atom fragment spectra (C+ and Br+) are assigned
to (2r + 1i)REMPI of C/C* and Br/Br*.40 The majority of peak
structures detected in the region of 80 760–82 300 cm�1 for CH+

is assigned to REMPI of CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)). The broad peak at
80 666 cm�1, detected in the C+ spectrum (also seen in the CH+

spectrum), is attributed to an enhanced photoionization prob-
ability associated with switching from the three-photon to two-
photon ionization of C*(1D2) (see below). Judging from the
one-photon absorption spectrum of CHBr3, which has been
interpreted as being due to transitions to Rydberg states
(Fig. 2(a)),1 the remaining, underlying broad features of the
REMPI spectra, largely similar in shape for the three spectra,
are likely to be indicative of resonance transitions to parent
molecular Rydberg states, with its broad structure being due to
short lifetimes of the states. Detected fragments, most likely,
are formed by the dissociation of the parent molecular excited
Rydberg and valence states. Individual REMPI spectra will now
be discussed in more detail.

C/C* REMPI

Energetically, the ground state C(2P0,1,2) and the excited states,
C*(1D2) and C*(1S0), can be formed along with some of the
fragments Br/Br*, CH*(A2D), HBr and Br2 for the two-photon
excitation region of concern (76 000–84 000 cm�1) as listed in
Table 1. Ionization of these carbon atom fragments would
require further two to three photons (see Fig. 3). A number of
(2r + 1i)REMPI lines are observed for C(2P0,1,2) and C*(1D2) as
well as one (1r + 1i)REMPI line for C*(1S0).40 Most probably a
majority of detected C/C* fragments are formed by the two-
photon photodissociation of the parent molecule along with
the other fragment species, listed in Table 1, for the lowest
energy thresholds.

The broad peak at 80 666 cm�1 in the C+ spectrum has
also been seen in our REMPI studies of CH3Br13 and CH2Br2

14

(see Fig. 4) and by Y. Chen et al. for CHBr3.36 Whereas, Y. Chen
et al. attributed the peak to (1r + 2i)REMPI of CH*(A2D) via the
short lived CH**((3)2P(v0 = 0)) resonance state36 an alternative

Table 1 Energy thresholds (in wavenumbers/cm�1) for fragmentations of
CHBr3. (a) Within the observation region (76 000–84 000 cm�1) and (b)
below the observation region

C/C* CH/CH* Br/Br*
Other
fragments

Wavenumbersa/
cm�1

(a)
— CH(X2P) 3Br*(1/2) — 83806.9
— CH*(A2D) Br*(1/2) Br2 83408.3
C*(1D2) — 2Br(3/2) HBr 80636.7
— CH(X2P) Br(3/2), 2Br*(1/2) — 80121.7
— CH*(A2D) Br(3/2) Br2 79723.1
C(3P2) — 2Br*(1/2) HBr 77857.9
C(3P1) — 2Br*(1/2) HBr 77830.9
C(3P0) — 2Br*(1/2) HBr 77814.5
— CH(X2P) 2Br(3/2), Br*(1/2) — 76436.4

(b)
C*(1S0) — — HBr, Br2 75874.9
C(3P2) — Br(3/2), Br*(1/2) HBr 74172.7
C(3P1) — Br(3/2), Br*(1/2) HBr 74145.7
C(3P0) — Br(3/2), Br*(1/2) HBr 74129.3
— CH(X2P) 3Br(3/2) — 72751.2
C(3P2) — 2Br(3/2) HBr 70487.4
C(3P1) — 2Br(3/2) HBr 70460.4
C(3P0) — 2Br(3/2) HBr 70444.0
C*(1D2) — — HBr, Br2 64419.5
— CH(X2P) Br*(1/2) Br2 60219.3
— CH(X2P) Br(3/2) Br2 56534.1
C(3P2) — — HBr, Br2 54270.3
C(3P1) — — HBr, Br2 54243.3
C(3P0) — — HBr, Br2 54226.9
— — Br*(1/2) CHBr2 24147.5
— — Br(3/2) CHBr2 20462.3

a Values derived from bond energies.56,57

Fig. 3 CHBr3, REMPI: energetics, excitation and photofragmentation
processes in REMPI of CHBr3. The shaded area is the scanning region
dealt with in this paper. The relative one-photon absorption intensity of
CHBr3

1,41 is tilted to the left (blue). For M = molecular or fragment species,
M represents the ground state species, M* is a valence molecular state or a
low energy excited state, M** is a Rydberg state or high energy excited
state and M+ is an ionic state. Threshold energies (see Table 1) for CH/CH*/
CH**/CH+ and C/C*/C**/C+ fragment formations and simultaneous Br
and Br2 formations, as well as relevant excitations and ionizations are
indicated. Some 40 333 cm�1 (one-photon)/80 666 cm�1 (two-photon)
excitations are shown.
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explanation was given by J. Long et al., who suggested that
it might be attributed to an enhanced photoionization prob-
ability.14 REMPI scans of CDBr3 and CBr4 both reveal broad
peaks for C+ in the same position and analogous in shape to
those recorded for CHxBr4�x (x = 1–3), just above the threshold
for two-photon ionization of C*(1D2) (80625.27 cm�1) (see
Fig. 4). This clearly indicates that the peak does not have to
be associated with CH/CH* excitation. Instead we conclude that
the peak is due to an enhanced non-resonance photoionization
probability associated with switching from three-photon to
two-photon ionization of C*(1D2) formed by two-photon dis-
sociation of the parent molecule(s). The corresponding, lower
intensity, CH+ peak (Fig. 2) is due to a Coulomb broadening of
the C+ mass signal.

Br/Br* REMPI

The bromine atomic lines, observed (Fig. 2(a), ESI of ref. 40)
could partly be due to a (2r + 1i)REMPI of bromine atoms
formed by one-photon photodissociation via excitation to
repulsive molecular valence states, since a one-photon excitation
corresponds to the low energy tail of the weak absorption band in
the near-UV spectral region1,41 (see Fig. 3). Considering, however,
a number of observations for photofragmentation via Rydberg
states, these must also be, partly, due to REMPI of bromine atoms
formed by the predissociation of Rydberg states following two-
photon excitation.13,14,42,43 Energetically, a number of bromine

atom formation channels following two-photon excitation to
Rydberg states could be involved (see Table 1), of which the
simplest channel, involving only single-bond breaking, is likely
to be dominant. Generally, lines due to transitions from ground
state Br(2P3/2) are found to be more intense than those due to
transitions from the spin–orbit excited Br*(2P1/2)40 (Fig. 2(a)),
suggesting that dissociative channels forming ground state Br
are more favourable.

CH*/CD* REMPI

A weak CH+ REMPI spectral structure (Fig. 2(a) and (b)) observed
in the two-photon excitation region of 80 760–82 300 cm�1 (one-
photon excitation region of 40 380–41 150 cm�1) resembles that
observed by Y. Chen et al.36 who attributed it to a (1r + 1i)REMPI
of CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)), due to a one-photon resonance transition to
the CH**((2)D2P(v0 = 2)) state. Peaks were assigned to P, Q and R
rotational lines. Based on simulation calculations (Fig. 2(c))
we have reassigned the rotational line series (Table 2(a)) as
well as re-evaluated relevant spectroscopic constants for the
CH**((2)D2P(v0 = 2)) state (Tables 3 and 4). Splitting of rotational
peaks, corresponding to the F1 (CH**((2)D2P; O = 3/2) ’

CH*(A2D; O = 5/2)) and F2 (CH**((2)D2P; O = 1/2) ’ CH*(A2D;
O = 3/2)) transitions, is not clearly seen due to large spectral
linewidths (4–6 cm�1), hence short lifetimes. Resolved rotational
peaks, observed for high rotational quantum numbers of the

Fig. 4 C+ REMPI as a function of one- (bottom) and two- (top) photon
excitation wavenumber for CHxBr4�x; x = 0–3, and CDBr3 showing broad
peaks centered at about 80 666 cm�1, on the two-photon wavenumber
scale. The broad peaks have been normalized to the same height and are
highlighted by broken curves to guide the eye. The peaks are attributed to
an enhanced non-resonance photoionization probability associated with
switching from three-photon to two-photon ionization of C*(1D2) formed
by the two-photon dissociation of the parent molecules. The threshold for
the two-photon ionization of C*(1D2) is indicated. Spectral bands sur-
rounding the broad peak for CH3Br are due to transitions to the parent
molecular Rydberg states.13 Table 2 (a) CHBr3: CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1r + 1i)REMPI rotational lines due to

transitions to the (2)D2P(v0 = 2) state derived from simulation calculations
(cm�1).a (b) CDBr3: CD*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1r + 1i)REMPI rotational lines due to
transitions to the (4)2P(v0 = 0) state derived from simulation calculations
(cm�1)a

N0 P2 P1 Q2 Q1 R2 R1

(a)
0 40 989 40 966 41 034 41 020
1 40 948 40 932 41 021 41 010 41 108 41 097
2 40 905 40 893 41 005 40 996 41 121 41 112
3 40 860 40 851 40 986 40 978 41 130 41 123
4 40 812 40 804 40 963 40 956 41 136 41 130
5 40 761 40 754 40 937 40 931 41 139 41 133
6 40 706 40 701 40 907 40 902 41 137 41 132
7 40 649 40 644 40 874 40 869 41 132 41 127
8 40 588 40 583 40 837 40 833 41 123 41 118
9 40 523 40 519 40 797 40 793 41 110 41 106
10 40 456 40 452 40 754 40 750 41 093 41 089
11 40 707 40 704 41 073 41 069
12 40 658 40 655

(b)
0 41 147 41 132 41 172 41 162
1 41 126 41 115 41 166 41 159
2 41 105 41 097 41 160 41 154
3 41 083 41 076 41 153 41 148
4 41 060 41 055 41 144 41 140
5 41 036 41 031 41 134 41 131
6 41 010 41 007 41 126 41 119
7 41 112 41 109
8 41 098 41 095
9 41 084 41 081
10 41 068 41 065
11 41 051 41 048

a Roman type numbers are observable non-overlapped lines. Italic type
numbers are overlapped lines.
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P line series, in particular, and positions of bandheads for
individual line series formed the basis of the simulation. To
approach the observed relative line intensities, a non-Boltzmann
distribution needed to be assumed. Nevertheless, some broad
spectral features seen in the high excitation region of the
P, Q and R line series (two-photon excitation region of above
81 800–82 150 cm�1) could not be reproduced by the simulation.

Energetically CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) can be formed by two-photon-
dissociation of CHBr3 along with a ground state bromine
molecule (Br2) and Br or Br*, within the two-photon excitation
region of concern (76 000–84 000 cm�1) (see Table 1 and Fig. 3).
Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3, CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) should
be detectable by (1r + 1i)REMPI, via resonance excitation to

CH**((2)D2P(v0 = 2)), within the same excitation region. Thus,
the overall process could be (2r + (1r + 1i))REMPI (see Introduc-
tion). Slope values of between 1.4 and 2.0 were derived from
log–log plots of CH+ peak signals vs. laser power, which is what
might be expected in the case when the first resonance step (2r)
is saturated.13,44–46 The analogous laser power dependence
observed for peaks which belong to the CH**((2)D2P(v0 = 2)) ’
CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) resonance transitions (two-photon excitation
region below 81 800 cm�1) and those which could only partly
be assigned to that transition (see above) makes us believe
that the total peak structure corresponds to (1r + 1i)REMPI of
CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)), but involving different resonance excited
states, CH**.

Table 3 Energetics and spectroscopic parameters for the CH** and CD** states (2)D2P(v0 = 2), (3)2P(v0 = 0), (4)2P(v0 = 0) and (3)2S+(v0 = 0) (cm�1)

(2)D2P(v0 = 2)a (3)2P(v0 = 0)b (4)2P(v0 = 0)c (3)2S+(v0 = 0)d

CH CD CH CD CH CD CH CD

n0 e 41 023 39 726 (40 410–41 090) (40 500–41 100) 41 175 41 161 41 314 41 339
Tv0 ,0

e 64 196 62 951 (63 584–64 264) (63 725–64 325) 64 348 64 386 64 531 64 564
Bv0 12.74 6.87 13.41 7.23
Dv0 0.00155 0.000451 0.00129 0.000375
Hv0 7.5 � 10�7

A �28.75 �19.4
pf �0.4
qf 0.008

a CH values derived by a simulation55 of the CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1 + 1)REMPI spectrum of CHBr3 for known parameters for the A state;58 CD values
derived from the corresponding CH values by eqn (1)–(5) and vibrational parameters from ref. 33 (see also Table 4). b Ranges for CD estimated
from the CD*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1 + 1)REMPI spectrum (Fig. 5). Ranges for CH roughly estimated from the values of CD and eqn (1)–(5). c CD values
derived by a simulation55 of the CD*(A2D(v0 = 0)) (1 + 1)REMPI spectrum of CDBr3 for known parameters for the A state;29,59 CH values derived from
the corresponding CD values using eqn (1)–(5) and vibrational parameters from ref. 33 (see also Table 4). d CH and CD values from the work of
Herzberg and Johns.29 e Tv0 ,0 = Tv0 ,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) + n0; CH: Tv0 ,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) = 23 173 cm�1 for footnotes (a)–(c)58 and Tv0 ,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) = 23 217 cm�1 for
footnote (d).29 CD: Tv0,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) = 23 225 cm�1 for footnotes (a)–(d).59 f L-Doubling parameters.

Table 4 Summary of spectroscopic parameters (cm�1) for the CH** states (2)D2P(v0 = 2), (3)2P(v0 = 0), (4)2P(v0 = 0) and (3)2S+(v0 = 0). n0 is the band
origin for transitions from the A2D(v0 = 0) state. Tv0 ,0 is the energy of the v0 levels with respect to the ground state (X2P; v00 = 0). Electron configuration for
short internuclear distances is specified33

Terms and configuration Dishoecka et al.32 Kalemosa et al.60 Vázqueza et al.33 Herzbergb et al.29 Chenc et al.36 Longc et al.14 This workc

(3)2S+(v0 = 0) n0 d,e 40 004.6 41 903.5 40 576.2 41 314.0 41 155.0 41 314.0
2ss22ps23ps1 Tv0,0

d,e 64 200.9 65 321.1 64 006.9 64 531.5 64 328.0 64 531.5
oe 2475.1 2373.3
oexe 147.27 50.77
Bv0 12.17

(4)2P(v0 = 0) n0 d,e 40 730.5 41 750.8 41 101.0
2ss22ps23pp1 Tv0,0

d,e 64926.8 65 181.5 64 318.5
oe 2996.2
oexe 37.0–57.0

(3)2P(v0 = 0) n0 d,e 39 842.3 40 088.0 39 881.8 40 427.0 40 762.0
2ss22ps12pp12ps1* Tv0,0

d,e 64 039.6 63 505.6 63 312.5 63 600.0 63 935.0

(2)D2P(v0 = 2) n0 d,e 41 016.7 41 021.9 41 038.2 40 991.5 40 991.5 41 022.5
2ss22pp3 Tv0,0

d,e 64 434.3 64 452.6 64 211.7 64 165.0 64 165.0 64 196.0
oe 2743.0 2781.1
oexe 57.63 52.16
Bv0 12.6 12.6 12.7 12.74
Dv0 0.00158 0.00158 0.00155
A �28.5 �26.6 �28.75

a Calculated parameters. b Experimental observations. Tv0,0 = Tv0,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) + n0; Tv0,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) from the work of Herzberg et al.29

c Experimental values. Tv0,0 = Tv0,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) + n0; Tv0 ,0(A2D(v0 = 0)) from the work of Bernath et al.58 d Roman type numbers are based on
vibrational level energies. e Italic type numbers are estimated from potential energy curves.
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Table 4 lists the bound CH** states which have been reported
experimentally and theoretically in the energy region of concern,
which corresponds to a one-photon excitation from CH*(A2D(v0 = 0))
within the range of 38 000–42 000 cm�1 or excitation from
CH(X2P(v0 = 0)) within 61 174–65 174 cm�1.14,29–31,34–36,47 Theo-
retically, three diabatic bound 2P potentials (labelled as (2)D2P,
(3)2P and (4)2P)33 and one diabatic bound (3)2S+ potential are
predicted to be found in this region (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, a
repulsive 2P potential, cutting through the bound states to cause
a complicated structure of avoided crossings is also to be
expected (Fig. 5). The CH**((2)D2P) state, with the electron
configuration of 2ss22pp3 at a short internuclear distance is
the lowest in energy, whereas the rest of the bound states ((3)2P
(2ss22ps12pp12ps*1), (4)2P (2ss22ps23pp1) and (3)2S
(2ss22ps23ps1)) are all predicted to be very close in energy to
make the v0 = 2 level of the (2)D2P state close in energy to the
v0 = 0 levels of the others. Experimentally, the energy of the
(2)D2P(v0 = 2) state has been found to be 40 991.5 cm�1, with
respect to excitation from the A2P state (marked as n0 in Tables 3
and 4), corresponding to 64 165 cm�1 with respect to excitation
from the X2P state (i.e., Tv0,0 in Tables 3 and 4).14,36 Herzberg and
Johns29 argued that Tv0,0 = 64 531.5 cm�1 for the (3)2S+ state
(hence n0 = 41 314 cm�1) and recently Long et al.14 reported two
states at n0 = 40 762 cm�1 (Tv0,0 = 63 935 cm�1) and n0 = 41 155 cm�1

(Tv0,0 = 64 328 cm�1) as possible candidates for the 2P and 2S states,
respectively. All in all, therefore, we might expect to see spectral line
structures due to transitions from CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) to four
electronic states, i.e., the (2)D2P(v0 = 2), (3)2P(v0 = 0), (4)2P(v0 = 0)
and (3)2S+(v0 = 0) states. Whereas the short range electron
configurations suggest that only the states (2)D2P(v0 = 2)
(2ss22pp3) and (3)2P(v0 = 0) (2ss22ps12pp12ps*1) can be

accessed by one-photon absorption and one-electron transfers,
from the A2D(v0 = 0) (2ss22ps12pp2) state, mixing of states in
longer ranges will allow transitions to the other states to
occur.32,33 Transition probabilities, hence relative spectral inten-
sities, however, are likely to differ largely. Thus, one might expect,
the spectrum due to the two-electron transfer, DL = 2, transition,
(3)2S+ (2ss22ps23ps1) ’ A2D (2ss22ps12pp2), in particular, to be
very weak. Furthermore, the, apparently, large state interactions
and possible predissociation processes by the repulsive 2P state
are likely to appear as perturbation effects in the spectra, as
spectral line shifts as well as line intensity and/or as linewidth
alterations.42,48–54

A close look at the one-photon spectral region of about
41 290–41 350 cm�1 revealed some very weak, but reproducible,
irregular structure with a prominent peak at about 41 314 cm�1

(Fig. 2(b)). Comparison with the data given by Herzberg
and Johns for the (3)2S+(v0 = 0) ’ X2P(v0 = 0) transition29

(see Table 4) makes us assign it to the transition (3)2S+(v0 = 0) ’
A2D(v0 = 0). The apparently overlapping spectral structure, to be
seen in the CH+ spectrum in the one-photon spectral region of
about 40 900–41 100 cm�1 (see # markings in Fig. 2(c)), on the
other hand, is too broad and unstructured in order to be able to
make any sensible assignments. As an attempt to clarify the
energetics of CH further, as well as to explore the corresponding
energetics for CD, the CD+ REMPI signal for CDBr3 in the same
energy region was recorded. The additional clarification of the
CH energetics was sought through isotope shift effects as well as
spectral structure differences.

The difference in the band origin (Dn0) of the two isotopo-
logues CiH (i = 1, 2), i.e., the isotope shift, can be estimated
from known vibrational constants of the electronic states of
concern of either of the isotopologues (i = 1 or 2) (i.e., oe

0(i),
oexe

0(i), oe
00(i) and oexe

00(i)) and the reduced masses of the
species (m(i)). Thus

Dn0 = n0(2) � n0(1) = DG(2) � DG(1) (1)

where

DG(i) = (oe
0(i)(v0 + 1/2) � oe

00(i)(v00 + 1/2))

� (oexe
0(i)(v0 + 1/2)2 � oexe

00(i)(v00 + 1/2)2) (2)

oe(2) = roe(1) (3a)

oexe(2) = r2oexe(1) (3b)

r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mð1Þ
mð2Þ

s
(4)

Furthermore, the relationship between rotational constants of
the two isotopologues can be sought through the equations

B(2) = r2B(1) (5a)

D(2) = r4D(1) (5b)

Based on eqn (1)–(4), band origins due to transitions from
the A2D(v0 = 0) state to high energy states, with comparable
potential curves (hence similar vibrational constants), will be
similar and within the observation region for the same v0 in the

Fig. 5 2P state potentials (black) and the (3)2S+ state potential (green) of
CH** reproduced with permission from Vázquez et al., J. Chem. Phys.,
2007, 126, 164302.33 Copyright 2007, AIP Publishing LLC. The coloured
curves (blue, yellow, purple and red) represent our extrapolations and
guesses for the diabatic curves of the states indicated ((2)D2P, (3)2P, (4)2P
and the repulsive 2P state).
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upper states (i.e. v0 = 0), whereas band origins for higher v0

values of the upper states (v0 = 1, 2) will be significantly lower
for CD than those for CH. Furthermore, based on eqn (4) and
(5) the rotational structure will appear to be more compact for
CD than for CH.

Fig. 6(a) shows the REMPI spectrum of CDBr3 for CD+ ion
detection in the one-photon region of 40 300–41 500 cm�1. The
spectrum shows weak but reproducible band structures, largely
irregular in shape. The band origin (n0) of the (2)D2P(v0 = 2)

spectrum for CD based on the value of 41 023 cm�1 for CH was
estimated, according to eqn (1), to be about 39 726 cm�1

(Table 3), which is outside the observable and the energetically
reachable region. It can, therefore, not account for the observed
structure in the CD spectrum.

A spectral structure in the one-photon region of 41 030–
41 175 cm�1 could be simulated (Fig. 6(b) and Table 2(b)) by
Q lines of a transition from the CD*(A2D(v0 = 0)) state to a
CD**(2P) state centered at n0 = 41 161.5 cm�1. The simulation
revealed some perturbations in the spectrum, shown as line-
shifts as well as intensity alterations, which were accounted for
by implementing an interaction with a 2P state, close in energy
(see Fig. 6(b)). Spectroscopic constants derived from the simu-
lation are listed in Tables 3 and 4. Based on eqn (1) the band
origin for the corresponding CH spectrum in the case of a v0 = 0
state was estimated to be about 41 175 cm�1. This value is (i)
higher than that for the (2)D2P(v0 = 2) spectrum, (ii) close to the
upper part of the region of the uncertain spectral structure
observed for CH (Fig. 2(c)) and (iii) close to the origin of the
spectrum assigned by J. Long et al.14 to the 2S+ state. We assign
this spectrum to a transition to the (4)2P(v0 = 0) state.

The band origin (n0) of the (3)2S+(v0 = 0) spectrum for CD,
judged from the work by Herzberg and Johns (see Table 4 and
ref. 29), is about 41 346 cm�1. Although the irregular and
complicated band structure observed in the region of 41 280–
41 480 cm�1 in the CD spectrum (Fig. 6(a)) yet remains unas-
signed, we assign it to the (3)2S+(v0 = 0) state. The perturbations
of the spectral structure most probably are due to interactions
with the 2P state(s), close in energy.

Finally, the remaining, irregular and seemingly perturbed
structure, mainly observed on the low wavenumber side of the
(4)2P(v0 = 0) spectrum for CD (Fig. 6(a)), in the one-photon
region of about 40 500–41 100 cm�1, could correspond to a
spectrum in the range of about 40 410–41 090 cm�1 for CH**,
v0 = 0 state (see Table 3). The lower part of the region of the
uncertain spectral structure observed for CH happens to be
within that range. We assign these structures to the (3)2P(v0 = 0)
state (see Table 3). The perturbations of the spectral structures
most probably are due to interactions with the 2P states as well
as the 2S state, close in energy.

Summary and conclusions

Mass resolved REMPI spectra for two-photon resonance excita-
tions to Rydberg states of CHBr3 were recorded and analysed
for the excitation energy region of 76 000–84 000 cm�1. Ion
fragments, detected, were C+, CH+ and iBr+ (i = 79, 81) (Fig. 2(a)).

The Br+ spectra revealed number of Br(3/2) and Br*(1/2)
(2r + 1i)REMPI atomic lines.40

The spectrum of C+ showed, along with atomic lines,40 a
broad feature located at 80 666 cm�1. This band, frequently
observed in the spectra of related compounds and which has
been misinterpreted to be due to a molecular transition, is
conclusively found to be associated with the enhanced prob-
ability of ionization of C*(1D2) fragments, when switching from

Fig. 6 (a) REMPI spectrum of CDBr3 for the ion CD+ (green; top) for the
two-photon excitation region of 80 600–83 000 cm�1 (one-photon
region of 40 300–41 500 cm�1) along with the CH+ spectrum of CHBr3

from Fig. 3(b) (faint grey; bottom). The peak marked by * is due to Coulomb
broadening of a C+ signal. The main spectral features due to transitions
from CD*(A2D(v0 = 0)) to CD**((3)2P(v0 = 0)), CD**((4)2P(v0 = 0)) and
CD**((3)2S+(v0 = 0)) are indicated by black horizontal arrows. Vertical blue
arrows mark the band origins (n0) for the (4)2P(v0 = 0) and (3)2S+(v0 = 0)
spectra (see Table 3). (b) Simulation of the CH*(A2D; v0 = 0) (1r + 1i)REMPI
spectrum due to the resonance transition to the (4)2P(v0 = 0) state derived
by REMPI of CDBr3 for CD+ detection. Experimental spectrum (linewidth
1.5–3.5 cm�1) at top (green), calculated spectrum (linewidths = 1.5 cm�1) in
the middle (green) and P (red) and Q (black) lines at the bottom. Rotational
line assignments are shown at top for the N0 numbers given in parenthe-
ses. Perturbation effects, observed for N 0 = 3–6, appear as line shifts or
intensity alterations. A homogenous perturbation from a nearby 2P state
for N0 B 6 is needed to be assumed in order to account for the spectral
structure in that region. The top and bottom scales, for both figures, are
the two- (2hn) and one- (hn) photon wavenumbers, respectively.
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three-photon to two-photon ionization. This conclusion shows
that such an effect needs to be considered, carefully, when
interpreting REMPI data in spectral analysis.

The CH+ spectrum shows spectral features due to (1r + 1i)REMPI
of CH*(A2D(v0 = 0)) fragments in the one-photon resonance excita-
tion region of about 40 370–41 380 cm�1, (Fig. 2(b)). An analogous
spectrum of CD+ was also recorded for CDBr3. Detailed analysis
of both datasets revealed the identification and assignment of
spectra relevant to transitions to four high energy bound states
for each fragment as well as characterization of some of the
states as follows.

(a) (2)D2P(v0 = 2): CH: a majority of band structures in the
region of 40 450–41 150 cm�1 was assigned to P, Q and R line
series of a transition to the (2)D2P(v0 = 2) state (Fig. 2(c)) and
spectroscopic parameters were determined (Table 3) by simula-
tions.55 CD: as to be expected from isotope shift effects and the
energetics relevant to the formation of the state, the spectrum
does not appear.

(b) (3)2S+(v0 = 0): CH: a weak signal detected near 41 314 cm�1

was assigned to the (3)2S+(v0 = 0) state (Fig. 2(b)). CD: band
spectrum, showing large perturbation effects, in the regions
of 41 280–41 480 cm�1 was assigned to the (3)2S(v0 = 0) state
(Fig. 6(a)).

(c) (4)2P(v0 = 0): CH: based on comparison with analysis
of the CD spectrum some broad spectral features seen in the
region of about 41 000–41 150 cm�1 are due to transitions to the
(4)2P(v0 = 0) state. CD: band spectrum, showing some slight
perturbation effects, in the one-photon excitation region of
41 030–41 175 cm�1 was assigned to Q lines of a transition to
the (4)2P(v0 = 0) state (Fig. 6(b)). Spectroscopic parameters were
determined (Table 3) by simulation.55

(d) (3)2P(v0 = 0): CH: based on comparison with analysis of
the CD spectrum some broad spectral features seen in the
region of about 40 940–41 000 cm�1 are due to transitions to the
(3)2P(v0 = 0) state. CD: band spectrum, showing large perturba-
tion effects, in the regions of 40 500–41 100 cm�1 was assigned
to the (3)2P(v0 = 0) state (Fig. 6(a)).

Broad spectral lines observed, hence short lifetimes, are
associated with predissociations by the repulsive 2P state.
Whereas, the linewidths of the broad spectra assigned to the
(3)2P(v0 = 0) and (4)2P(v0 = 0) states for CH are particularly
large, those of the (2)D2P(v0 = 2) spectrum for CH (4–6 cm�1)
and the (4)2P(v0 = 0) state for CD (1.5–3.5 cm�1) also are
relatively large, suggesting that the predissociation of all the
bound 2P states is of importance. Since such predissociation
processes will form C*(1D2) + H,32 (see Fig. 2) it can, at least
partly, explain the enhanced C+ signal due to the ionization of
C*(1D2), mentioned before. Perturbations observed are asso-
ciated with interactions between 2P and/or 2S states in the
energy region of concern.

The work on the data for the CH and CD fragments involved
analysis of overlapping spectra of the perturbed structure due
to state interactions. The use of isotope shift effects as well as
spectral simulations along with calculated potential surfaces32,33

was found to be necessary to clarify and characterise the states
involved. Furthermore, this work demonstrates the usefulness of

(2r + mr,i)REMPI of parent molecules for molecular fragment
analysis, where mr,i = 2 (i.e. mr,i = 1r + 1i) for CH* and CD*
(i.e. CH*/CD* (1r + 1i)REMPI).
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Effect of a triplet to singlet state interaction on
photofragmentation dynamics: highly excited
states of HBr probed by VMI and REMPI as a case
study†

Pavle Glodic,a Dimitris Zaouris,‡a Peter C. Samartzis,a Arnar Haflijasonb and
Ágúst Kvaran*b

Analysis of mass resolved spectra as well as velocity map images derived from resonance enhanced

multiphoton ionization (REMPI) of HBr via resonance excitations to mixed Rydberg (6pp 3S�(v0 = 0)) and

valence (ion-pair) (V 1S+(v0 = m + 17)) states allows characterization of the effect of a triplet-to-singlet

state interaction on further photoexcitation and photoionization processes. The analysis makes use of

rotational spectra line shifts, line intensity alterations, kinetic energy release spectra as well as angular

distributions. Energy-level-dependent state mixing of the resonance excited states is quantified and

photoexcitation processes, leading to H+ formation, are characterized in terms of the states and

fragmentation processes involved, depending on the state mixing.

I. Introduction

While molecular photodissociation studies have mostly been
associated with excitations to relatively low energy states, there
is a growing interest in the effects of higher energy Rydberg
states in this context. Due to an increasing density of states,
state mixing is gradually playing a more important part in
photofragmentation processes as excitation energy increases.
This can involve interactions between Rydberg and valence
states or between different Rydberg states. The effect of such
high energy state interactions on further photodissociation, as
well as photoionization processes, is largely an unexplored but
very interesting research area.

UV/Vis spectra of hydrogen halides are rich in structured,
vibrationally and rotationally resolved electronic spectra due to
transitions to Rydberg as well as ion-pair valence states.1–24 The
frequently observed perturbation effects, appearing as line-
shifts, line intensity and/or linewidth alterations, are indicative
of state interactions and photodissociation processes. Thus, the
hydrogen halides have turned out to be ideal candidates for
studying state interactions and their effects on photodissociation
and photoionization processes, involving molecular Rydberg

states on a quantum state level basis.2,3,5,8,9,12,16,19–31 A similar
work on superexcited states of O2 has been reported by Ehresman
et al.32,33 and Mo et al.34

Mass resolved REMPI spectra of hydrogen halides reveal a
number of interactions between Rydberg states and ion-pair
valence states of varying strength and nature.2,3,5,8,9,13,14,16–25,35,36

Evidence of Rydberg–Rydberg state interactions has also been
reported.29 Direct predissociation of the Rydberg states through
repulsive valence states is found to be common as well as indirect
predissociation, via state interactions, of ion-pair states and
Rydberg states. State interactions have been interpreted in terms
of level-to-level interactions between quantum states of the same
total angular momentum quantum numbers, J0.18,22–24,29,30 Weak
interactions are normally limited to near-degenerate levels,
which, typically, appear as line-shifts or line-intensity alterations
for one to three rotational lines only, in line series. The effects
of stronger interactions on the other hand, can be seen for
non-degenerate levels, hence a range of spectral lines. ‘‘Non-
degenerate interactions’’, typically, are found for states of equal
symmetries (DO = DL = DS = 0), whereas ‘‘near-degenerate
interactions’’ can be found for different state symmetries. The
interaction between the 6pp 3S�(0+; v0 = 0) Rydberg state and
the V1S+(0+; v0 = m + 17) ion-pair state for HBr is an example of a
‘‘near-degenerate interaction’’ appearing as a slight shift of the
Q rotational lines of the Rydberg state for J0 = 7 and 8 and as
relative enhancement of the Br+ ion signals compared to that of
the HBr+ signals for J0 E 8.21,37,38 The observed perturbation
effects were used to identify and characterise the V1S+(0+; v0 =
m + 17) state.21
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Velocity map imaging (VMI) measurements, coupled with
REMPI, of hydrogen halides have further revealed the effect of
state interaction on photofragmentation of the mixed states.
Thus, enhanced H+ signals were observed in images of HCl
recorded for the resonance excitations to two Rydberg states by
changing the excitations from non-degenerate to near-degenerate
energy levels.27 Photofragmentation processes originating from
the E1S+(0+; v0 = 0) Rydberg and V1S+(0+; v0) ion-pair states of
HBr, and leading to H*(n = 2) and H+ formation, have been
found to depend on the ‘‘degree of energy level degeneracy’’.30

Based on the work by Loock et al.39 and Zaouris et al.30 the
major paths for H+ and HBr+ formation by multiphoton excitation
of HBr, following two-photon resonance excitations to Rydberg
or ion-pair states (HBr**), involve one-photon excitation to
superexcited Rydberg state(s) (HBr#) followed by:

HBr# - H*(n = 2) + Br*/Br; dissociation

H*(n = 2) + hn - H+ + e�; photoionization

channels H* + Br*/Br (1a/1b)

HBr# - HBr+*(v+)/HBr+(v+); autoionization

HBr+*(v+)/HBr+(v+) + hn - HBr+# - H+ + Br*/Br;
photodissociation

channels HBr+*/HBr+. (2a/2b)

The kinetic energies released in the dissociation products
H* (1(a) and (b)) and H+ (2(a) and (b)) typically vary as 1(a) o
1(b) o 2(a) E 2(b) (see Fig. 1a). Br+ formation is likely to involve
the dissociation of a superexcited state to form Rydberg bromine
atoms (Br**) followed by a one-photon photoionization, i.e.,

HBr# - H + Br**; dissociation

Br** + hn - Br+ + e�; photoionization. (3)

The relative contributions of various channels will depend on
the nature of the resonance excited state HBr**. Typically,
channels which give fragment ions via the neutral dissociative
channels (1 and 3) are favoured in long range – hence ion-pair
state – excitations, whereas both short and long range – hence
both ion-pair and Rydberg states – excitations are likely to form
the molecular ions. In the case of the strongly interacting
E1S+(0+; v0 = 0) and V1S+(0+; v0) states30 the relative contribution
of the two dissociative H+ formation channels (1(a) and 1(b)) is
found to differ such that 1(a) is typically favoured for long-range –
ion-pair state – excitations, whereas 1(b) is favoured for short-
range – Rydberg state – excitations. This has been ascribed to
varying contributions of different transitions to superexcited
Rydberg states, which correlate with H* + Br*/Br (Fig. 1b).30

Furthermore, HBr+ and HBr+* are believed to be formed via
autoionization of those Rydberg states, in which case low v+

states of HBr+ and HBr+* are favoured for short-range (Rydberg
state) excitations and higher v+ are favoured for long-range (ion-
pair) excitations. The energetics and relevant transitions are
shown in Fig. 1b.

The focus of this paper is on revealing the connection
between excited state interactions and further photodissociation
and photoionization processes for interacting states with different
spin quantum numbers. We use the 6pp 3S�(0+; v0 = 0) Rydberg
and V1S+(0+; v0 = m + 17) ion-pair states for HBr (herein named
as the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states), mentioned above, as a case
study. We make use of mass-resolved REMPI data for two-
photon resonance excitation to both states,21 as well as velocity
map images of H+ for resonance excitation to the Rydberg
state, as a function of J0. Energy-level-dependent state mixing
of the resonance excited states is quantified and photoexcitation
processes, leading to H+ formation, are characterized in terms
of states and fragmentation processes involved, depending on
the state mixing.

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of the major H+ formation channels
based on VMI studies of (2 + n) REMPI of HBr following two-photon
resonance excitations to the E1S+ Rydberg and V1S+ valence/ion-pair
states (HBr**)21–23,26,30 (see the main text for details). (b) Potential curves
of the states involved in H+ formations following two-photon resonance
excitation of HBr to the 6pp(0) and 6pp(0)/V(m + 17) mixed state(s),
asymptotic energies of fragments and relevant transitions (see the main
text). The potential curve for the B states (red solid curve) was derived from
Fig. 1 in ref. 39. The potential curves for the ionic states (broken curves)
were derived from ref. 51. The shape of the ground ionic state was
assumed to hold for the 6pp Rydberg state (blue curve), whereas the
shape of the repulsive states correlating with H* + Br/Br* and H** + Br are
based on preliminary ab initio calculations,54 which suggest that the curves
might be of shapes close to that of the B2S ionic state.51
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II. Experimental
VMI

The VMI setup used in this work has been described
previously.40,41 A molecular beam of HBr is formed by a 15–30%
HBr mixture in He expanding through a homemade piezo-
electrically actuated nozzle valve (1 mm diameter) and is
skimmed before entering the detection chamber where the
ion optics are positioned. Appropriate conditions (e.g. denser
mixtures and/or use of the hotter part of the molecular beam)
were used to probe high J states. After passing through a 2 mm
diameter hole in the repeller electrode, the molecular beam is
intersected at right angles by a laser beam focused at the
geometric focus position of a single-electrode repeller-grid
arrangement. The laser beam is generated by an Nd3+:YAG pumping
a master oscillator power oscillator system (Spectra Physics MOPO,
0.2 cm�1 linewidth, FWHM). The energy per pulse was B2 mJ and
the pulse duration was typically 10 ns (FWHM). The laser beam
(B5 mm in diameter) was focused using a 30 cm lens on the
molecular beam. Laser polarization is parallel to the detector plane
and perpendicular to the molecular beam propagation direction.

For the VMI experiments reported here, the repeller is
always ON, i.e., the apparatus is operated in the ‘‘VMI mode’’.
The photofragments traverse a field-free time-of-flight region
(45 cm) and a gated, position-sensitive detector (dual, imaging-
quality MCP array coupled to a phosphor screen) images the
photofragment sphere. The image frame is recorded asyn-
chronously every second (B10 laser shots) using a CCD camera
and several thousand frames are averaged to form velocity map
images. The 2D slice of the 3D ion distribution from each final
image is extracted by inverse Abel transformation and integrated
from its center over angle to extract the speed, and over radius
to extract the angular distributions of the photofragments.

H+ photoion images are recorded following HBr two-photon
excitation in steps of 0.005 nm for a laser excitation in the
wavelength region of 235.816–235.926 nm. Background images
are recorded with the laser on and the molecular beam off and
subtracted from the signal images.

III. Results
A. Mass resolved REMPI

Rotational peaks due to resonance transitions to the 6pp
3S�(0+; v0 = 0) (O, Q and S lines) and V1S+(0+, v0 = m + 17)
states of H79Br and H81Br, as well as some bromine atomic
lines, appear in the two-photon excitation region of 84 740–
85 120 cm�1.21,42 The observed Q lines of the 6pp(0) spectrum
are found to appear between those for J0 = 7 and 8 of the
V(m + 17) spectrum. While the rotational lines of the H79Br and
H81Br molecules, for the same J0 quantum numbers, overlap for
the 6pp(0) Rydberg state spectrum, those of the V(m + 17) spectrum
are separated, due to isotope shift effects. Spectral perturbations,
appearing as line-shifts and line-intensity alterations of the J0 = 7
and 8 lines in the Q line series of the 6pp(0) spectrum, in
particular, are due to interactions between the corresponding
near-degenerate energy levels of the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states.

Line shift effects. Rotational energy levels (EJ0(1) and EJ0(2)),
of the two states, 6pp(0) (labelled 1) and V(m + 17) (labelled 2),
have been derived from the spectra.21,42 A simplified two-state
deperturbation analysis of the spectra, based on the diagonalization
of the Hamiltonian matrix elements for the state interactions,
described in more detail in ref.23, 29 and 31, revealed a
moderate interaction strength of about W12 = 7.0 cm�1 and
the zero order energies (E0

J0(i); i = 1, 2) corresponding to the non-
perturbed states. Furthermore, the analysis allowed the deter-
mination of improved (zeroth order) spectroscopic constants
for the 6pp(0) state, n0 = 84 810 cm�1, B0 = 7.89 � 0.03 cm�1 and
D0 = +0.0004 cm�1. Fig. 2a shows the energy difference between
the perturbed and the non-perturbed energy levels (EJ0(i) � E0

J0(i))
as a function of J0 for both states, i.e., a ‘‘reduced term value
plot’’. The graph of the 6pp(0) state shows a typical effect of a
near-degenerate interaction with an ion-pair state, which appears
as a gradually increasing negative difference in EJ0(1) � E0

J0(1)
from J0 = 4 to 7 followed by an upward jump for J0 = 8 and
a decrease for J0 = 9. This is due to an interaction between

Fig. 2 (a) Line shift (LS) effects: reduced term value plots for the 6pp(0)
and V(m + 17) states derived from perturbed (EJ0) and deperturbed (E0

J0)
energy levels for H81Br. (b) Line intensity (LI) effects: experimental and
calculated relative ion-signal intensities (I(H+)/I(HBr+) (blue) and I(79Br+)/
I(H79Br+) (red)) derived for the Q rotational lines for the 6pp(0) state. An
interaction strength of W12 = 7.0 cm�1 between the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17)
states was assumed in the calculations.
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levels of the same J0 quantum numbers which results in level
repulsions which increase as the energy difference (|DEJ0| =
|EJ0(1) � EJ0(2)|) between the levels decreases. Based on the
number of observations for the ion-pair states of hydrogen
halides21,23,24,29,30 the V(m + 17) state is likely to interact with
a number of Rydberg states which could explain a larger
irregularity in the ‘‘reduced term value plot’’ for the V(m + 17)
state. Nevertheless, a ‘‘near mirror effect’’ is seen in the plots
for J0 = 6–8, such that increases in values for V(m + 17)
correspond to decreases in the corresponding values for the
6pp(0) state and vice versa. This is a clear indication that the
observed near-degenerate interaction found for the 6pp(0) state
is indeed due to mixing with the V(m + 17) state.

Line intensity effect. Fig. 2b shows the ion intensity ratios
I(Br+)/I(HBr+) and I(H+)/I(HBr+) as a function of J0 for the Q lines
of the 6pp(0) spectrum. Since fragment ion formations are
favoured in long-range/ion-pair state excitations (see Introduction)
the sharp increase in the ratios, observed for J0 B 8, is also an
indication of a near-degenerate interaction between the 6pp(0) and
V(m + 17) states. Furthermore, the graphs could be reproduced
reasonably well by a corresponding model function, which
depends on the interaction strength (W12 = 7.0 cm�1) and the
energy differences, DEJ0,

19,20,26,29,31,43 as shown in Fig. 2b.
Finally, the fractional mixing of the states, c1

2 and c2
2, which

depends on W12 and DEJ0,
17,19,20,22,29,43,44 was evaluated. As

seen in Table 1 the percentage mixing of the ion-pair state with
the Rydberg state reaches a small, but significant, maxima of
about 4.7% and 1.7% for the J0 = 8 and 7 levels, respectively.

B. Velocity map imaging (VMI)

H+ images and kinetic energy release (KER) spectra. H+

images were recorded for two-photon resonance excitation from
the ground state, X1S+(0+; v0 = 0), to the 6pp 3S�(0+; v0 = 0)
Rydberg state in steps of 0.005 nm for a laser excitation in the
wavelength region of 235.816–235.926 nm, which covers the
two-photon excitations (2hn) for J0 = J00 = 0–8 (Q lines) (2hn =
84772.3–84811.9 cm�1). The H+ signals for two-photon resonance
excitations to the V1S+(v0 = m + 17) ion-pair state, on the other
hand, were too weak to allow H+ images to be recorded. All the
images show rings which could be identified as being due to
the four major channels for H+ formation, H*(n = 2) + Br* (1a),
H*(n = 2) + Br (1b), HBr+*(v+) (2a) and HBr+(v+) (2b) (see the text in
Introduction and Fig. 1), where the ring intensities, hence the
kinetic energy release (KER’s), change as 1(a) o 1(b) o 2(a) E 2(b).
Furthermore, for the longest excitation wavelength region (l =
235.896–235.926 nm; 2hn = 84772.3–84783.1 cm�1) a ring of low
KER was observed, which is assigned to the path

HBr# - H**(n = 3) + Br; dissociation,

H**(n = 3) + hn - H+ + e�; photoionization

channel H** + Br. (4)

Selected images (for l = 235.841, 235.886 and 235.911 nm),
along with the corresponding KER spectra, are shown in Fig. 3.
Fig. 4a shows all the KER spectra stacked according to the
varying two-photon excitation energy along with the H+ REMPI
spectrum (to the right, tilted vertically). KER spectra derived for
excitation energies closest to those for the Q rotational lines are
highlighted in red in Fig. 4a. The KERs for the channels H** +
Br (4), H* + Br* (1a) and H* + Br (1b) are almost independent of
the excitation energies, of about 0.014, 1.43 and 1.87 eV,
respectively, in agreement with predicted values according to

KER(H* + Br*; 1a) = 3hn + EJ00 � D0(HBr) � E(H*) � E(Br*)
(5a)

KER(H* + Br; 1b) = 3hn + EJ00 � D0(HBr) � E(H*) (5b)

KER(H** + Br; 4) = 3hn + EJ00 � D0(HBr) � E(H**) (5c)

where hn is the photon energy, EJ00 is the J00-dependent rotational
energy of the ground state, determined from known rotational
constants45 and D0(HBr) (30 210 cm�1 46) is the bond energy for
HBr. E(H*), E(H**) and E(Br*) are the energies of the H*(n = 2)
(82259.158 cm�1 47), H**(n = 3) (97492.304 cm�1 47) and Br*( J =
1/2) (3685.24 cm�1 47) excited state atoms with respect to their
ground states. The ‘‘multi-peak structure’’ associated with the
HBr+* (2a) and HBr+ (2b) channels, in the range between about
2.0 and 3.6 eV, is due to photodissociation of several vibrational
levels of HBr+(2P3/2) and HBr+*(2P1/2) of increasing quantum
numbers v+ as the KER increases and v+(HBr+) 4 v+(HBr+*). The
KERs are calculated according to

KER(HBr+) = hn + IE(HBr) + DG0(HBr+,v+) � D0(HBr) � IE(H)
(5d)

KER(HBr+*) = hn + IE*(HBr) + DG0 (HBr+*,v+) � D0(HBr)

� IE(H) � E(Br*) (5e)

where IE(HBr) (94150.672 cm�1 48) and IE(H) (109678.77 cm�1 47)
are the ionization energies of HBr and H, respectively, and
IE*(HBr) (96796.17 cm�1 48) is the ionization of HBr with respect
to the formation of HBr+*. DG0(HBr+,v+) and DG0(HBr+*,v+) are
the differences in the vibrational terms for v+ and v+ = 0 for HBr+

and HBr+*, respectively.47 We note that ‘‘double’’ or ‘‘split’’ rings
observed for the Br and Br* channels in some of the images (see,
for example, the inner ring corresponding to H* + Br* in Fig. 3),
which also result in partial ‘‘splitting’’ of the corresponding KER
peaks, are due to recoil effects as the hydrogen atoms H* ionize to
form H+ + e�.49,50

The relative signal strengths (Irel) of various channels,
defined as the integrated signal intensities of the channels (i)
(I(i)) divided by the total integrated intensities (

P
I(i) (i.e. Irel) =

I(i)/
P

I(i)) differ significantly, depending on the resonance
excitation wavenumber (and J0) (Fig. 4b). For low J0s (( J0 o 7)
corresponding to the noninteraction region) the branching

Table 1 H79Br: fractional mixing of the Rydberg state 6pp 3S�(0+;v0 = 0)
and the ion-pair state V1S+(0+, v0 = m + 17), c1

2 and c2
2, with respect to the

6pp 3S�(0+;v0 = 0) state as a function of J0 for the interaction strength,
W12 = 7.0 cm�1

J0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

c1
2 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.996 0.983 0.953

c2
2 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.017 0.047
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fractions of the H* + Br/Br* and H** + Br channels are small or
negligible (0–0.04) and the HBr+*/HBr+ channels dominate
(40.95). For high J0s (( J0 B 7–8) corresponding to the inter-
action region) the branching fractions of the H*/H** + Br
channels are only marginally larger (0.01–0.05), whereas those

of the H* + Br* and HBr+*/HBr+ channels have increased (0.20–
0.26) and decreased (0.69–0.75) respectively.

Fig. 3 H+ velocity map images and kinetic energy release spectra of
two-photon resonance excitations via the Q branch of the 6pp(0) state
spectrum for, (a) 235.911 nm laser excitation/corresponding to excitation
to ca. the J0 = 8 level, (b) 235.886 nm laser excitation/corresponding to ca.
the J0 = 6 level and (c) 235.841 nm laser excitation/corresponding to ca.
the J0 = 2 level. The laser polarization is indicated by the double arrow in
(a). The inserted figure in the bottom right corner of (a) shows the 2D (Abel
transformed) slice of the innermost ring.

Fig. 4 (a) KERs: stacked kinetic energy release (KER) spectra as a function
of two-photon excitation wavenumber along with the H+ REMPI spectrum of
the Q lines for the 6pp(0) state spectrum (tilted to the right). Rotational lines
are marked by J0/J00 and KER spectra close to the J0 ’ J00 resonance
transitions are highlighted in red. KER spectra of various H+ formation channels
(H** + Br(4); H* + Br* (1(a)); H* + Br (1(b)); HBr+*/HBr+ (2(a) and (b)); see the
main text) are marked. The area corresponding to the near-degenerate
interaction between the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states for J0 E 7–8 is shaded
in red. (b) Branching ratios: relative integrated H+ signal intensities (Irel; see the
main text) of various H+ formation channels as a function of the two-photon
excitation wavenumber (2hn). The filled dots refer to the left axis and unfilled
dots refer to the right axis, as indicated by arrows. Error bars for selected values
are shown. Q-rotational line positions of the 6pp(0) state spectrum are marked
by J0/J00. The area corresponding to the near-degenerate interaction between
the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states for J0 E 7–8 is shaded in red.
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Furthermore, the relative signal intensities (Irel) of various
channels are found to vary with J0 in the following way (see
Fig. 4a and b):

(1) Irel for the H* + Br* channel (1a) gradually increases with
J0 for J0 = 0–6, after which it increases rapidly to a maximum
value for J0 B 8, followed by a decrease.

(2) Irel for the H* + Br channel (1b) is virtually unchanged
with J0 for J0 = 0–8.

(3) Irel for the HBr+* and HBr+ channels (2(a) and 2(b)) shows
a near-mirror effect to that for the H* + Br* channel, i.e., it
gradually decreases with J0 for J0 = 0–6, after which it decreases
rapidly to a minimum value for J0 B 8, followed by an increase.

(4) A closer look at the HBr+* and HBr+ channels reveals that
the Irel’s due to lower v+’s (KER o 3 eV) show a sharp decrease
with J0 for J0 =6–8, whereas, the Irel’s due to higher v+’s (KER 4
3 eV) show a sharp-increase with J0 for J0 = 6–8.

(5) Irel for the H** + Br channel (4) only appears just below
J0 = 7 and reaches a maximum for J0 = 8.

Angular distributions of H+. Significant angular distribution
variations are observed for the H+ ions depending on the rings/
channels as well as a function of the resonance excitation
energy/J0 (Fig. 3). The rings for the HBr*+/HBr+ and H* + Br*
channels all display shapes corresponding to parallel transitions,
whereas the ring for the H* + Br channels are all close to isotropic
in shape and the rings for the H** + Br channels exhibit a
perpendicular character. A slight trend towards an increasing
‘‘perpendicular shape’’ with J0 is observed for the HBr*+/HBr+

rings/channels, whereas the opposite effect is found for both the
H* + Br* and H* + Br rings/channels.

In an attempt to quantify the anisotropy of the rings/
channels the angular distributions were fitted by a simplified
expression corresponding to a one-step photodissociation,

P(y) = A[1 + b2P2(cos(y)) + b4P4(cos(y))]

where P2 and P4 are the second and fourth order Legendre
polynomials and b2 and b4 are the corresponding anisotropy
parameters and A is a scaling factor. The beta parameters,
being ‘‘effective’’ parameters for the overall photodissociation
processes, can then be related to the overall transition symmetry
and the corresponding dynamics. The b2 parameter for various
channels as a function of the resonance excitation wavenumber
(and J0), seen in Fig. 5, shows variations consistent with the
observed trends in the ring shapes mentioned above. They are
found to vary largely in value between the limits of �1 and +2,
corresponding to purely perpendicular and parallel transitions,
respectively. The observed trends are discussed in the next
section. The fourth Legendre polynomial coefficient (b4) was used
more in order to improve fits rather than to evaluate vector
correlation effects, since multi-photon processes and state inter-
actions are involved. Their values for the H* + Br*/Br (1) and
H** + Br (4) channels fluctuate around zero (ranging between�0.4
and +0.4), whereas the values for the HBr+*/HBr+ (2) channels are
mostly negative (�0.6 to 0). The recoil effect (‘‘peak splitting’’),
observed due the ejection of the electron during the H* ionization
processes in some images, does not significantly affect the beta
parameter measured and is within the error bars shown in Fig. 5.

IV. Discussion

The H+ formation channels, observed, are all likely to occur via
one-photon transitions from the 6pp(0) state ( J0 o 7) or the
mixed 6pp(0)/V(m + 17) state ( J0 B 7–8) (HBr**) to repulsive
states (HBr#) in the Rydberg series which converges to the ionic
states, B2S+ and 2P26,30,51 and which correlate with H*(n = 2) +
Br*/Br and H**(n = 3) + Br. Considering one-electron transitions
and the principal electron configurations ([s2p3]6pp1) and the
(s1p4s*1) for the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states, respectively, the
Rydberg electron must occupy a 6pp orbital in which case the
possible Rydberg states are 1,3P ([B2S+; s2(p1

xp
1
y)s*1]6pp1) and

1,3S ([2P;s1p3s*1]6pp1). The rule of spin conservation will
favour the involvement of triplet states in the case of transitions
from ([s2p3]6pp1) (corresponding to a pure 6pp 3S�(0) state)
and singlet states in the case of transitions from (s1p4s*1)
(corresponding to a pure V1S+ state). Three major transitions
are, therefore, expected to be involved, two from ([s2p3]6pp1)
(6pp 3S�(0); dominating short-range excitations) and one from
(s1p4s*1) (V1S+); longer-range excitations), as (orbital transi-
tions are highlighted, underlined and bold)

ðaÞ HBr�� 6pp3S� 2P;s2p3
� �

6pp1
� �� �

þ hn

! HBr# 3P B2Sþ;s2 p1xp
1
y

� 	
r�1

h i
6pp1

� 	n o
;

perpendicular core electron transition=p! r�

ðbÞ HBr�� 6pp3S� 2P; r2p3
� �

6pp1
� �� �

þ hn

! HBr# 3S 2P;s1p3r�1
� �

6pp1
� �� �

;

parallel core electron transition=r! r�

Fig. 5 Angular distributions: anisotropy parameters (b2) extracted from
H+ images for various channels (as labelled), by a ‘‘single step analysis’’ of
the angular distributions as a function of the two-photon excitation
wavenumber. Q-rotational line positions of the 6pp(0) state spectrum
are marked by J0/J00. The limiting values of +2 and �1, for b2, corres-
ponding to purely parallel (J) and purely perpendicular (>) transitions,
respectively, are highlighted. The area corresponding to the near-degenerate
interaction between the 6pp(0) and V(m + 17) states for J0 E 7–8 is shaded
in red.
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ðcÞ HBr�� V1S s1p4s�1
� �� �

þ hn

! HBr# 1S 2P;s1p3s�1
� �

6pp1
� 	n o

;

parallel core to Rydberg electron transition=p! pp

.

Based on previous as well as unpublished works relevant to
two-photon resonance transitions to O0 = 0 Rydberg and ion-
pair states26,30,52 there is a reason to believe that the resonance
transitions are largely perpendicular (i.e. S ’ P ’ S).
Furthermore, there isn’t a reason to expect a large variation
in the character of those transitions over the relatively short
excitation region of concern here (see Fig. 1b). We, therefore,
believe that the major variations in the overall parallel vs.
perpendicular transition characters as a function of J0, as well
as for the different channels (see above), are associated with the
final photodissociation steps following the resonance excitations.
Therefore, in the cases of the H* + Br*/Br and H** + Br channels,
variations in the transition characters will be determined by the
relative contributions of the steps (a)–(c) above. In the case of
the HBr+/HBr+* channels both the steps (a)–(c) and the photo-
dissociation of HBr+/HBr+* need to be considered.

In light of the above discussion and the results derived from
the KER’s and the angular distributions, mentioned above, we
propose the following major photodissociation processes lead-
ing to the formation of various channels.

HBr+*/HBr+

The HBr+*/HBr+ channels dominate for low J0/the non-interaction
region (Fig. 4b), suggesting that autoionization processes of the
superexcited triplet states 3P([B2S+]6pp1) and 3S([2P3/2]6pp1)
accessed by the short range transitions from ([s2p3]6pp1) (pure
6pp 3S�(0) state) are more favourable than the alternative
dissociation processes to form H* + Br/Br*. Since the overall
transitions for the H+ formation via the HBr+*/HBr+ channels
are parallel in nature (Fig. 5), the parallel (s - s*) transitions
(i) from the ground ionic state(s) HBr+*/HBr+(X2P(s2p3)) to
the HBr+#(22P(s1p3s*1)) state prior to dissociation and ii) for
the excitations of the HBr**(6pp3S�([2P;s2p3]6pp1)) to the
HBr#(3S([2P;s1p3s*1]6pp1)) superexcited state are likely to be
favoured over the perpendicular (p - s*) transitions to the
HBr+#(B2S+;s2(p1

xp
1
y)s*1) and HBr#(3P([B2S+;s2(p1

xp
1
y)s*1]6pp1))

states respectively. Therefore, the autoionization process would
involve a perpendicular transition of the 6pp Rydberg electron
to the s valence orbital rather than a parallel transition to a p
valence orbital followed by an ejection of an Auger electron from
a s* orbital. The branching fraction of the HBr+*/HBr+ channels
as a function of J0 closely mirrors that of the H* + Br* channels,
by showing a large decrease with increasing J0 (i.e. by moving
from the non-interaction region ( J0 o 7) to the interaction
region ( J0 B 7–8)). This could be due to joined transitions from
the resonance excited state(s) followed by competition between
the HBr+*/HBr+ and H* + Br* formation depending on the
degree of state mixing. Thus, for low J0, dominating triplet-
to-triplet short-range transitions from ([s2p3]6pp1) (pure
6pp 3S�(0) state), HBr+*/HBr+ are favoured, whereas for high

J0s where the weight of long-range transitions from (s1p4s*1)
(pure V1S+ state; transition) to the 1S([2P1/2]6pp1) state increases,
and H* + Br* formation is enhanced. The observed sharp
decreases in the lower v+ signals and the corresponding increases
in the higher v+ signals with J0 (Fig. 4a) suggest that high v+ is
favoured via the long-range transitions from (s1p4s*1) (pure V1S+

state; transition). Since the autoionization rate depends on the
Franck–Condon-factor overlap between the superexcited repulsive
states and the v+ states of the ionic states, one might, indeed, expect
a favourable Franck–Condon-factor overlap between the repulsive
states and high v+ states in the long-range and between repulsive
states and low v+ in the short-range (Fig. 1b).

H* + Br*

A large increase in the branching fraction of the H* + Br*
channel (Fig. 4b), and a gradual increase in the parallel
character of the corresponding transition (Fig. 5) with increasing
J0 (i.e. by moving from the non-interaction region ( J0 o 7) to the
interaction region ( J0 B 7–8)), suggests that long-range parallel
excitations from (s1p4s*1) (pure V1S+ state; transition (c)) to the
1S([2P1/2]6pp1) state in the mixing region are of major importance.
The very low branching fraction observed for the lowest J0 ( J0B 0–2)
(Fig. 4b), in fact suggests that the transitions (a) and (b) from
([s2p3]6pp1) (pure 6pp 3S�(0) state) are of minor importance.

H* + Br

The observation of negligible or only small enhancements in
the branching fractions of the H* + Br channel (Fig. 4b) and the
parallel character of the corresponding transition (Fig. 5) with
increasing J0 (i.e. by moving from the non-interaction region
( J0 o 7) to the interaction region ( J0B 7–8)) suggests that long-
range parallel excitations via (s1p4s*1) (pure V1S+ state; transition
(c)) are of minor importance. The values for b2 of about �0.25 to
+0.50 (Fig. 5), however, suggest that both the perpendicular (a)
and the parallel transitions (b) from ([s2p3]6pp1) (pure 6pp
3S�(0) state) to the 3P([B2S+]6pp1) and 3S([2P3/2]6pp1) states,
respectively, are involved.

H** + Br

There is reason to believe that the transitions, prior to the H** +
Br formation, are comparable to those of the H* + Br channel,
mentioned above for the corresponding superexcited states
which correlate with H** + Br (instead of H* + Br). Signals
due to the H** + Br channels only appear for high J0s ( J0B 7–8).
Based on the bond energy of HBr (30 210 � 40 cm�1 46) and the
energy of H**(n = 3) (97492.3 cm�1 53) the threshold for the
formation of H** + Br from HBr(v00 = 0, J0 = 0) is about 127 702 �
40 cm�1, which can only be reached via J0 4 7 excitations in Q
transitions ( J0 = J00). The three-photon excitations via the J0 = 8
level correspond to the energy of 127 764 cm�1, whereas excitations
for lower J0s ( J0 o 8) all correspond to energies lower than
127 702 cm�1. In light of this fact, the comparison with
the results obtained for the analogous channel of H* + Br
above, as well as the overall perpendicular nature of the
transition involved (Fig. 5), there is a reason to believe that
both the perpendicular (a) and the parallel transitions (b) from
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([s2p3]6pp1) (pure 6pp 3S�(0) state) to the 3P([B2S+]6pp1) and
3S([2P3/2]6pp1) states, respectively, are involved.

V. Conclusions

A mass resolved and H+ velocity map imaging analysis of HBr
REMPI, in the two-photon resonance excitation region of
84 740–85 120 cm�1, has revealed a clear picture of the effect
of triplet to singlet state interactions on photofragmentation
processes. Rotational line-shifts and intensity alterations of
mass resolved REMPI spectra due to resonance excitations to
the 6pp 3S�(v0 = 0) Rydberg and V1S+(v0 = m + 17) valence (ion-
pair) states are indicative of interactions between these states.
Deperturbation analysis of the data revealed the interaction
strength as well as zero order spectroscopic parameters for the
6pp 3S�(0) state. The fractional mixing is found to vary with J0

to reach maxima for the near-resonance levels J0 = 7–8. H+

velocity map images derived as a function of the excitation
wavenumber in the region of the Q branch of the 6pp 3S�(0)
state spectrum revealed signals due to five major formation
channels corresponding to the intermediate species H*(n = 2) +
Br*/Br (1(a) and (b)), H**(n = 3) + Br (4), and HBr+*(v+)/HBr+(v+)
(2(a) and (b)) prior to the H* and H** atom photoionization
processes (1(a), (b) and 4) and molecular ion (HBr+*/HBr+)
photodissociation processes. Branching fractions and anisotropy
parameters were derived from the kinetic energy release (KER)
spectra and angular distributions, respectively, as a function of
the excitation wavelengths/J0. Considering these data, the KER
spectra structural variations as well as the resonance excited
state interactions, the following major photoexcitations of the
resonance excited state(s) 6pp 3S�(0) mixed with V(m + 17), prior
to the H+ formations, are proposed (see Fig. 6).

For a limited state mixing (pure [s2p3]6pp 3S�(0) state/low J0)
triplet-to-triplet, parallel short-range transitions to a super-
excited repulsive 3S state, followed by autoionization to form
HBr+*(O = 1/2) and HBr+(O = 3/2) dominates over a minor

dissociation channel forming H* + Br. A small but significant
perpendicular transition to a superexcited repulsive 3P state,
followed by dissociation to form H* + Br, is also involved. For
an increased state mixing (enhanced (s1p4s*1) V1S+ state
character/J0 = 7–8 in particular) a singlet-to-singlet, parallel
long-range transition to a superexcited repulsive 1S state is
brought in followed by autoionization to form HBr+*(O = 1/2)
and HBr+(O = 3/2) as well as dissociation to form H* + Br*. For
J0 B 8 triplet-to-triplet, perpendicular and parallel short-range
transitions to superexcited repulsive 3P and 3S states, respectively,
followed by dissociation to form H** + Br occur.
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a c t

ed resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI) spectra of a mixture of DCl and HCl
ded for two-photon resonance excitation in the region of 80500–89500 cm�1. Spectra due to
transitions to rovibrational states of number of Rydberg and ion-pair states of DCl, were
nd assigned. Five new spectral bands due to transitions to Rydberg states and eight new bands
sitions to vibrational states of the ion-pair state were identified and analysed to derive
arameters. Irregularities observed in vibrational energy level spacing, rotational constants
shifts of chlorine isotopologues from what to expect for unperturbed states, as well as rela-

intensities, are indicative of strong homogeneous interaction between the E1R+ Rydberg state
performed.
Introduction

UV–Vis molecular spectroscopy and photofragmentation stud-
s, presented in the literature, are largely associated with photoex-
tations in a relatively low energy valence state region.
rresponding studies relevant to excitation to higher energy
gion of Rydberg states or mixed Rydberg and valence states are
uch fewer. Partly, this is due to a larger density of states and state
ixing within molecules, which adds to the complexity of spectro-
opic and photofragmentation analysis. Nevertheless, photoexci-
tion to the higher energy region of molecules are of great
levance to number of intriguing research fields such as atmo-
heric chemistry, astrochemistry, photosynthesis and plasma
ysics.
The simplicity of the diatomic hydrogen halides makes them

eal candidates for such fundamental studies. Relatively well
solved rotational spectral structures for excitations to high
ergy Rydberg and ion-pair (valence) states has allowed detailed
antum energy level based studies of spectroscopy [1–27] and
otofragmentation [5,7,9–11,13,15–22,28–34] processes. Spec-
oscopic information have been sought by means of standard
ectroscopy methods [1–3,24,28,35–40] as well as by REMPI
–6,8–10,12–14,16–23,26,27,29,41–43] to characterize the ener-
tics of large number of Rydberg states and ion-pair vibrational
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of varying number of photons for resonance excita-
to be useful in the search for, and characterization

ral perturbations, showing as spectra line shifts or
tions, are frequently observed. These have been
of by deperturbation calculations [18,20,21,31,44]
f to predict the energetics of hidden (or dark) states
s to determine state interaction strengths and
17,19,20,22,26] and to characterize dissociation
3,21,22]. Additionally, ion velocity map imaging
d with REMPI, have been used successfully to
hotofragmentation (both photodissociation and
) and excitation processes involved [21,22,44–47].
e methodology of ab initio calculations, relevant
y excited molecular states, has gained from an
h the experimental work and proved to be useful
l in data interpretations [48–56].
unt of data has been collected for HCl [1,4–6,10,1
,42,57,58], whereas a lot less data are available
d counterpart, DCl. The early work on the absorp-
py of DCl by Tilford and Ginter in 1971 [35] and by
eening in 1979 [3], resulted in discovery of a num-
tates and medium high energy vibrational states of
r state. Later, Callaghan et al. [23] published work
PI of HCl and DCl. Coxon et al., [24] observed the
onal bands of the V1R+ state by emission
ibrational bands of the V1R+ ion-pair state for
om v0 = 22 upwards, for DCl, are yet to be observed.
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ore recently, through (3 + 1) REMPI, Kvaran et al. reported previ-
usly unobserved Rydberg states, for HCl and DCl [11,58]. No data,
elevant to the dynamics or photofragmentation of DCl involving
tates in this high energy region, are available in the literature.
hereas theoretical interpretation of high energy state interaction
as been performed for HCl [48], no such work is available for DCl.
In this paper we present (2 + n) REMPI data and analysis for the
o-photon resonance excitation region of 80500–89500 cm�1 for
mixture of DCl and HCl. Number of new spectral observations, for
Cl, are assigned, including previously unobserved vibrational
ands of the V1R+ ion-pair state and for Rydberg states. Detailed
nalysis of the data involve standard spectral structure fit analysis
nd/or simulation calculations. A special attention is paid to per-
rbation effects which appear as deviation of spacings between
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Ref. [62]). These will now be dealt with in more detail.
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eem
nds
als. The analysis lead to quantitative characterization of states
nd reveal a characteristic pattern of strong interactions between
inglet sigma states, indicating a diversity in dynamical processes
this high energy region. Comparison of data for DCl and HCl is

erformed.

. Experimental

DCl was produced by a reaction of benzoyl chloride and deuter-
ted water to give a mixture of DCl and HCl in a ratio of about
0:40 ratio [59]. The product was transferred to and stored in a
as cylinder. Mass resolved REMPI spectra were recorded for the
ixture of HCl and DCl diluted in argon (HCl/DCl 50%, Argon
0%) after a jet expansion of the mixture through a pulsed nozzle
form a molecular beam. The apparatus used has been described

efore [58,60,61]. Equipment and condition parameters are listed
Table 1. Excitation radiation was generated with a Lambda Phy-

ik COMPex 205 excimer laser (XeCl, 308 nm) pumped Coherent
canMatePro dye laser followed by a frequency doubling by a
BO crystal. The laser beam was focused on the molecular beam
y a 200 mm quartz focal lens between a repeller and extractor
lates. Ions produced were directed into a 70 cm time-of-flight
be and detected by MCP detector plates. Signals were fed into
LeCroy WaveSurfer 44 MXs-A, 400 MHz storage oscilloscope

nd recorded as mass spectra vs. laser excitation wavenumber.
o prevent saturation effects and power broadening, laser power
as minimized. Calibration was based on known spectral peaks
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3.1. Spectra

Number
were identi
of good agr
five new ba
f the major HCl REMPI signals [4]. Accuracy was found to be about
1.0 cm�1 on the two-photon wavenumber scale.

A new ban
region of 882
(Fig. 2a) [62].
were observed
mixing with th
scopic paramet
are listed in T
i = 35, 37 [66,6
the band origi
(Dm0(35, 37)) a

able 1
ypical equipment and condition parameters for REMPI experiments.

(a) HCl/DCl/Ar sample About (DCl 60%: HCl 40%) 50%: argon 50%
(b) Laser dyes C-440, C-460 & C-480
(c) Freq. doubling crystal Sirah BBO-2
(d) Laser repetition rate 10 Hz
(e) Dye laser linewidth 0.095 cm�1

(f) Laser intensity used 10–16 mJ/pulse from Dye laser, 0.5–1.0 mJ
after SHG

(g) Nozzle size 0.5 mm
(h) Sample backing pressure 2–3 bar
(i) Pressure inside ion

chamber
5�10�7 mbar

(j) Nozzle opening time 180–250 ls
(k) Delay time for laser

excitation
450–500 ls

(l) Excitation step size 0.1 cm�1

(m) Time-Of-Flight step size 10 ns
(n) Time-Of-Flight tube

length
70 cm

(o) Focal lens distance 200 mm

Table 2
Ions formations in

Mass numbers/

1
2
35
36
37
38
39
analysis

s a function of two-photon wavenumber excitation
REMPI spectra) were derived for all observed ions
PI of HiCl and DiCl; i = 35, 37 (see Table 2), for the
on of 80500–89500 cm�1. Signals due to (2 + n)
for both i = 35 and 37 were used to assign spectra
terize vibrational states of electronically excited
erive isotope shifts for the two isotopologues DiCl;
reas those due to REMPI of known H35Cl states [4–
for wavelength calibration. Fig. 1a–c shows DiCl
for two-photon resonance transitions to the Ryd-
R+(0+) (v0 = 0) (a) and I1D2(v0 = 0) (c) and to the
ir state V1R+(0+)(v0 = 22) (b). More spectra, relevant
of D35Cl, are to be found in Supplementary material
ent with observations for HiCl [10,15,18,30,34] the
states (the E1R+ state in particular) and the ion-
tra show relatively large signals for both the frag-
nt molecular ions (dominating 1a and 1b), whereas,
rg states for X > 0 and triplet states show dominat-
cular ion signals (Fig. 1c). The former observation is
icate large mixing of the X = 0 Rydberg and ion-pair
strong homogeneous interactions [23,24,33–35].
ue to resonance transitions to Rydberg states were
by use of the PGOPHER simulation program [63], or
tical expressions for peak positions as a function of
bers of the energy levels involved [9,12,18,62], to
parameters (B0, D0) and band origins (m0) for given
tants for the ground state [64] (see Table 3). Most
previously detected in this excitation region, were
assigned. In addition, several new spectral bands
tational lines were observed and assigned (see

1 (2017) 1–9
iations for the Rydberg and ion-pair vibrational
d will be frequently used, e.g., V(17) for
nd E(0) for E1R+(v0 = 0).

to two-photon resonance transitions to Rydberg states

ydberg state spectra, previously assigned [3,23,35]
[62] and analysed to give spectroscopic parameters
ent with values derived before (Table 3). In addition
(unreported) were observed:

d was observed in the two-photon wavenumber
00–88280 cm�1 showing weak Q, R and S lines
Only signals due to the parent molecular ion, DCl+

, which is typical for an excited state of negligible
e V1R+ ion-pair state [15–20,22,30,34,65]. Spectro-
ers for D35Cl, evaluated from analysis of the spectra
able 3. Chlorine isotope shift (Dm0(35, 37) for iCl;
7]) of about 8 cm�1 was obtained. The values of
n (m0), rotational constant (Bv0) and isotope shift
re logical continuation of the corresponding values
REMPI of HiCl and DiCl; i = 35, 37.

amu Parent molecules/ions formed

HiCl HiCl/DiCl DiCl

H+

D+

35Cl+

H35Cl+
37Cl+ D35Cl+

H37Cl+

D37Cl+



Fig. 1. REMPI spectra of mixtures of DiCl(g) and HiCl(g); i = 35, 37 for the ions 35Cl+ (mass 35; black), D35Cl+ and 37Cl+ (37; red), D37Cl+ (39; green) and D+ (2; blue) (see
Table 2). J0-quantum numbers for the excited states of rotational peaks corresponding to two-photon resonance excitation from the ground state to the E1R+(v0 = 0) (Q lines)
(a), V1R+(v0 = 22) (Q lines) (b) and I1D2(v0 = 0) (O, P, Q, R, S lines) (c) of D35Cl and D37Cl are indicated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Table 3
Vibrational (band origins and spacing between v0 levels) and rotational parameters (B0 and D0) for (a) ion-pair and (b) Rydberg states of D35Cl.

State v0 m0/cm�1 B0/cm�1 D0/cm�1

Our work Others’ work Our work Others’ work Our work Others’ work

(a) Rydberg states
E1R+ 0 83949.4 83944a 3.181 3.0 0.0004

1 85014 3.19 �0.0021
2 86823.8 86812a 3.40 3.7 0.0007
3 88667 3.58 0.01435

H1R+ 0 88689.1 88694c 4.620 4.658 0.00038 0.00095
D1P1 0 82528.0 82525.8b 5.039 5.077 0.00015 0.00028
F1D2 0 82908.8 82907a 5.136 5.195 0.00003 0.0002

1 84737.0 84735a 5.043 5.447 0.00005 0.0028
2 86511.3 86504a 4.928 4.934 0.00002 0.0004
3 88227.2 4.820 0.00005

I1D2 0 88611.8 5.021 0.00015
d3P1 0 81787.5 81784a 5.286 5.167 0.0026
f3D2 0 82076.6 82074.2b 5.301 5.329 0.00031 0.00039
f3D1 0 82561.0 5.115 �0.00032
i3D2 0 87678.1 5.084 0.00011
g3R� 0 83133.6 83131a 4.381 4.40 �0.0013
j3R� 0 89286.3 89287.6c 5.120 5.080 0.0005 0.0057

(b) V1Rg
+ion-pair vibrational states

V1R+ 11 82494 82582a (2.916)d 3 0.0099
12 82943 82942c 1.792 1.822 0.0013 0.0018
13 83390 83389c 1.941 2.198 �0.0047 0.0111
14 83738 83734a 2.965 3.0 0.0056
15 84297 84294a 2.208 2.1 �0.0005
16 84666 84660a 2.342 2.3 0.0010
17 84950 84948a 3.417 3.1 0.0049
18 85478 85474a 2.590 2.3 0.0006
19 85844 85838a 2.049 2.1 �0.0014
20 86217 86217a 2.224 2.4 0.0015
21 86588 86580a 2.408 2.3 0.0056
22 87053 2.637 �0.0074
23 87417 2.102 0.0007
24 87804 1.736 �0.0017
25 88173 2.222 0.0043
26 88475 2.233 0.0039
27 88978 1.630 �0.0082
28 89242 2.653 �0.0105

a Ref. [23].
b Ref. [35].

ion b
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r the v0 = 0–2 states of the F1D2 Rydberg state for the v0 = 3 state
ee Table 3 for m0 and Bv; iCl isotope shifts of 0.4 cm�1, 2.4 cm�1

nd 5.2 cm�1 were derived for the v0 = 0, 1 and 2 spectra, respec-
vely). We, therefore, assign the spectrum at m0 = 88227.2 cm�1

the F1D2 (v0 = 3), (r2p3)4pp Rydberg state. Assuming a Morse
otential and the relationship Bv = Be � ae(v0 + ½) to hold [68] val-
es of Te = 81973.3 cm�1, xe = 1885.1 cm�1, xexe = 28.075 cm�1,
e = 5.199 cm�1 and ae = 0.1083 cm�1 were derived for the F1D2

lectronic state of D35Cl.
A relatively strong band, with a clear structure of O, P, Q, R and S

nes for a D X = 2 (DK = 2) two-photon transition (i.e. D2  R),
as observed in the region of 88350–88810 cm�1 (Fig. 2b). Only
ignals due to the parent molecular ion, DCl+ were observed (see
lso Fig. 1c for comparison). Evaluated spectroscopic parameters
re listed in Table 3. The band origin is +29.4 cm�1 higher than that
f the I1D2 (v0 = 0) state spectrum for H35Cl [4], typical for a hydro-
en isotope shift (Dm0(1, 2)) for a v0 = 0 Rydberg state. We assign
e spectrum at m0 = 88611.8 cm�1 to the I1D2 (v0 = 0), (r2p3)3dp
ydberg state.
A relatively strong band, also with a clear structure of O, P, Q, R

nd S lines for a D X = 2 (DK = 2) two-photon transition, was
bserved in the region of 87500–87850 cm�1 (Fig. 2c). Only signals
ue to the parent molecular ion, DCl+ were observed. Evaluated
pectroscopic parameters are listed in Table 3. The band origin is
21.1 cm�1 higher than that of the i3D2 (v0 = 0) state spectrum

for H35Cl
m0 = 87678

A new
region of 8
gous to tha
ent molecu
and Cl+ wer
state with t
X = 0) inte
level peak,
listed in Ta
state (m0 = 8
for the stro
the V(v0 = 1
tional state
tion of a h
between th
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E1R+(v0 = 1)

A new,
wavenumb
lines (Fig. 2
DCl+ and th
J0 level pea
listed in Ta

c Ref. [3].
d The B0 value for v0(V) = 11 is ‘‘abnormally” high, which could be due to a near-degenerate interact
]. We, therefore, assign the spectrum at
�1 to the i3D2 (v0 = 0), (r2p3)3dp Rydberg state.

d was observed in the two-photon wavenumber
0–85000 cm�1 showing only weak Q lines analo-
nd for E(0) (see Fig. 1a) [62]. Signals due to the par-
on, DCl+ and to a lesser extent, the fragment ions, D+

served, which is typical for a mixing of the Rydberg
1R+ ion-pair state due to a strong homogeneous (D
ion [10,15,16,18–20,30]. Assuming the lowest J0

served, to be J0 = 3, the spectroscopic parameters
3 were derived. The proximity of the V1R+(v0 = 17)
50 cm�1; Dm0 = 64 cm�1) makes it a likely candidate
interacting state. An enhanced energy gap between
nd V(v0 = 18) states in the series of ion-pair vibra-
e Fig. 3a and the section below) is a further indica-
ogeneous interaction analogous to that observed
R+(v0) and V1R+(v0) states for HCl [10,15,18,69,70].
assign the spectrum at m0 = 85014 cm�1 to the

2p3)4pp Rydberg state.
ry weak band is observed in the two-photon
egion of 88590–88670 cm�1 showing only weak Q
[62]. Both signals due to the parent molecular ion,
agment ion, Cl+ are observed. Assuming the lowest
bserved, to be J0 = 1, the spectroscopic parameters
3 were derived. The proximity of the V1R+(v0 = 26)

etween the D1P1(v0 = 0) and V(11) states for low J0 levels.
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ate (m0 = 88475 cm�1; Dm0 = 192 cm�1) makes it a likely candi-
te for a strongly interacting state. An enhanced energy gap
tween the V(v0 = 26) and V(v0 = 27) states in the series of ion-
ir vibrational states (see Fig. 3a and the section below) is a fur-
er indication of a homogeneous interaction. We, therefore, assign
e spectrum at m0 = 88667 cm�1 to the E1R+(v0 = 3), (r2p3)4pp
dberg state.

2. Spectra due to two-photon resonance transitions to ion-pair states
d state interactions

Signals of DCl+ as well as D+ and Cl+ for Q lines, only, due to tran-
tions to V(v0), previously detected in absorption (v0 = 12–21) [3]
d REMPI (v0 = 14–21) [23,25] were identified (Fig. 1b) [62] and
alysed to give spectroscopic parameters in good agreement with
lues derived before (Table 3). In addition analogous signals due
transitions to V(v0); v0 = 11, 22–28 were observed, assigned
d analysed to give m0, Bv0 and Dv0 values for D35Cl (Table 3).
g. 3a–c shows the band origins for D35Cl along with the corre-
onding energy levels for H35Cl [4], and plots of the vibrational
ergy level spacings (Dm0(v0 + 1, v0)) (a), values of Bv0 (b) and iso-
pe shifts (Dm0(35, 37)) (c) as a function of energy/v0 tilted to the
ght (DCl) and left (HCl). All the plots in Fig. 3a–c show irregular
ructures for high v0s of about v0 > 11 for DCl and v0 > 8 for HCl,
r analogous energy thresholds in both cases. The irregularities
the Dm0(v0 + 1, v0) (a) and Bv0 (b) values observed for HCl have
en explained to be due to an interaction, repulsive in nature,
tween E and V rovibrational states of same J0 quantum numbers
]. This is according to a level-to-level interaction between states,

which depe
gap betwee
which resu
J0) = EV(J0) �

DEV ðJ0Þ ¼ ð1

where E0

respectively

Vibratio
energy leve
(v0(V)) in t
almost line
state/Morse

Dm0ðv0 þ 1;

analogous t
larities, on
(see Fig. 3a
believe to b
the E1R+((r
pair state,
with same
energy diff
tional energ
sponding sp
between v0

and 27 due
states, resp

g. 2. REMPI spectra of mixtures of DiCl(g) and HiCl(g); i = 35, 37 for the ions D35Cl+ and 37Cl+ (mass 37
tational peaks corresponding to two-photon resonance excitation from the ground state to the F1D2(v
, P, Q, R, S lines) (c) and E1R+(v0 = 3) (Q lines) (d) of D35Cl are indicated.
on the interaction strength (WE,V) and the energy
he corresponding levels (DEE,V(J0) = EE(J0) � EV(J0)),
n a shift of the energy level for the V state (DEV(-
(J0)) according to [17,68],

ðDEE;V ðJ0Þ � ððDEE;V ðJ0ÞÞ
2 � 4ðWE;V Þ2Þ

1=2
ð1Þ

E are the unperturbed and perturbed energies,

nergy level spacing vs. v0 (Fig. 3a): The vibrational
cing (Dm0(v0 + 1, v0)) as a function of energy/v0 for V
ase of v0(V) � 1–12 for DCl is found to decrease
with v0(V) as to be expected for an unperturbed
ential [68]

xe � 2xexeðv0 þ 1Þ ð2Þ

at found for HCl in the case of v0(V) � 4–10. Irregu-
other hand, are observed for higher energies/v0(V)
s for HCl the irregularities observed for DCl we
ostly due to a homogeneous interaction between
)4pp) Rydberg state and the V1R+(r1p4r⁄1) ion-
lting in a repulsion of rovibrational energy levels
uantum numbers, inversely proportional to the
ces. This appears as shift of vibrational and rota-
vels of the interacting states as well as the corre-
al lines [9,10]. Thus, enhanced energy gaps appear
14 and 15, 17 and 18, 21 and 22 as well as 26
the interactions with the E(0), E(1), E(2) and E(3)
vely, analogous to those observed between v0(V)

Table 2). J0-quantum numbers for the Rydberg excited states of
(Q, R, S lines) (a), I1D2 (v0 = 0) (O, P, Q, R, S lines) (b), i3D2(v0 = 0)



Fig. 3. D35Cl and H35Cl: Vibrational energy levels for the E1R+ (red), H1R+ (green) and V1R+ (blue (D35Cl); black (H35Cl)) states as well as vibrational energy level spacing
(Dm0(v0 + 1, v0) = m0(v0 + 1) � m0(v0); cm�1) (a), rotational constants (Bv0) (b) and chlorine isotope shifts (Dm0(35, 37) = m0(35; v0 , v00 = 0) � m0(37; v0 , v00 = 0)) (c) as a function of v0

for the V1R+ states of D35Cl (blue curves tilted to the right) and H35Cl (black curves, tilted to the left). The energies (cm�1; y-axis) are normalized to a zero value for the ground
state v00 = 0 level for D35Cl. Notice that the scales for Dm0(v0 + 1, v0) (a), Bv0 (b) and (Dm0(35, 37) (c) are directed to left for HCl and to right for DCl. Values for HCl are derived
from Ref. [4]. Values relevant to v0(V) = 0–7 for DCl are from Ref. [24]. Broken lines relevant to v0(V) = 8–10(11) (DCl) are guess values. Values relevant to v0(V) = 11–28 (DCl)
are from this work. Levels for the Rydberg states of DCl are from this work. v0quantum numbers are indicated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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10 and 11, 14 and 15, 18 and 19 as well as 22 and 23 due to the
teractions with the E(v0); v0 = 0–3 states for HCl. It is worth noting
at, by analogy to observations for HCl, corresponding interaction
fects are believed to be negligible due to the H1R+((r2p3)3dp)
dberg state (see Fig. 3a for H(0)).

Rotational constants vs. v0(V) (Fig. 3b): Vibrational state rota-
onal constants (Bv0) for an unperturbed electronic state/Morse
tential are expected to decrease linearly with v0 [68]

0 ¼ Be � aeðv0 þ 1Þ ð3Þ

However, the values for the low v0(V) are found to increase
adually for v0(V) = 0–7 and to show irregularity as a function of
(V) for v0(V) > 11 (see Fig. 3b). Analogous effects are observed
r HCl. The major effects, most likely, also are due to the above
entioned homogeneous interaction between the E(v0) and V(v0)
ates. Effectively it results in an expansion of the V(v0) states rota-
onal levels and compression of those for the E(v0) states, hence an
crease and decrease in the corresponding rotational constants,
spectively [9,10]. This effect is inversely proportional to the
ergy differences between the interacting levels. Thus, the max-
a in the Bv0 vs. v0(V) plot for DCl for v0(V) = 14, 17, 22 and 26
5) (see Fig. 3b) are indicative of the largest mixing of those vibra-
onal states with E(0), E(1), E(2) and E(3), respectively. Lowering in
e Bv0 values for the v0(V) states on both sides (higher and lower in
ergy), as observed, is a consequence of a decreasing mixing with
ergy difference.

Chlorine isotope shift vs. v0(V) (Fig. 3c): To a first approximation
e chlorine isotope shift (Dm0(35, 37)) for iH35Cl and iH37Cl; i = 1,
is expected to increase linearly with v0 for an unperturbed state/
orse potential [66,67]

n0ð35;37Þ ¼ m0ð35; v0; v00 ¼ 0Þ � m0ð37; v0; v00 ¼ 0Þ; ð4aÞ

m0ð35;37Þ � ½x0eð35Þðv0 þ 1=2Þ �x0eð35Þð1=2Þ�½1
� qð35;37Þ� ð4bÞ

ð35;37Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
l37=l35

q
ð4cÞ

here m0(35; v0, v00 = 0) and m0(37; v0, v00 = 0) are the band origins for
e two isotopologues, x0e(35) and x00e(35) are the vibrational fre-

quencies (i
respectively
logues. The
(Fig. 3c), ho
Dips in the
observation
(Dm0(v0 + 1,
which were
E(v0) states
Dm0(35, 37
= 10, 14, 18
for Bv0. This
sion betwee
(H35Cl) and
between th
(higher in e
downward
the v0(V) lev
whereas a
energy shif
v0(V) levels
both cases
(see Fig. 3c

4. Conclusi

Mass res
expansion o
two-photon
89500 cm�

states of Dj

berg states
transitions
bands of th
REMPI sign
molecular
showed ver
is character
in the case
V states du

g. 4. Effect of interactions between E(v0) states and V(v0 + 1) and V(v0) states on chlorine isotope shifts
E0(v0(V)). iH35Cl are in blue and iH37Cl in red. Horizontal levels are energy levels, boldness of which in
pulsion interactions and single arrows represent effect of interactions. v0(E) and v0(V)/(v0 + 1)(V) are
�1) of iH35Cl for the excited and ground states,
7 and l37 are the reduced masses of the isotopo-
ts of Dm0(35, 37) vs. v0(V), both for DCl and HCl
er, show clear deviations from increasing linearities.
ts show close correlation with the corresponding
creases) for the vibrational energy level spacing
(Fig. 3a) and rotational constants (Bv0) (Fig. 3b),

erpreted as being due to the interactions with the
e. Thus, for example, the lowering in the values of
v0(V) = 14, 17, 22(21) and 26 for DCl and of v0(V)
and 23 for HCl match the enhanced values observed
be explained to be due to a different degree of repul-
v0) and V(v0) levels, for equal J0 values (DEJ0) for D35Cl
7Cl(H37Cl) levels associated with different spacing
els as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, a v0(V) level of iH35Cl
gy than a v0(V) level for iH37Cl), experiences larger
gy shift than a v0(V) level for iH37Cl in the case when
are lower in energy than the interacting v0(E) state,
1)(V) level of iH35Cl, experiences less upwards
n a (v0 + 1)(V) level for iH37Cl in the case when the
higher in energy than the interacting v0(E) state. In

(35, 37)) for zero order energies (E0) as, E0((v0 + 1)(V)) > E0(v0(E))
es strength of mixing/repulsion effect. Double arrows represent
tional states of the E and V electronic states, respectively.
d REMPI spectra were recorded for a supersonic jet
mixture of iHjCl(g); i = 1, 2; j = 35, 37 in argon for
sonance excitation in the region of 80500–
aks due to resonance transitions from the ground
= 35, 37 to vibrational states of a number of Ryd-
the ion-pair state, V1R+, depending on J0   J00

e series) were identified and assigned. Spectral
-pair states and the E1R+ states showed significant
for both fragment ions (D+, jCl+) and the parent
(DjCl+), whereas spectra of other Rydberg states
all or negligible fragment ion signals. The former
of an ion-pair character of the excited state, which,
e E state is indicative of a large mixing of the E and
strong homogeneous interaction. In addition to
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umber of previously observed spectral bands, five new bands due
transitions to Rydberg states and eight new bands due to transi-

ons to vibrational states of V were identified and analysed.
etailed analysis resulted in values of band origin (m0) and effec-
ve rotational constants (Bv0 and Dv0) for D35Cl (see Table 3). New
ydberg states, observed, were the F1D2 (v0 = 3), I1D2 (v0 = 0), i3D2
0 = 0), E1R+(v0 = 1) and E1R+(v0 = 3) states. New vibrational states
f V (V1R+(v0)), observed, were for v0 = 11, 22–28 (see Table 3 and
ummary Fig. 5).
The strong homogeneous interaction between the E1R+and

1R+(v0) states appears as perturbation effects (i.e. deviation of
pectroscopic parameters from regular patterns of unperturbed
tates) in the DCl spectra analogous to what has been found for
Cl to some extent: (A) Characteristic enhancement in energy gaps
etween neighbouring vibrational levels of the V state (Dm0(v0 + 1,
0)) are observed for (v0 + 1) and v0 states higher and lower in
nergy than E(v0) levels (see Fig. 3a). (B) Enhancement in rotational
onstants (Bv0) were observed for V(v0) states closest in energy to
eighbouring E(v0) states (see Fig. 3b). (C) Lowering in chlorine iso-
pe shifts (Dm0(35, 37)) were observed for V(v0) states closest in
nergy to neighbouring E(v0) states (see Fig. 3c). All these observa-
ons (A-C) can be explained to be due to level-to-level interaction
etween E and V rovibrational states of same J0 quantum numbers,
hich appears as a repulsion between the corresponding energy
vels.
The results of this paper adds to information relevant to the

nergetics, state interactions and fragmentation processes in the
egion of high energy Rydberg states of DCl. It will hopefully render
rther theoretical interpretation of the characteristic state inter-
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Tables S1 a): 

 

 

Table 1. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl d31 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     81820.2 

1    81808.6 81841.7 

2   81787.1 81819.4 81860.9 

3  81766.0 81786.7 81829.3 81880.4 

4 81732.8 81753.6 81785.9  81898.0 

5 81712.4 81741.6   81914.8 

6 81690.5     

7 81667.7     

8 81643.0     

9 81618.3     
            

      
 

 

 

Table 2. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl f32 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 

  (0,0) band   

0     82108.3 

1    82097.5 82128.6 

2   82076.2 82108.3 82148.5 

3  82042.2 82075.8 82117.8 82167.7 

4  82029.8 82075.2 82127.4 82187.7 

5  82018.3 82074.6 82136.9 82208.0 

6  82006.7 82073.6 82146.1 82228.4 

7  81995.1 82072.5 82154.5 82249.2 

8  81983.5 82071.0 82162.5  
9  81971.2 82069.2 82170.1  

10  81958.8 82066.8 82178.1  
11  81946.4 82064.1 82185.7  
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Table 3. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl D11 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     82559.6 

1   82527.3 82548.4 82578.4 

2  82505.3 82525.7 82557.6 82596.4 

3 82470.2 82492.6  82565.6 82612.8 

4 82447.1 82478.2  82572.4 82629.2 

5 82424.0 82464.2  82578.4 82646.5 

6 82399.7 82450.3  82585.2 82662.5 

7  82435.5  82590.0 82678.1 

8  82420.0  82594.0 82694.2 

9    82596.4 82709.8 

10    82597.6  
            

      
 

 

 

 

 

      

Table 4. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl f3 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     82592.4 

1    82583.2 82610.8 

2   82563.2 82592.8 82630.0 

3  82529.3  82600.4 82649.7 

4 82483.8 82516.9  82608.4 82668.9 

5 82460.3   82616.0 82688.5 

6    82624.0  
7    82631.6  
8    82639.2  
9      

10      

11      
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Table 5. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl F1 - X1 (0,0), 
(1,0), (2,0), (3,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     82939.6 

1    82928.0 82962.0 

2   82907.2 82938.4 82981.6 

3  82873.6 82905.6 82948.0 83000.9 

4 82831.7 82861.6 82903.6 82957.6 83019.3 

5 82810.9 82849.6 82901.2 82965.6 83036.2 

6  82836.9 82898.0 82973.2 83052.6 

7  82824.5 82894.8 82980.4 83069.1 

8  82811.7 82891.2 82986.8  
9  82798.4 82887.2 82992.9  

10  82784.4 82882.4 82998.5  
11  82769.6 82877.4   

12  82754.0 82872.0   

13   82866.0   

14   82859.4   

15   82852.8         

  (1,0) band   

0     84769.5 

1    84758.2 84790.0 

2   84734.5 84767.5 84808.8 

3  84701.7 84732.6 84775.9 84827.2 

4  84688.9 84729.8 84783.6 84844.1 

5  84676.4 84726.5 84790.8 84860.9 

6  84663.2 84722.5 84796.8 84876.1 

7  84649.6 84717.7 84802.0 84890.6 

8  84635.2 84712.5 84806.8 84904.2 

9  84619.9 84706.5 84810.4  
10   84699.7 84813.6  
11   84691.6   

12   84684.1         

  (2,0) band   

0     86542.1 

1    86531.3 86560.4 

2   86508.5 86539.7 86578.0 

3   86505.7 86546.8 86594.8 

4   86502.1 86552.8  
5   86497.7 86558.0  
6   86492.2   

7   86485.8   

8   86478.6   

9   86470.2   
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  (3,0) band   

0     88258.0 

1    88247.2 88276.0 

2   88223.8 88254.8  
3   88220.6 88261.2  
4   88216.2 88266.8  

            

      

      
 

 

 

      

Table 6. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl g3
 - X1 (0,0) 

            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0   83134.1  83163.6 

1   83131.6  83179.6 

2 83103.3  83130.4  83194.1 

3 83080.1  83127.2  83206.3 

4   83121.2   

5   83113.6   

6   83104.8   

7   83093.6   
            

     
 

 

 

 

 

    

     
Table 7. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl E1

 - X1 (0,0), 
(1,0), (2,0), (3,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0   83949.2   

1   83944.8   

2   83935.6   

3   83922.1   

4   83904.1   

5   83880.9   

6   83854.0   

7   83825.1   
      



24 
 

  (1,0) band   

0   85014.0   

1   85009.5   

2   85000.5   

3   84987.3   

4   84969.6   

5   84948.2   

6   84923.1   

7   84893.8   

8   84865.3   

9   84831.2   

10   84791.6   
      

  (2,0) band   

0   86819.6   

1   86811.2   

2   86798.8   

3   86782.1   

4   86761.6   

5   86737.6   

6   86707.6   

7   86669.4   

8   86626.9   

9   86585.8   

  (3,0) band   

0      

1   88662.8   

2   88655.6   

3   88643.2   

4   88624.4   

5   88599.7   

            

      

      

Table 8. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl i3 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     87711.2 

1    87699.6 87732.5 

2   87676.4 87709.2 87751.7 

3  87642.8 87674.4 87718.4 87770.5 

4 87600.5 87630.4 87672.0 87726.9 87788.2 

5 87580.5 87617.2 87668.8 87734.1 87805.1 

6 87556.1 87603.6 87665.2 87740.9 87819.2 

7 87532.6 87590.5 87661.2 87746.5 87834.0 
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8 87512.3 87576.9 87656.0 87751.7  
9  87562.1 87650.0 87756.1  

10   87643.6 87759.7  
11   87636.4   

12   87628.8   

13   87620.8   
            

      

Table 9. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl I1 - X1 (0,0) 
            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0     88640.4 

1    88629.6 88660.0 

2   88609.6 88638.0 88677.2 

3  88578.9 88607.6 88645.6 88694.7 

4 88537.0 88566.5 88604.5 88652.8 88711.5 

5 88511.5 88552.9 88600.9 88658.8 88727.4 

6 88486.4 88538.2 88596.5 88664.0 88742.9 

7 88458.4 88521.4 88590.9 88668.4 88758.1 

8 88430.4 88504.3 88584.9 88671.6 88772.1 

9 88403.3 88486.3 88578.1 88674.4 88785.7 

10 88375.7 88467.1 88570.1 88676.4 88798.5 

11 88348.6 88447.8 88562.1   

12  88428.2    

13  88408.1    
            

      

      
 

      

Table 10. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl H1
 - X1 (0,0) 

            

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J) 
  (0,0) band   

0   88689.2   

1   88687.6   

2   88684.4   

3   88680.0   

4   88673.6   
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Table 11. Measured transition wavenumbers for the D35Cl j3
 - X1 (0,0) 

             

J'' O (J) P (J) Q (J) R (J) S (J)  
  (0,0) band   

 

0   89285.8    

1   89284.9    

2   89282.9    

3   89281.4    

4   89278.2    

5   89276.2    

6   89270.5    

7   89264.5    

8   89258.1    

9   89250.9    

10   89243.3    
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Tables S1 b): 

 

Table 12. Measured transition wavenumbers for the Q-branch lines D35Cl V1 - X1 (v',0) 
                  
         

J'' 11 12 13 14 15 16 17  
  

 
       

 

0   83391.1 83736.4 84298.4 84664.0 84950.7  
1 82491.0 82938.0 83383.4 83732.0 84291.6 84658.4 84946.4  
2 82481.8 82920.9 83368.6 83723.2 84277.6 84647.2 84937.2  
3 82465.8 82897.6  83710.4 84257.8 84630.4 84924.0  
4 82442.3 82868.4  83688.0 84232.1 84606.3 84907.0  
5 82413.6 82832.5  83662.5 84201.3 84575.4 84885.3  
6  82791.2  83628.1 84165.6 84536.1 84858.5  
7  82739.9  83583.2 84122.8 84489.6 84824.8  
8  82675.7  83533.4 84070.9 84440.4 84783.7  
9    83478.9 84015.6 84384.1   

10      84320.2   

11                           

J'' 18 19 20 21 22 23 24  

         

0 85479.8 85843.2 86217.7 86587.2 87056.6 87424.8 87803.0  
1 85473.8 85837.3 86210.9 86581.4 87054.2 87417.6 87796.2  
2 85461.6 85824.5 86197.7 86568.4 87048.5 87410.4 87782.2  
3 85443.2 85806.0 86177.7 86551.2 87037.3 87317.7 87761.3  
4 85418.8 85779.6 86151.4 86526.9 87020.1 87396.8 87733.3  
5 85390.2 85745.3 86118.0 86492.6 86999.6 87376.4 87695.6  
6 85358.3 85705.3 86082.0 86452.3 86976.8 87349.0 87651.4  
7 85320.6 85660.7 86037.3 86403.6 86955.2 87317.7 87602.6  
8 85277.0 85612.5 85981.8   87278.8 87550.4  
9 85224.1 85557.6 85919.5   87232.0   

10 85161.5 85495.0    87175.5   

11      87117.0                     

J'' 25 26 27 28              

0 88174.5  88978.0      

1 88167.7 88471.4 88970.4 89242.5     

2 88154.0 88455.3 88955.6 89235.7     

3 88133.4 88434.5 88934.0 89226.8     

4 88106.8 88407.6 88906.1 89210.4     

5 88074.5 88374.0 88872.6 89191.6     

6 88033.3 88336.1       

7 87984.8 88288.4       

8  88228.6       

9  88158.0       
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Multiphoton Rydberg and valence dynamics of
CH3Br probed by mass spectrometry and slice
imaging†

Arnar Haflijason, a Pavle Glodic,b Greta Koumarianou, b Peter C. Samartzis *b

and Ágúst Kvaran *a

The multiphoton dynamics of CH3Br were probed by Mass Resolved MultiPhoton Ionization (MR-MPI),

Slice Imaging and Photoelectron Imaging in the two-photon excitation region of 66 000 to 80 000 cm�1.

Slice images of the CH3
+ and Br+ photoproducts of ten two-photon resonant transitions to np and nd

Rydberg states of the parent molecule were recorded. CH3
+ ions dominate the mass spectra. Kinetic

energy release spectra (KERs) were derived from slice and photoelectron images and anisotropy

parameters were extracted from the angular distributions of the ions to identify the processes and the

dynamics involved. At all wavelengths we observe three-photon excitations, via the two-photon resonant

transitions to molecular Rydberg states, forming metastable, superexcited (CH3Br#) states which dissociate

to form CH3 Rydberg states (CH3**) along with Br/Br*. A correlation between the parent Rydberg states

excited and CH3** formed is evident. For the three highest excitation energies used, the CH3Br#

metastable states also generate high kinetic energy fragments of CH3(X) and Br/Br*. In addition for two

out of these three wavelengths we also measure one-photon photolysis of CH3Br in the A band forming

CH3(X) in various vibrational modes and bromine atoms in the ground (Br) and spin–orbit excited (Br*)

states.

I. Introduction

The methyl halides play an important role in the chemistry of
the atmosphere.1–4 Although far less abundant than methyl
chloride in the stratosphere, methyl bromide is found to be
much more efficient in ozone depletion.4 Furthermore, bromo-
carbons are known to have a high global warming potential.5 This
has triggered a considerable interest in the spectroscopy3,6–11 and
photofragmentation dynamics11–19 of methyl bromide over the last
few decades. Additionally, the molecule is a simple prototype of a
halogen-containing organic molecule for fundamental studies of
photodissociation and photoionization involving formation of the
cornerstone fragment CH3.15,18,20

Photofragmentation studies of methyl bromide can be classified
into two groups. One group focuses on the characterization
of photofragments CH3 + Br(2P3/2)/Br*(2P1/2) resulting from

photodissociation in the A band13–15,18,21–23 whereas the other
group concerns the involvement of higher energy Rydberg
and ion-pair states (‘‘the Rydberg state region’’).11,16,17,19,20 In
the first group, single-wavelength excitation studies (193 and
222 nm,12,23 205 nm,13 213 and 230 nm,15,24 and 216 nm15) as well
as wavelength range excitations (215–251 nm14 and 240–280 nm22)
have been performed by the use of time-of-flight12,22 and
imaging13–15,23,24 techniques. In the second group the emphasis
has been on the involvement of Rydberg and ion-pair states in
photodissociation processes to form ion pairs.11,16,17,20 Photo-
ionization studies are focused on the lowest energies of the ion
and its breakdown.11,25,26 Multiphoton dissociation studies
focus on excitations to the lowest Rydberg states (5s) of the
molecule.19 The energetics of methyl bromide (CH3Br) in the
Rydberg state region have been studied quite thoroughly to map
the Rydberg state structure of the molecule both by absorption
spectroscopy7 and by Resonance Enhanced MultiPhoton Ioniza-
tion (REMPI),11,20 as well as theoretically.27

Recently we have been exploring the effect of state inter-
actions within the Rydberg state region on photofragmentation
processes for the hydrogen halides.28–33 These studies have revealed
effect of Rydberg to valence as well as Rydberg to Rydberg state
interactions on both the photodissociation and photoionization
mechanisms within the molecules on a rotational and vibrational
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energy level basis. We now expand this approach to polyatomic
molecules, starting with methyl bromide (CH3Br). In this paper we
present (1) Mass-Resolved MultiPhoton Ionization (MR-MPI) for
both Resonance Enhanced MPI (REMPI) and Non-Resonant MPI,
(2) slice imaging and (3) photoelectron imaging data for excitation
of CH3Br involving two-photon resonant excitation to np and nd
Rydberg states of the molecule for the two-photon wavenumber
region of 66 000–80 000 cm�1 by a one-color excitation scheme.
Despite the use of two-photon resonances, three-photon excita-
tions followed by dissociations to form Rydberg states of CH3 are
found to dominate the dynamics. For the three highest energy
excitations an additional three-photon channel opens, generating
translationally hot CH3(X) and Br/Br* and for two of these three
excitations one-photon processes are also observed. These results
are discussed in view of previous work on the low and high energy
excited state dynamics of CH3Br.

II. Experimental

The Velocity Map Imaging (VMI)/Slicing setup used in this work
has been described in detail before.34,35 Hence, only a brief
description will be given here. A supersonic molecular beam,
typically a mixture of 20% CH3Br in He, was formed by expansion
through a home-made piezoelectrically-actuated nozzle valve (+
1 mm orifice) and skimmed (+ 1.5 mm, Beam Dynamics) prior to
entering the interaction region of a slice imaging setup. A stagna-
tion pressure of P0 B 1 bar was used. A photolysis/photofragment
ionization laser beam was focused (f = 30 cm) on the geometric
focal point of a single-electrode repeller-extractor plate arrangement
where it intersected the collimated molecular beam at right
angles. The laser beam (typically 1.5 mJ per pulse) was generated
by a pulsed Nd3+:YAG laser (Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Pro 250)
pumping a master oscillator–power oscillator system (Spectra
Physics MOPO 730-10) set at the appropriate wavelength.

For the slicing experiments, reported here, the repeller is
pulsed ON at the appropriate time delay (B300 ns) following
the photolysis/ionization. The charged photofragments traverse
a field-free time-of-flight region (45 cm) and a gated, position-
sensitive detector (dual, imaging-quality Micro-Channel Plates
(MCP) array coupled to a phosphor screen) images the center
slice of the photofragment sphere. The image frame is recorded
asynchronously every second (B10 laser shots) by a Charge-
Coupled Device (CCD) camera and several thousand frames are
averaged to form images. Each final image is integrated from
its center over angle to extract the speed and over radius to
extract the angular distributions of the corresponding frag-
ments. For photoelectrons, the repeller is negatively charged
and both the repeller electrode and the detector are not gated
(i.e. they are always ON).

III. Results and analysis
A. Mass resolved MPI

(2 + m) as well as (3 + m) REMPI spectra (where 2 and 3 refer to
the number of photons for resonant excitation to CH3Br

Rydberg states and m refers to the number of additional
photons needed to generate the observed ions) and spectral
assignments for CH3Br have been reported in ref. 20 and 11.
The (2 + m) REMPI spectrum for CH3

+ ion detection from
ref. 11 for the two-photon resonant excitation region of
66 000–80 000 cm�1 is reproduced in Fig. 1 along with mass
spectra for selected molecular Rydberg state resonances normalized
to the CH3

+ signal intensity. All the mass spectra show the CH3
+ ion

mass signal (I(CH3
+)) to be the strongest and the signal intensities

to vary as, CH3
+ 4 CH2

+ 4 CH+ 4 (Br+, CBr+). The relative ion
intensities, I(M+)/I(CH3

+), for M+ = CH2
+, CH+ and Br+ are found to

vary with wavenumber and to reach maxima as the wavenumber
values get closer to the ion-pair threshold (CH3

+ + Br�; Fig. 1b).
Closer inspection of the REMPI spectra shows that these have two
major contributions, an underlying continuum, gradually increas-
ing with excitation wavenumber and superimposed REMPI peaks.
The latter are due to transitions to discrete quantum levels and,
therefore, by definition, involve resonant transitions (i.e. REMPI).
They correspond to two-photon resonant transitions to the parent

Fig. 1 Mass Resolved (MR) MPI for CH3Br: (a) CH3
+ signal (MPI spectrum)

for the two-photon wavenumber range of 66 000–80 000 cm�1 and
CH3Br Rydberg state (CH3Br**) assignments. Separation of the spectrum
into resonant and non-resonant contributions is indicated. The numbers of
slice images recorded are indicated (see Table 1). (b) Mass spectra of
selected CH3Br Rydberg state resonances. Signals for masses larger than
78 amu have been expanded by a factor of 2.5.
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molecular Rydberg states as an initial excitation11,20 prior to further
excitation/dissociation/ionization processes (i.e. (2 + m) REMPI).
The continuum, on the other hand, involves transitions to non-
quantized energy levels, i.e. non-resonant transitions (Fig. 1a), of
which initial one-photon transitions to repulsive molecular valence
states are the most likely.14,15,22 Such transitions are followed by
dissociation (i.e. one-photon photodissociation) to form CH3 in the
ground electronic state (X) and bromine atoms in their ground
(Br(2P3/2), henceforth denoted Br) or spin–orbit excited (Br(2P1/2),
henceforth denoted Br*) states, which are subsequently ionized by
(non-resonant) multiphoton ionization (MPI). From now on these
two contributions will be referred to as resonant and non-resonant
contributions to the MPI spectrum, respectively.

B. Slice images and kinetic energy release spectra (KERs)

CH3
+. CH3

+ ion slice images (Fig. 2) were recorded for MPI of
CH3Br corresponding to (2 + m) REMPI for resonant excitation
to a total of ten molecular Rydberg states (with np and nd
Rydberg electron configurations and different vibrational
states), converging to both spin–orbit components of the
ground ionic states X(2P3/2) and X*(2P1/2) in the two-photon
excitation region of 66 000–80 000 cm�1 (see Table 1). Kinetic
energy release spectra (KERs) were derived from the images (see
Fig. 3). Two major spectral components could be identified
from the images/KERs corresponding to the non-resonant and
resonant contributions mentioned above. Large non-resonant con-
tributions are observed at two of the highest energy two-photon
resonant excitations only (77 165 cm�1 and 79 610 cm�1; transi-
tions no. 8 and 10 in Table 1). The non-resonant MPI spectral
contributions (see Fig. 1a) appear as clear rings in the images/sharp
peaks in the KERs (Fig. 2 and 3) as to be expected for direct non-
resonant photodissociation processes (see further discussion in
Section IV.B). Very small non-resonant spectral contributions
were also observed for the excitations 75 905 cm�1 (7) and
78 370/78 401 cm�1 (9). The MPI spectral contributions (Fig. 1a)
due to the resonant transitions are observed for all the data as
broad ‘‘underlying’’ KER spectral structures peaking at low KER
as to be expected for resonance excitations followed by delayed
dissociation processes (see further discussion in Section IV.A.
Vibrational structure is exhibited for the lowest four energy
excitations (66 019–68 684 cm�1) (Fig. 3).

The non-resonant contributions observed can be assigned to
the stepwise processes,

where CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) refers to the ground electronic state of
CH3(X) and vibrational levels v1,v2,v3,v4 and Br/Br* refer to the
ground (Br) and spin–orbit excited (Br*) states of bromine,
respectively. Since the kinetic energy release by the CH3

+ ions

Fig. 2 CH3
+ slice images and the corresponding kinetic energy release

spectra (KERs) for excitation numbers 2 (a), 5 (b), 8 (c) and 10 (d) (see
Table 1). The image intensity scale has been adjusted to show all major
features. The KERs are normalized to the strongest peak in each spectrum.
The laser polarization is indicated by the double arrow in panel (a).

CH3Br + 1hn - CH3Br*; non-resonant transition (1a)

CH3Br* - CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*; dissociation (1b)

CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + 3hn - CH3
+ + e�; photoionization (1c)

Table 1 Velocity map images for CH3
+ and Br+ and the corresponding photoelectron images recorded for (2 + m) REMPI of CH3Br via resonant

excitation to specified molecular Rydberg states

Image no. CH3Br Rydberg states; [Oc]nl; o,(v1v2v3)a One-photon excitation/nm Two-photon excitation/cm�1 CH3 Rydberg states detected

1 [3/2]5p; 0, (000) 302.943 66 019c 3p; 2A2

2 [3/2]5p; 0, (001) 300.738 66 503d 3p; 2A2
3 [3/2]5p; 0, (010) 297.287 67 275d 3p; 2A2
4 [1/2]5p; 0, (000) 291.188 68 684c 3p; 2A2

5 [3/2]4d; 0, (000) 274.059 72 977c 3d; 2E/2A1

6 [3/2]4d; 0, (010) 269.364 74 249d 3d; 2E/2A1

7 [3/2]6p; 0, (000)/[3/2]4d; 0, (100)/[1/2]4d; 0, (001)b 263.487 75 905c 4p; 2A2, 3d; 2E/2A1

8 [3/2]6p; 0, (010)b 259.185 77 165d 4p; 2A2, 3d; 2E/2A1

9 [1/2]6p; 0, (000)/[3/2]5d; 0, (000) 255.199, 255.099 78 370c, 78 401c 4p; 2A2, 3d; 2E/2A1, 4f; 2E
10 [3/2]7p; 0, (000) 251.225 79 610c 4p; 2A2, 3d; 2E/2A1

a [Oc]: total angular momentum quantum number for the core ion. n: principal quantum number for the Rydberg electron. l: Rydberg electron
orbital (p,d). o: total angular momentum quantum number for the Rydberg electron. (v1, v2, v3): vibrational quantum numbers referring to
vibrational modes, n1 (symmetric stretch), n2 (umbrella) and n3 (C–Br stretch). b Spectral overlap. c Ref. 20. d Ref. 11.
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formed is determined by the initial step (1a) it is convenient to
compare the corresponding KERs contributions on a relative
one-photon energy scale (D(1hn) = 1hni � 1hn0, where n0 and ni

are one-photon excitation frequencies of a reference spectrum
(n0) and a spectrum i (ni) for n0 4 ni) weighted by the mass ratio
factor for CH3, f (CH3) = m( jBr)/m(CH3

jBr) ( j = 79, 81), to take
account of the conservation of momentum. Thus, spectral peaks due
to the formation of the same species/thresholds, CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) +
Br/Br*, will match. This has been carried out in Fig. 3a, which shows
the KERs shifted by the weighted one-photon energy difference
(D(1hn)*f (CH3)) where the ‘‘zero kinetic energy released’’ for
the two-photon excitation to the [3/2]7p; 0, (000) CH3Br Rydberg
state (image/KER no. 10/79 610 cm�1; see Table 1) has been set
to zero (reference spectrum). Thresholds corresponding to the
‘‘maximum possible kinetic energy released’’ for formation
of the various CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) species (along with Br/Br*) are
also marked in Fig. 3a. All sharp peaks observed in spectrum

no. 8/77 165 cm�1 are found to match peaks in no. 10/79 610 cm�1.
Some overlap of the peaks is observed in spectrum no. 10/
79 610 cm�1. The peaks observed in the region of D(1hn)*f (CH3) =
�1.6 to 0.0 eV are due to excitations of CH3Br(X) in its ground
vibrational state, whereas those of D(1hn)*f (CH3) o �1.6 eV are
due to excitations of vibrationally excited CH3Br(X) molecules
(‘‘hot bands’’). We assign the peaks at about D(1hn)*f (CH3) =
�1.49 eV (Fig. 3a), both in spectra no. 8 and 10 and at about
D(1hn)*f (CH3) = �1.13 eV in no. 10 to the formation of a
vibrationally excited CH3(X) in the out-of-plane bending
(umbrella) mode (v2 = 1), i.e. CH3(X; 0100) along with Br and
Br*, respectively. The peaks at about D(1hn)*f (CH3) = �1.27 eV
(Fig. 3a), both in spectra no. 8 and 10 are due to the formation
of a vibrationally excited CH3(X) in stretching modes (v1 = 1
and/or v3 = 1), i.e. CH3(X; 1000) and/or CH3(X; 0010), along
with Br.

Comparison of the KERs of the resonant contributions as
well as analysis of the corresponding photoelectron spectra
(PES, see below) reveals that the kinetic energy released by the
CH3

+ ions is determined by a dissociation after an initial three-
photon excitation step. Therefore, in Fig. 3b, the corresponding
KER spectra are compared on a weighted relative three-photon
energy scale (D(3hn)*f (CH3); D(3hn) = 3hni � 3hn0). Further-
more, analysis of the PES (see below) suggests that electrons
are released by one-photon ionization of Rydberg states of CH3

(CH3**). We, therefore, propose that the overall excitation process
involves formation of CH3** along with Br/Br* by three-photon
photodissociation (two photons to an intermediate Rydberg state
(see Table 1) plus one additional photon to reach one or more
‘‘superexcited’’ repulsive state denoted here as CH3Br#) followed by
one-photon ionization of CH3** to form CH3

+ as follows,

where CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3) represents vibrational levels v1, v2, v3 of a
parent molecular Rydberg state and CH3Br# represents one or more
superexcited state.

The vibrational structure with a progression frequency
corresponding to about 1300 cm�1 observed for the lowest
excitation KERs (no. 1–4; Fig. 3) resembles that to be expected
for transitions to vibrational levels of a CH3** Rydberg state of
an out of plane/umbrella mode.36,37 The position of the thresh-
olds for CH3**(3p2A2) + Br/Br* formation following the three-
photon excitation process (Fig. 3b; see also text above) in the
tail of the KER spectra on the high energy side of the vibrational
structure, as well as analysis of the corresponding photoelec-
tron spectra (see below) suggests that the vibrational structure
corresponds to the formation of CH3**(3p2A2; v1v2v3v4) for
varying quantum levels of the out-of-plane bending mode (v2).
Structure analysis of the four lowest excitation energy KER

Fig. 3 CH3
+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) derived from images

no. 1–10 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1a). The spectra are normalized to the height
of the lowest KER spectra contributions, corresponding to resonant
contributions (see main text) in each spectrum. The spectra are plotted
as a function of a relative scale D(1hn)*f (CH3) (a) and D(3hn)*f (CH3)
(for CH3

79Br) (b) (see explanation in main text) and tilted to the right (i.e.
plotted vertically). Common energy thresholds (energy maxima) for the
formation of CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* after non-resonant one-photon
photodissociation of CH3Br are indicated in (a). Common energy thresh-
olds (energy maxima) for the formation of CH3**(Ry, v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*
after three-photon photodissociation of CH3Br via resonant excitation to
CH3Br Rydberg states are indicated in (b).

CH3Br + 2hn- CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3); resonant transition (2a)

CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3) + 1hn- CH3Br#; photoexcitation (2b)

CH3Br# - CH3** + Br/Br*; dissociation (2c)

CH3** + 1hn - CH3
+ + e�; photoionization (2d)
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spectra in the two-photon region of 66 019–68 684 cm�1 revealed the
vibrational constants oe = 1311 � 5 cm�1 and oexe = 11 � 1 cm�1

for the out-of-plane (n2) vibrational mode of CH3**(3p2A2). This is to
be compared with the vibrational wavenumber value of 1323 cm�1

reported for CH3**(3p2A2) in NIST.36,37

Br+. Br+ ion slice images were recorded following CH3Br
resonance excitations to Rydberg states in the two-photon
excitation region of 66 000–80 000 cm�1 listed in Table 1 (except
for no. 2/66 503 and no. 6/74 249 cm�1). KERs were derived
from the images (see Fig. 4). All the KERs exhibit a broad
spectral structure peaking at low kinetic energies in the region
of about 0.2 eV KER. The peak shifts to lower KER as the
excitation energy increases. An additional broad peak is present
at around 1 eV KER for the excitations no. 8/77 165 cm�1,
no. 9/78 370 cm�1 and no. 10/79 610 cm�1 spectra (Fig. 4). For
the no. 10/79 610 cm�1 spectrum there is also a sharp peak at
about 0.27 eV KER.

We attribute the sharp peak in the no. 10/79 610 cm�1 KER
spectrum to the non-resonant contribution producing Br
ground state along with CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) by one-photon dis-
sociation, i.e.

Comparison of the total KERs (see Fig. 5) derived from the no.
10 images of Br+ and CH3

+ shows a sharp peak for Br to match
the strongest sharp peak for CH3, which corresponds to the
formation of CH3 with one quantum in the umbrella mode
(CH3(X; 0100)).

The broad low kinetic energy peak present in all KERs
(Fig. 4) fits energetically the production of Br/Br* along with
CH3** Rydberg states (channels (2a)–(2c)). As discussed for CH3

this is a three-photon process in two steps: First CH3Br is
excited resonantly with two photons (channel 2a) to a Rydberg state
(Table 1), which subsequently absorbs an additional photon towards
a superexcited CH3Br# state (or states; 2b) dissociating to CH3** +
Br/Br*. The broad, high kinetic energy contribution, only seen in the
no. 8/77 165 cm�1, no. 9/78 370 cm�1 and no. 10/79 610 cm�1 spectra
(Fig. 4), on the other hand, is due to Br/Br* formed along with
CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) after a three-photon photodissociation process
via the molecular Rydberg states ((2a) and (2b)). In both cases,
Br+ is subsequently generated by three-photon-MPI of Br/Br*.
Relevant energy thresholds for these two processes are shown in
Fig. 4 along with the KERs plotted on a D(3hn)*f (Br) scale.

C. Angular distributions

CH3
+. Significant variations in angular distributions are

observed for the CH3
+ ions depending on the rings/channels

involved (see Fig. 2). Signals associated with the resonant
excitations mostly display shapes corresponding to parallel or
isotropic distributions, whereas those due to the non-resonant
excitations are found to display shapes corresponding to both
parallel and perpendicular transitions. In an attempt to quan-
tify the anisotropy of the rings, angular distributions, in the
form of signal intensities as a function of the angle from 0 to
1801, derived from the images, were fitted by the simplified
expression corresponding to a one-step photodissociation,28

P(y) = A[1 + b2P2(cos(y)) + b4P4(cos(y))] (4)

where P2 and P4 are the second and fourth order Legendre
polynomials and b2 and b4 are the corresponding anisotropy

Fig. 4 Br+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) derived from images
no. 1, 3–5, and 7–10 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1a). The spectra are normalized
to the height of the lowest KER spectra contributions, corresponding to
resonant contributions (see main text) in each spectrum. The spectra are
plotted as a function of a relative scale D(3hn)*f (Br) (for CH3

79Br) (see
explanation in main text of Section IV) and tilted to the right (i.e. plotted
vertically). Common energy thresholds for the formation of CH3**(Ry,
v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* as well as CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* after three-photon
photodissociation of CH3Br via resonant excitation to CH3Br Rydberg
states are indicated.

Fig. 5 Br+ (black, above) and CH3
+ (grey, below) kinetic energy release

spectra (KERs) as a function of total kinetic energy released. Common
energy thresholds for the formation of CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* after non-
resonant one-photon photodissociation of CH3Br are indicated.

CH3Br + 1hn- CH3Br*; non-resonant transition (3a)

CH3Br* - CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br; dissociation (3b)

Br + 3hn - Br+ + e�; photoionization (3c)
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parameters. A is a scaling factor. The b2 parameter, which can
be in the range between +2 (purely parallel transition) and
�1 (purely perpendicular transition), can then be related to the
overall transition symmetry and the corresponding dynamics.
The b4 parameter is usually associated with vector correlation
effects, however considering the complexity of the processes
involved (see eqn (1)–(3) above) it is unrealistic to interpret
them in this way here, where it is better viewed simply as a
fitting parameter. b2 parameters derived for the various KERs
features can be found in the ESI.† 38

Fig. 6a shows b2 values plotted for the various rings detected
in images no. 8 and 10 (see Table 1) for the non-resonant
process. These are shown along with the corresponding KERs
plotted on a relative one-photon energy scale. A reasonably
good agreement is found between the parameter values derived
from the rings/KERs peaks of both images (no. 8 and 10) which
have been assigned to common channels (see above), which

further supports the validity of the assignments. The b2’s range
from a value near +2, corresponding to a purely parallel transi-
tion for the CH3(X; 0100) + Br* intermediates, to a negative
value of about �0.2 corresponding to a significant contribu-
tion of a perpendicular transition for CH3(X; 0100) + Br.
Positive values of b2 in the range of +0.8 to +1.6 obtained for
CH3(X; 1000/0010) + Br and high KER hot bands which form
CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br suggest dominating parallel transitions
mixed with some character of perpendicular transitions. Since
the ion formation mechanism involves a simple one-photon
photodissociation step, the anisotropy will be largely deter-
mined by the symmetry change of the initial photoexcitation
step from the ground state of CH3Br(X; v1v2v3) to the repulsive
valence states 3Q1, 3Q0 and 1Q1 which correlate with
CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*.22 Considering symmetry alterations
in possible transitions and the known shape of the potential
energy surfaces involved22 the following initial photoexcitation
processes are proposed:

(i) Formation of CH3(X; 0100) + Br*, where CH3 is vibration-
ally excited by one quantum in the out-of-plane bending mode
(n2), mainly occurs by a parallel transition to the 3Q0 state
followed by a dissociation on the same (i.e. the diabatic)
potential curve.

(ii) Formation of CH3(X; 1000/0010) + Br, where CH3 is
vibrationally excited by one quantum in a stretching mode
(n1 and/or n3), occurs largely by a parallel transition to the
3Q0 state followed by a curve crossing, i.e. a dissociation on the
adiabatic potential curve.

(iii) Formation of CH3(X; 0100) + Br, where CH3 is vibration-
ally excited by one quantum in the out-of-plane bending mode
(n2), occurs to a significant extent by perpendicular transitions
to the 3Q1 and/or 1Q1 states followed by a dissociation on the
same/diabatic potential curve.

(iv) Formation of CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br from vibrationally
excited CH3Br(X; v1v2v3) largely occurs by a parallel transition to
the 3Q0 state followed by a dissociation on the adiabatic
potential curve.

Since the resonant contributions to the CH3
+ images and

KERs mostly involve three-photon excitations via molecular
Rydberg states prior to dissociation to form CH3** Rydberg
states (channel (2)) the anisotropy of the images will depend on
the two-photon resonant step as well as the one-photon dis-
sociation step and possible mixing of states involved. There-
fore, it cannot be easily interpreted. We observe a trend (Fig. 6b,
grey dots) of decreasing b2 parameter (more perpendicular
contribution) with increasing excitation energy. A correlation
with the symmetry of the parent Rydberg state seems to exist:
transitions through 5p and 4d Rydberg states of CH3Br generate
CH3

+ with rather parallel distributions (b2 ranging between 1.3
and 0.7) whereas 6p and 7p Rydberg states of CH3Br generate
CH3

+ with almost isotropic distributions.
Br+. Br+ images associated with the resonant excitations,

both low and high KER components (see above), mostly display
shapes corresponding to parallel transitions with positive
values of b2. Fig. 6b (red dots) shows the b2 values derived for
the broad low KER peaks of the resonant transitions along with

Fig. 6 (a) Effective anisotropy parameters b2 extracted from CH3
+ images

no. 8 (red dots) and 10 (blue dots) (see Table 1) as a function of the kinetic
energy released (eV) along with the corresponding KER spectra plotted
on a relative energy scale (D(1hn)*f (CH3)) (see main text). Common
energy thresholds for one-photon photodissociation processes to form
CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* labelled by (v1v2v3v4) are indicated. ‘‘Hot bands’’:
see Fig. 3a. (b) Effective anisotropy parameters b2 extracted from CH3

+

(grey dots) and Br+ (red dots) images as a function of two-photon resonant
excitations to CH3Br Rydberg states along with the corresponding CH3

+

REMPI spectrum. Image numbers are indicated (see Table 1).
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the corresponding values for the CH3
+ signals. Comparison of

the b2 parameters of the signals for Br+ and CH3
+ reveals some

correlation (common trend and analogous values of b2)
between the signals. This is to be expected for fragments
formed by the same channel, prior to ionization, as proposed
for CH3** and Br/Br* (see eqn (2a)–(2c) above). Although close
in value they are not identical; this can be attributed to the
existence of some additional smaller contributions affecting
the CH3

+ and Br+ distributions, such as dissociation of CH3
+

(we do observe CH2
+, CH+ and C+ ions as minor channels;

discussion of these results will be dealt with in a separate
publication).

The no. 10 excitation Br+ signal due to the non-resonant
transition cannot be separated from the underlying resonant
contribution of the same KER (B0.27 eV) which makes up
about 2/3 of the signal (Fig. 4 and 5). The total signal however,
is found to display a close to isotropic shape (Fig. 2d) with b2 of
about +0.24, suggesting that the non-resonant part of it (1/3 of
the total) is significantly perpendicular in nature. This matches
the observed angular distribution (and b2 = �0.2) of the
signal for CH3

+ due to the formation of the corresponding
CH3(X, 0100) fragment which we believe to be the major
fragment produced along with Br prior to ionization (see above
and Fig. 5).

C. Photoelectron spectra (PES)

Images of photoelectrons were recorded for the excitations
listed in Table 1. No negative ions were found to be pre-
sent in the time-of-flight KER distributions (Fig. 7) derived
from the images. It is convenient to compare the photoelectron
spectra with respect to the non-resonant contributions on
a relative three-photon energy scale (D(3hn)*f (e); D(3hn) =
3hn0 � 3hni; f (e) = m(CH3

+)/m(CH3) B 1; see text above for
comparison and definitions) and those with respect to the
resonant contributions on a relative one-photon energy scale
(D(1hn) = 1hn0 � 1hni).

Fig. 7a shows the photoelectron spectra plotted on the
relative one-photon energy scale, where the zero kinetic energy
release of no. 10/79 610 cm�1 has been set to zero (reference
spectrum). Thresholds corresponding to ionization of specific
CH3** states (formed along with Br/Br*) line up in the plot. One
photoelectron peak dominates the four lowest energy excita-
tions (i.e. images/KERs no. 1–4; Table 1) which match in Fig. 7a.
The peaks correspond to the formation of the CH3** (3p2A2)
Rydberg state. These PES correspond to the images/KERs which
show vibrational structures (see above). Small satellite peaks
close by are indicative of vibrational excitations and hot bands
as shown in Fig. 7b for excitation no. 4. The next two excitations
(no. 5 and 6) generate photoelectron peaks that shift to higher
energy but also match each other, corresponding to one-photon
ionization of the CH3** (3d2E) and/or CH3** (3d2A1) states,
that lie close in energy. Finally, excitations no. 7–10 exhibit
several photoelectron peaks corresponding to ionization of
different CH3 Rydberg states (3p2A2, 3d2E, 3d2A1, 4p2A2) as
listed in Table 1. The PES structures of no. 8/77 165 and no. 10/
79 610 cm�1, which correspond to significant non-resonant

contributions, are less clear. However, there are some indica-
tions of ionization/formation of CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) species based
on weak high kinetic energy electron peaks as shown by the
inserted figure expansion for no. 8 in Fig. 7a.

Fig. 7 Photoelectron spectra (PES), (a) derived from images no. 1–10 (see
Table 1), plotted as a function of a relative energy scale D(1hn) (see
explanation in the main text) and tilted to the right (i.e. plotted vertically).
Common energy thresholds (energy maxima) for ionization of Rydberg
states of CH3 (CH3**(Ry)) after its formation along with Br/Br* by three-
photon photodissociation of CH3Br are indicated. The inset shows detail of
the PES no. (8) at high energy with thresholds for ionization of CH3(X;
v1v2v3v4) and its formation along with Br/Br*. (b) For image no. 4 plotted as
a function of the relative kinetic energy released (eV) tilted to the right (i.e.
plotted vertically). Energy thresholds (energy maxima) for specific one-
photon ionization processes of CH3**(3p2A2; v1v2v3v4) states to form
CH3

+(X; v1v2v3v4), after its formation along with Br/Br* by three-photon
photodissociation of CH3Br, are indicated by (v1v2v3v4) numbers. Assign-
ments of ionization processes with respect to changes in vibrational
quantum numbers (Dvi) are shown, furthest to the right.
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IV. Discussion

As noted in the previous section, REMPI, slice and photoelec-
tron imaging data converge on the existence of two major
pathways when CH3Br is excited at wavenumbers corres-
ponding to two-photon transitions to reach rovibrational levels
of molecular Rydberg states in the 66 000 to 80 000 cm�1 region:
(a) two-photon-resonant transitions, followed by one-photon
photolysis to give CH3(X)/CH3** + Br/Br* and (b) non-resonant,
one-photon photolysis towards CH3(X) + Br/Br*. These two
pathways will now be discussed.

A. Resonant processes

The results relevant to the resonant spectra contributions, as
presented above, can be interpreted as being due to dissocia-
tions on excited state potential energy surfaces to form (a)
Rydberg states of CH3 (CH3**) along with Br/Br* or (b) ground
state CH3(X) along with Br/Br* prior to ionization of either CH3

or Br. This occurs after a total of three-photon excitation to
metastable superexcited molecular states (CH3Br#) via two-
photon accessible Rydberg states (Fig. 8). Formation of
CH3(X) directly following the two-photon resonant excitation
(i.e. by predissociation of the resonance-excited molecular

Rydberg states) was not detected. Whereas a minor contribu-
tion of such a channel cannot be ruled out, the results suggest
that its probability is low.

In the case of the metastable molecular state(s) (CH3Br#),
prior to a dissociation the excess energy can be redistributed
among the molecule’s internal degrees of freedom to form
fragments of relatively low translational energy but high inter-
nal (ro-vibrational) energy, typically appearing as broad KER
spectral peaks for the CH3 and Br fragments. The relatively low
KER, broad spectral structures of the KERs observed for the
resonant contributions suggests that step (2b) involves such a
mechanism. The CH3Br# state(s), being higher in energy than
the ionization limit, is (are) most likely one or more super-
excited state(s) belonging to a Rydberg series converging to an
excited ionic state (i.e. CH3Br# = [CH3Br+*]nl;o). This involves a
one-photon excitation within the ion core of the resonant
Rydberg state (CH3Br** = [CH3Br+]nl;o) to make an overall
two-electron transfer to form CH3Br#.

Looking at a summary of the CH3** Rydberg states detected
(Table 1) there seems to be a correlation between the formation
of CH3**(Ry) and excitations to CH3Br**(Ry) with respect to the
Rydberg electron orbital symmetries (l quantum numbers).
Thus, the 3p Rydberg state of CH3 (CH3**(3p2A2)) is primarily

Fig. 8 Schematic energy diagrams for excitation processes of CH3Br leading to CH3
+ (a) and Br+ (b) formation showing calculated potential energies as

a function of the CH3–Br bond distance18,27 as well as relevant energy thresholds and transitions. Red vertical arrows correspond to the two-photon
resonant transition of 66 019 cm�1 (excitation no. 1) and blue vertical arrows correspond to the two-photon resonant transition 79 610 cm�1 (excitation
no. 10) (see Table 1). Broken arrows indicate paths of photodissociation processes as marked in boxes (see main text). The two-photon resonance
scanning region is indicated by grey shaded boxes. The one-photon absorption spectrum3,9 is tilted to the right (i.e. plotted vertically) in figure (a).
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formed via excitation to the 5p Rydberg state of CH3Br and the
3d Rydberg state(s) of CH3 (CH3**(3d2E; 3d2A1)) is (are) largely
formed via excitation to the 4d Rydberg state of CH3Br. This
must be associated with a conservation of momentum during
the combined process of one-photon excitation of CH3Br** to
CH3Br# and its dissociation on an excited state potential sur-
face to form CH3** and Br/Br*. Furthermore, an increasing
number and changing proportion of CH3** states are formed as
the excitation energy increases (Table 1 and Fig. 7a). This must
be associated with an opening of an increasing number of
channels to form CH3** + Br/Br* and/or changes in transition
probabilities along different surfaces as the energy increases.
The disappearance of the vibrational structure assigned to the
CH3**(3p2A2) state (see Section III.B) for excitation energies
beyond that for no. 4 (Fig. 3) is a further indication of an
increasing contribution of CH3** states and overlapping vibra-
tional structures.

Whereas, no multiphoton dissociation studies for resonant
excitations via p and d Rydberg states of CH3Br exist in the
literature, Wang et al. have reported studies of excitations via
lower energy 5s Rydberg states.19 Images and corresponding
KERs for CH3

+ are found to show comparable structures to
those reported here, appearing as broad peaks with vibrational
structures at low KERs and sharp peaks at medium high kinetic
energies. These observations, however, are interpreted differ-
ently as being due to photodissociation of the parent molecular
ions CH3Br+(X) to form CH3

+(X) along with Br* and Br, respec-
tively. Furthermore, rings/sharp KER peaks observed at still
higher KERs are proposed to be due to two-photon resonant
photodissociations to form CH3(X) along with Br and Br*.

B. Non-resonant processes

The results relevant to the non-resonant contributions, as
presented above, can be interpreted as being due to one-
photon excitations to repulsive electronic valence states
(CH3Br*) followed by dissociation. This agrees with the
observed increase in the corresponding spectral continuum
with photon energy (Fig. 1a) in accordance with an increasing
absorption (i.e. one-photon) cross section in the excitation
region (see Fig. 8).3,9 Relatively large signals appearing as rings
in the images/sharp KERs peaks, due to the non-resonant
contributions were seen for the excitations which show rela-
tively large underlying non-resonant contributions in the
REMPI spectra (see Fig. 1a), i.e. in images/KERs no. 8 and 10
for CH3

+ (Fig. 3) and in no. 10 for Br+ (Fig. 4).
Photodissociation studies in the first continuum absorption

band (A band) of CH3Br have been performed by a number of
groups.13–15,21–24 The reported value for b2 of 1.9 � 0.1 for
CH3(X; 0100) formation along with Br* for 251.00 nm
excitation22 agrees with our value (1.9) for the corresponding
fragment formation for 251.28 nm one-photon excitation (no.
10/79 610 cm�1) and the value for b2 of 0.2 � 0.2 for CH3(X;
0100) along with Br for 251.00 nm excitation22 is of an inter-
mediate size analogous to our values of�0.15 and�0.24 for the
corresponding fragment formation derived for the 259.23 (no.
8/77 165 cm�1) and 251.28 nm (no. 10/79 610 cm�1) excitations,

respectively. Furthermore, our upper limit value of b2 = +0.24,
largely due to the formation of Br along with CH3(X; 0100) (see
Section III.C) for 251.28 nm one-photon excitation can be
compared with the values of about zero for excitations in the
region of 251–278 nm.22 Thus, the formation of CH3(X) in the
out-of-plane bending mode along with Br is found to display
isotropic to perpendicular fragment angular distributions,
whereas its formation along with Br* displays a parallel angular
distribution. This is in agreement with previous observations
and has been shown to be consistent with a strong non-
adiabatic coupling between spin–orbit states of the parent
molecule.22

V. Summary and conclusions

CH3
+ and Br+ ion slice images as well as photoelectron velocity

map images were recorded for multiphoton excitation of CH3Br
at ten wavelengths involving two-photon – resonant transitions
to np and nd vibrational levels of molecular Rydberg states
(CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3)) between 66 000 and 80 000 cm�1 (Table 1).
At all wavelengths CH3

+ is the majority of the ion signal (Fig. 1).
Kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) as well as angular dis-
tributions and relevant fit parameters (b2 and b4) were derived
from the ion slice images. Photoelectron spectra were derived
from the photoelectron images.

The majority of the photoelectrons formed are due to one-
photon ionization of different Rydberg states of methyl photo-
fragments (CH3**). These states are formed by two-photon-
resonant excitation to an np or nd vibrational levels of parent
Rydberg states followed by one-photon excitation to metastable,
superexcited molecular states (CH3Br#) which then dissociate
towards CH3**(Ry; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*. This contribution dom-
inates all but two excitation wavelengths used in this work. A
correlation is found between the angular momentum quantum
numbers (l) of the resonantly excited molecular Rydberg states,
CH3Br** and the CH3 Rydberg states formed.

For the highest excitation energies, two additional channels
are found to be present. The first channel is a dissociation of
the metastable, superexcited CH3Br# states towards CH3(X;
v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* which generates fast CH3

+ and Br+ ions. The
second channel is the formation of CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*
assigned as a one-photon photolysis via the A band with
angular distributions of CH3 and Br/Br* fragments agreeing
well with the literature.

The results of this paper add to information relevant to the
energetics and fragmentation processes of the methyl halides.
It will hopefully render further theoretical interpretation of the
characteristic processes involved in the very interesting
dynamics observed here. Furthermore, the content of this
paper is of relevance to various intriguing fields. The observed
involvement of high energy superexcited molecular states in the
formation of halogen atom radicals and fragment ions and
electrons is of relevance to further understanding of atmo-
spheric photochemistry as well as plasma chemistry/physics.
Selective photoexcitation to form the reactive electronically
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excited state of the CH3, as identified, could be of interest for
organic photosynthesis purposes.
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Figure S1-a:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 1, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 66019 cm-1.
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Figure S1-b:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 2, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 66503 cm-1.
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Figure S1-c: CH3 KER spectrum for peak 3, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 67275 cm-1.
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Figure S1-d:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 4, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 68684 cm-1.
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Figure S1-e:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 5, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 72977 cm-1.
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Figure S1-f:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 6, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 74249 cm-1.
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Figure S1-g:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 7, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 75905 cm-1.
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Figure S1-h:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 8, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 77165 cm-1.
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Figure S1-i:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 9, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 78370 cm-1.
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Figure S1-j:  CH3 KER spectrum for peak 10, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 79610 cm-1.
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Figure S2-a:  Br KER spectrum for peak 1, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 66019 cm-1.
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Figure S2-b:  Br KER spectrum for peak 3, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 67275 cm-1.
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Figure S2-c:  Br KER spectrum for peak 4, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 68684 cm-1.
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Figure S2-d:  Br KER spectrum for peak 5, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 72977 cm-1.
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Figure S2-e:  Br KER spectrum for peak 7, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 75905 cm-1.
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Figure S2-f:  Br KER spectrum for peak 8, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 77165 cm-1.
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Figure S2-g:  Br KER spectrum for peak 9, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 78370 cm-1.
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Figure S2-h:  Br KER spectrum for peak 10, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 79610 cm-1.
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Tables S1 a):

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 1.01 ±0.01 0.098-0.533 0.89 ±0.02 0.055-0.653 0.74 ±0.02 0.133-0.533 0.73 ±0.03 0.153-0.612

 4 -0.38 -0.40 -0.45 -0.44

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 0.77 ±0.01 0.126-0.788 1.04 ±0.01 0.058-0.628 0.02 ±0.01 0.024-0.272 0.39 ±0.01 0.044-0.392

 4 -0.07 -0.09 -0.03 -0.12

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 0.14 ±0.01 0.021-0.392 -0.04 ±0.01 0.018-0.453

 4 -0.02 -0.02

4

8

10

5 6

CH3

9

1 2 3

7

Tables S1 b):

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 1.34 ±0.18 0.05-0.311 1.23 ±0.01 0.033-0.235 1.10 ±0.01 0.030-0.245

 4 0.71 -0.10 -0.08

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 1.21 ±0.01 0.055-0.220 1.15 ±0.02 0.044-0.220

 4 0.04 -0.05

beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV] beta  KER[eV]

 2 0.53 ±0.01 0.068-0.329 0.96 ±0.02 0.050-0.329 0.31 ±0.04 0.240-0.294

 4 0.02 0.03 0.06

 2 1.18 ±0.06 0.533-1.088 1.14 ±0.06 0.612-1.088 1.20 ±0.09 0.696-1.088

 4 0.04 -0.15 0.15

7

4

N/A

8 9 10

N/A

N/A

N/A

5 6

Br
1 2 3
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Graphical abstract: 

 

Abstract  

Two-color, pump and probe experiments, were performed to explore the multiphoton dynamics of 

CH3Br at high excitation energies. They involved initial two-photon resonant excitations to a number 

of np and nd Rydberg states (pump) followed by REMPI detection (probe) of the Br, Br* and CH3(X) 

photoproducts.  Slice images of Br+ and CH3
+ ions were recorded in pump-only, probe-only and pump 

+ probe experiments.  Kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) as well as spatial anisotropy parameters 

were extracted from the images to identify the processes and the dynamics involved. In addition to 

dissociations following three-photon excitations via the p/d molecular Rydberg states, observed 

previously,1 predissociation channels following the two-photon resonant excitations and non-resonant 

photodissociation forming CH3(X) and Br/Br* were identified and characterized. Furthermore, probe 

excitations for CH3(X) involved near-resonant excitations to lower energy 5s Rydberg states of CH3Br. 

In three-photon excitation processes, a striking contrast is seen between excitations via the p/d and the 

s Rydberg states. Involvement of Rydberg to ion-pair state interactions in high energy 

photofragmentation processes are found to be evident.  

+

?

+
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I. Introduction 

Significant emphasis has been placed on the photodissociation dynamics of the 

halocarbons for decades; in particular so for the methyl monohalides.1-13 Whereas most attention 

has been on the photochemistry of methyl iodide (CH3I) 14-28, less but substantial work has also 

been done on methyl bromide (CH3Br) 1-4, 6, 9-12, 19, 20, 29-32. Most of those studies have explored 

the dynamics of repulsive valence states in the A-band spectral region,2-8 whereas less is known 

about  the effect of excitations to higher energies where  Rydberg states dominate the spectrum 

(hereby named “the Rydberg states region”).1, 9-13 Laser excitations by the method of resonance 

enhanced multi-photon ionization (REMPI) are suitable to access Rydberg states conveniently by 

use of visible or near-UV radiation.1, 9, 11-13, 21, 22, 24, 25, 30, 33-36 Furthermore, more states may be 

accessed by the use of multiphoton excitation than by single-photon absorption due to selection 

rules.37-40 State interactions gradually increase with excitation energy due to the larger density of 

states. This can cause spectral perturbations which may appear as line shifts and/or line 

broadenings.41-46  Interactions between Rydberg states and the ion-pair / valence state, CH3
+Br-, 

could be involved in photoion pair formations, analogous to observations for some halogen-

containing diatomic molecules.47-51 By further analogy with observations for the hydrogen 

halides there is a reason to believe that Rydberg to ion-pair interactions are important in 

predissociation processes.44, 45, 52-56 

 REMPI data of CH3Br for one-, two- and three-photon resonance excitations to series of 

Rydberg states have been reported.9, 12, 13 In (2 + m) REMPI formation of CH3
+ ions is found to 

dominate whereas parent ion signals are found to be negligible. Ion signals are typically found to 

vary as CH3
+ > CH2

+ > CH+ > (Br+,CBr+).1, 9 Slice imaging experiments revealed neutral 

fragments of CH3 in ground (CH3(X)) and excited Rydberg states (CH3
**) and bromine atoms in 
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ground (Br(2P3/2) henceforth denoted as “Br”) and spin-orbit excited (Br(2P1/2) henceforth 

denoted as Br*) states to be formed prior to ionization to give CH3
+ and Br+.1 The fragment 

species were found to be formed mainly: 1) by three-photon photodissociation via two-photon 

resonance excitations to Rydberg states, to give CH3
** and Br or Br* and, 2) by one-photon 

photodissociation via non-resonant excitation to repulsive valence states (the A-band) to give 

CH3(X) and Br/Br*. Surprisingly no clear evidence was observed for two-photon 

photodissociation channels via predissociation of the resonance Rydberg states. Ion signals due to 

process 1 (resonance contributions) appear as sharp peaks in REMPI spectra (Fig. 1a) but as 

broad features peaking at low kinetic energies in images and KER distributions (KERs). The 

sharp REMPI peaks are two-photon resonance excitations to CH3Br Rydberg states (CH3Br**) 

and the broad KERs are due to energy redistribution among the molecule’s internal degrees of 

freedom prior to dissociation in metastable states. Ion signals due to process 2 (non-resonance 

contributions) appear as a broad underlying continuum in the REMPI spectra (Fig. 1a) and as 

sharp peaks in KER distributions. The broad continuum in REMPI spectra and the sharp KERs 

are the signals expected for direct non-resonant, prompt one-photon photodissociation of CH3Br. 

 In this paper we present data and analysis of two-color (pump and probe) multiphoton 

excitations for CH3Br. A pump laser pulse was typically set at a wavelength corresponding to 

two-photon resonance excitation to a chosen vibrational level of a Rydberg state in the 

wavenumber region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm-1. A probe laser pulse was tuned to specific REMPI 

lines of the fragment species Br, Br* and CH3 in the ground electronic state and various 

vibrational modes (v1,v2,v3,v4)  (i.e. CH3(X,v1v2v3v4)) for detection. This allowed quantum-state-

selective detection of neutral photofragments and revealed additional processes (predissociation 

following two-photon excitation) and more details concerning fragmentation channels than by 

use of the one-color excitation scheme.  
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II. Experimental 

The VMI/Slicing apparatus used in this work has been described in detail before,57, 58 so only 

a brief description is given here. A molecular beam of 20% CH3Br in He (around 1 bar total 

backing pressure) is formed by supersonic expansion through a home-made piezoelectrically-

actuated nozzle valve (ø1mm diameter) and skimmed (ø1.5 mm, Beam Dynamics) before it 

enters the detection chamber where the ion optics are positioned. The collimated molecular beam 

is intersected at right angles by the pump and photoionization lasers at the geometric focal point 

of a single-electrode repeller-extractor plate arrangement. The CH3, Br and Br* photofragment 

images were recorded in two-color experiments where the pump laser was used for excitation of 

the parent molecule and the photoionization laser was used for (2 + 1) REMPI detection of the 

photofragments. The pump and the photodissociation laser beams (typically 2-3 mJ/pulse) were 

generated by (1) a pulsed Nd3+:YAG laser (Spectra Physics Quanta Ray Pro 250) pumping a 

master oscillator - power oscillator system (Spectra Physics MOPO 730-D10), and (2) by 

frequency doubling of the output of an excimer-pumped (Lambda-Physik LPX300, operating 

with XeCl) dye laser (LPD3000) using the appropriate dyes. The CH3 photofragments were 

probed via the 0
00  (333.5 nm), 1

11  (333.9 nm), 1
12  (329.5 nm) and 2

22  (325.8 nm) transitions from 

the ground electronic state CH3(X) to the Rydberg state CH3**(3p, 2A2).59 The probe laser 

transitions used for the detection of Br and Br* photofragments were Br( 2
3/2P ) →→ 5p ( 4 0

3/2P ) at 

266.634 nm  (two-photon wavenumber: 75 009.13 cm-1) and Br*( 2
1/2P ) →→ 5p( 2 0

3/2D ) at 

266.697 nm (two-photon wavenumber: 74 991.41 cm-1).60 The probe laser pulses were delayed 

with respect to the photolysis pulse, in order to allow a sufficient density of photofragments to 

build up prior to REMPI detection. Moreover, the time delay had to be carefully adjusted in order 
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to avoid ‘‘fly-out’’ of the photofragments. Typically, the delay was set in the range of about 0 – 5 

ns. For the slicing experiments reported here, the repeller is pulsed ON at the appropriate time 

delay (∼300 ns) following the photolysis/ionization. The photofragments traverse a field-free 

time-of-flight region (45 cm) and a gated, position-sensitive detector (dual, imaging-quality MCP 

array coupled to a phosphor screen) images the center slice of the photofragment sphere. The 

image frame is recorded asynchronously every second (∼10 laser shots) by a CCD camera and 

several thousand frames are averaged to form images such as those shown in Fig.2a. Each final 

image is integrated from its center over angle to extract the speed and over radius to extract the 

angular distributions of the corresponding fragments.  

 

 

 

III. Results and analysis 

 

A. Mass resolved MPI 

The (2 + m) REMPI spectrum for CH3
+ from reference [9] for the two-photon resonant 

excitation region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm-1 is reproduced in Fig. 1a. The relative ion intensities, 

I(M+)/I(CH3
+), for M+ = CH2

+, CH+ and Br+ are found to vary with wavenumber and to reach 

maxima as the wavenumber values get closer to the ion-pair threshold (CH3
+ + Br-) whereas those 

for M+ = CBr+ remain unchanged (see Fig. 1b and reference [60]). This suggests some interaction 

between the Rydberg and ion-pair states and will be further discussed in Section IV.   
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B. Slice images and kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) 

i. Br/Br* 

 Br+ ion slice images (Fig. 2a) were recorded for MPI of CH3Br and kinetic energy release 

distributions (KERs) were derived from the images. First (1; pump excitation), images for 

excitations corresponding to (2 + m) REMPI for resonant excitation to total of five molecular 

Rydberg states, in the two-photon excitation region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm-1 were recorded (see 

Table 1 and Figs. 1a and 2a.i). Second (2; probe excitation), images for resonance excitations of 

Br and/or Br* fragments (see Section II above) were recorded (see Figs. 2a.ii). Third, (3; pump 

and probe) images for pump excitations followed by probe excitations were recorded (see Figs. 

2a.iii).  

The KERs for the pump excitations (1) either exhibit a broad spectral structure or a 

vibrational structure peaking at low kinetic energies in the region of about 0.1 eV (Figs. 2b - 2c). 

This signal has been attributed to a three-photon excitation process to superexcited molecular 

Rydberg states,1 via the resonant excited Rydberg states, followed by photodissociation to form 

Br/Br* along with Rydberg states of CH3 (CH3**) prior to three-photon non-resonant ionization 

of Br/Br*, i.e.  

CH3Br + 2hν  →  CH3Br**(p/d Ry; v1v2v3) ;        resonant transition (1a) 

CH3Br**(p/d Ry; v1v2v3) + 1hν → CH3Br# ;   photoexcitation (1b) 

CH3Br#  →  CH3**(Ry; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* ;        dissociation (1c)  

Br/Br* + 3hν  →  Br+ + e-                photoionization (1d) 
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where CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3) represents vibrational levels v1, v2, v3  of a parent molecular Rydberg 

state and CH3Br#  represents one or more superexcited state. The vibrational structure observed 

corresponds to formation of vibrationally excited CH3**(3p 2A2) fragments in the umbrella / 

bending mode, v2 (i.e. CH3** (3p 2A2; 0v200).1, 61 The vibrational structure observed in the Br+ 

KERs is found to be “out of phase” with respect to that observed for CH3
+ in the sense that peaks 

in the CH3
+ KERs match troughs in the Br+ KERs and vice versa.61 

 The images and KERs for the probe excitations (2) show clear rings and peaks, 

respectively (Figs. 2a - 2c). The KER peaks typically appear slightly below and slightly above 

0.2 eV KER for the Br* and Br detections, respectively. As seen in Fig. 1a, the probe excitations 

of Br and Br* correspond to non-resonant excitations within the CH3Br molecule. Therefore, the 

KERs can be attributed to one-photon non-resonant transitions to repulsive valence states (A 

band) followed by dissociation (i.e. direct photodissociation) to form Br and Br* along with CH3 

prior to (2 + 1) REMPI of Br/Br*, i.e. 

CH3Br + 1hν  →  CH3Br* ;     non-resonant transition (2a) 

CH3Br*  →  CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* ;         dissociation      (2b) 

Br/Br* + 2hν  →  Br** ;           resonant transition (2c) 

Br** + 1hν  →  Br+ + e-     photoionization (2d) 

where CH3Br* represents a repulsive valence state, CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) refers to the ground 

electronic state of CH3 and vibrational levels v1,v2,v3,v4  and Br** refers to bromine atomic 

Rydberg states.  
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Images and KERs for the pump and probe excitations (3) show the same features as in (1; 

pump) and (2; probe) as well as additional signal which extends to higher KER (see Figs. 2a - 2c 

and 3a - 3b).  Due to the Br/Br* resonance detection/probing, signals detected in one-color 

(pump) excitations will be enhanced and otherwise weak or undetected Br/Br* may appear. Thus 

the signals due to the three-photon excitation processes (eqs. (1)) clearly appear in the pump-

probe signal as shoulders at low KER. Signals formed by one-photon non-resonant 

photodissociation processes analogous to eqs. (2) also appear in the pump-probe signal (near 0.2 

eV).  The relative contribution of the high KER component to that of the (1; pump) component is 

found to be comparable for all the KERs recorded for the Br detection on one hand and for the 

Br* detection on the other hand, whereas the relative contribution of the probe components varies 

with excitation wavelength. This suggests that the initial resonance excitation process (eq. 1a) is 

common for both processes involved.  Furthermore, thresholds for formation of CH3(X,0000) + 

Br/Br* after two-photon resonance excitations are found to be close to the high energy edges of 

the KERs for the Br and Br* detections, respectively (see Figs. 3a - 3b). The high KER 

contributions, therefore can be assigned to the stepwise processes, 

CH3Br + 2hν  →  CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3) ;             resonant transition        (3a) 

CH3Br**(Ry; v1v2v3)  →  CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*;   predissociation   (3b) 

Br/Br* + 2hν  →  Br** ;                  resonant transition        (3c) 

Br** + 1hν → Br+/Br*+ + e-         photoionization (3d) 

Since the kinetic energy release of the Br+ ions formed is determined by the initial step (3a) it is 

convenient to compare the corresponding KERs contributions on a relative two-photon energy 

scale ∆(2hν) = 2hνi - 2hν0, where ν0 and νi are two-photon excitation frequencies of a reference 
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spectrum (ν0) and a spectrum i (νi) for ν0 > νi) weighted by the mass ratio factor for Br, f(Br) = 

m(CH3)/m(CH3Br), to take account of the conservation of momentum. Thus, spectral peaks due 

to the formation of the same species/thresholds, CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*, will match. This has 

been carried out in Figs. 3a - 3b, which shows the KERs shifted by the weighted two-photon 

energy difference (∆(2hν)*f (Br)) where the ‘‘zero kinetic energy released’’ for image / KER no. 

(5) (see Table 1) has been set to zero (reference spectrum). The corresponding thresholds for the 

formation of CH3(X,0000) + Br and Br* are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. 

 Closer investigation of the high KER components reveals the following observations and 

interpretations: 

i) The high KER / two-photon excitation contributions appear as high energy peaks for 

the Br* detections but as broader overlapping structures for the Br detections (Figs. 3a 

– 3b). Furthermore, comparable shape of sharp peaks is observed in the KERs of Br* 

derived for resonance transitions to 5p molecular Rydberg states (images / KERs no. 

(1) – (3)), whereas broader structures are observed for transitions to higher energy 4d 

Rydberg state (no. (4) and (5)) (see Figs. 1a and 3b and Table 1). Broad KERs are 

indications of an energy redistributed among the molecule’s internal degrees of 

freedom prior to dissociation, whereas sharper KERs indicate less such effect 

associated with a different delay prior do dissociation.1 We, therefore, first, conclude 

that the lifetime of the 5p molecular Rydberg states, with respect to predissociation 

(eq. 3b) to form Br* is shorter than those of the 4d states, and second, that the lifetime 

of the 5p state, with respect to formation of Br* is shorter than that with respect to 

formation of Br. 
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ii) The relative signal intensity of the high KER / two-photon excitation components to 

the (1; pump) / three-photon excitation component is significantly larger for Br* than 

for Br (see Figs. 2a – 2c and 3). Since both processes involve two-photon resonance 

excitations prior to predissociation on the one hand (3; high KER component) and 

prior to additional one-photon excitation on the other hand (1) this observation 

indicates a competition between these two secondary processes. This suggests that the 

formation of Br* by predissociation is more favourable than by three-photon 

excitation via CH3Br#, whereas the formation of Br by predissociation is less 

favourable than by three-photon excitation via CH3Br#. This further indicates that the 

bending mode vibrational structures observed following three-photon excitation both 

in the  Br+ and CH3
+ KERs (see above) are more favourable for formation of the 

CH3**(3p 2A2, 0v200) fragments along with Br rather than Br*. 

 

ii. CH3 

 CH3
+ ion slice images (Fig. 4a) were recorded for MPI of CH3Br and kinetic energy 

release spectra (KERs) were derived from the images. Recordings were made for excitations 

corresponding to (2 + m) REMPI for resonant excitation to a total of three molecular Rydberg 

states, in the two-photon excitation region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm-1 (see Table 1 and Figs. 1a and 

4a). Analogous to the recording or the Br+ images as described in previous section (III, B, 

Br/Br*) images were recorded (1) -for pump excitations (see Fig. 4a.i), (2) -for probe excitations 

of CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) fragments (see Section II above) (see Figs. 4a.ii) and (3) -for pump and probe 

excitations (see Figs. 4a.iii).  
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The KERs for the pump excitations (1) exhibit a broad spectral structure peaking at low 

kinetic energies in the region of about 0.2 eV (Figs. 4b). This structure has been attributed to the 

three-photon excitation process and dissociations according to eqs. (1a) – (1c) above prior to one-

photon ionization of CH3**(Ry; v1v2v3v4).1 

 The images and KERs for the probe excitations (2) show vibrational structures (Figs. 

4a.ii, 4b and 5) of a frequency corresponding to an out of plane / umbrella vibrational mode (v2) 

for CH3
+ and CH3 fragments.62  KERs recorded for different CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) probe wavelengths 

(see section II) show vibrational peaks to line up reasonably well / within experimental error on a 

weighted relative one-photon energy scale (∆(1hν)*f (CH3); ∆(1hν) = 1hνi - 1hν0; see definitions  

in section III, B, Br/Br* for comparison) (see Fig. 5). The probe excitations used, correspond to 

near-resonant two-photon transitions to 5s CH3Br molecular Rydberg states.61  Furthermore, 

images of CH3
+ showing vibrational structure obtained by one-color excitations in this region 

have been attributed to three-photon excitation process followed by autoionization and one-

photon photodissociation of CH3Br+(X3/2) to form CH3
+(X,0v200) for different v2 levels.12  Fig. 5 

shows some relevant thresholds. We conclude that the KERs can be assigned to the stepwise 

processes, 

CH3Br + 2hν → CH3Br**(5s Ry; v1v2v3) ;   near-resonant transition (4a) 

CH3Br**(5s Ry; v1v2v3) + 1hν → CH3Br# ;   photoexcitation  (4b) 

CH3Br# → CH3Br+(X3/2) + e- ;   autoionization   (4c) 

CH3Br+(X3/2) + 1hν → CH3Br+* ;   photoexcitation  (4d) 

CH3Br+* → CH3
+ (X,0v200) + Br/Br*   dissociation   (4e) 
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Analysis of the vibrational structure reveal a vibrational progression of frequency corresponding 

to ωe = 1382 ± 25 cm-1 for the bending mode of CH3
+(X,0v200). This is to be compared with the 

vibrational value of 1359 ± 7 cm-1 reported for CH3
+(X) in NIST.62 Observation of a single 

vibrational progression suggests that either one of the two formation channels (4e) is dominant. 

By analogy with our observations concerning the Br images mentioned above and by considering 

the different energetics we believe that formation of CH3
+ (X,0v200) along with Br dominates that 

of its formation along with Br*. 

Images and KERs for the pump and probe excitations (3) show structures corresponding 

to overlap of those observed the (1; pump) and (2; probe) data as well as two sharp peaks at high 

KER (see Figs. 4a.iii and 4b), lower intensity inner rings and higher intensity outer rings. KERs 

plotted on a weighted relative one-photon energy scale (∆(1hν)*f (CH3); ∆(1hν) = 1hνi - 1hν0; 

see definitions  in section III, B, Br/Br* for comparison) show the positions of these peaks to 

match common thresholds for the various CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* formations by one-photon 

photodissociation. We, therefore, conclude that these high KER peaks are due to direct one-

photon photodissociation followed by detection of CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) by (2 + 1) REMPI, i.e.,  

CH3Br + 1hν  →  CH3Br*;     non-resonant transition (5a) 

CH3Br*  →  CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*;         dissociation      (5b) 

CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + 2hν  →   CH3**(3p 2A2; v1v2v3v4);       resonant transition (5c) 

CH3**(3p 2A2; v1v2v3v4) + 1hν  →  CH3
+ + e-  photoionization (5d) 

In all cases the signals for the CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br* formations are found to be noticeably less 

than those for CH3(X,v1v2v3v4) + Br formations. 
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C. Angular distributions:  

Significant variations in angular distributions are observed for the Br+ and CH3
+ ions 

depending on the rings / channels involved (see Figs. 2a and 4a). In an attempt to quantify the 

anisotropy of the rings, angular distributions, in the form of signal intensities as a function of the 

angle from 0 to 180o, derived from the images, were fitted by the simplified expression 

corresponding to a one-step photodissociation12, 56-58  

[ ]))(cos())(cos(1)( 4422 θβθβθ PPAP ++=       (6) 

 

to derive the anisotropy parameters β2 and β4.61 P2 and P4 are the second and fourth order 

Legendre polynomials and A is a scaling factor. The β2 parameter, which can be in the range 

between +2 (purely parallel transition) to -1 (purely perpendicular transition), can be related to 

the overall transition symmetry and the corresponding dynamics. 

 

i. Br/Br* 

 The Br+ images (no. 1 – 5) for the pump excitations (1) display shapes corresponding to 

dominant parallel transitions with positive values of β2 in the range between about 1.1 – 1.4 for 

the broad low KER peaks as shown before.1 These signals are due to a total of three-photon 

excitation prior to dissociation (1a – c) as well as possible state mixing. Therefore, these results 

cannot be easily interpreted. However the involvement of two-photon resonant parallel transitions 

corresponding of dominant halogen p orbital to p/d Rydberg orbital transitions (see Fig. 1a) could 

be a controlling factor in determining the effective anisotropy. 
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 The images for the probe excitations (2) display shapes corresponding to purely parallel 

transitions with β2 values of about +2 for Br* detection (Fig.2a  and ref. [30]) but shapes 

corresponding to virtually isotropic transitions with β2 values of about 0 for Br detection.61 The 

former observation (β2 ≈ +2) is in agreement with formation of  Br* along with CH3(X) by one-

photon photodissociation by a parallel transition from the ground state to the 3Q0 state followed 

by a dissociation on the same (i.e. the diabatic) potential curve.7  The latter observation (β2 ≈ 0) 

could be due to a combination of one-photon photodissociation by parallel and perpendicular 

transitions to 3Q0 and 3Q1/1Q1, respectively, followed by dissociations, involving curve crossing, 

to form Br and CH3(X).7 

 The images for the pump and probe excitations (3) (see Fig. 2a) display shapes at low 

KER analogous to those observed for the pump excitations (1) (see above) and rings in the 

intermediate KER region analogous to those observed for the probe excitations (2) (see above). In 

addition they display broad shapes (and KERs) at high KER corresponding to dominant 

perpendicular transitions with negative values of β2 in the range between about -0.5 to -1 for the 

two-photon resonance transitions to the p-orbital Rydberg states (images no. 1,2 and 3) both for 

Br* and Br detections. On the other hand they display broad shapes (and KERs) at high KER 

corresponding to dominant parallel transitions with positive β2 values of about +0.5 for the two-

photon resonance transitions to the d-orbital Rydberg states (images no. 4 and 5) both for Br* and 

Br detections.61 This must be associated with the difference in the two-photon transitions to the p 

and d molecular Rydberg states, prior to predissociation. 
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ii. CH3 

The CH3
+ image no. 4 for the pump excitations (1) displays shape corresponding to 

dominant parallel transitions with a positive β2 value of about 0.75 for the broad low KER peak 

as shown before,1 similar to that observed for the corresponding Br+ image (see above) as might 

be expected for fragments formed by the same channels (1a – c), prior to ionization. The CH3
+ 

corresponding images no. 6 – 7, on the other hand display shapes of virtually isotropic transitions 

with β2 values of about 0. 

All the images for the probe excitations (2), which show vibrational structures, display 

ring shapes corresponding to dominant parallel transitions (Fig. 4a.ii) with positive β2 -values in 

the range of about +1 to +1.5. This is in close agreement with the observations made by Wang et 

al.,12 who attributed it to parallel transitions from CH3Br+(X) to the first excited electronic state of 

the ion (CH3Br+*(A)) followed by dissociation (see eqs. 4d – e) by assuming Cs symmetry for the 

dissociative molecular ion.63 

The images for the pump and probe excitations (3) (see Fig. 4aiii) display shapes at low 

and intermediate KER analogous to those observed for the pump (1) and probe (2) excitations 

(see above). In addition they display shapes of the sharp rings (sharp peaks) at high KER 

corresponding to dominant parallel transitions (lower intensity inner rings) with positive values 

of β2 of about +1.15 (lower intensity inner rings) and shapes corresponding to virtually isotropic 

transitions or slightly perpendicular transitions with β2 values of about -0.6 (higher intensity outer 

rings). This is in close compliance with our observations made from the Br images for the probe 

excitations (2) due to one-photon photodissociation processes. Thus the former observation (β2 ≈ 

+1.15) suggests that  CH3(X) is formed along with Br* by a dominant parallel transition from the 
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ground state to the 3Q0 state followed by a dissociation on the same (i.e. the diabatic) potential 

curve,7 whereas the latter observation (β2 ≈ -0.6) could involve a combination of parallel and 

perpendicular transitions to 3Q0 and 3Q1/1Q1, respectively, followed by dissociations, to form 

CH3(X) and Br.7 

 

IV. Discussion 

 The detection of the Br/Br* and CH3(X) fragments by resonant excitations of the second 

laser beam in the two-color scheme allows detection of otherwise, undetected, channels in 

addition to those observed by a one-color scheme reported before.1 Thus, predissociation of 

Rydberg states following two-photon resonant excitations (channels (3)) as well as one-photon 

photodissociation (channel (2)), not previously seen, are now evident in multiphoton excitations 

of CH3Br of chosen Rydberg states (Table 1; no. 1- 6) in addition to a three-photon (1)  

photodissociation channel, reported before (see Fig.6).1 

 Although we did not detect any Br- in our experiments, which would be direct evidence 

for the involvement of ion-pair states in the dynamics in the region studied, several correlation 

observations indicate that interactions between the molecular Rydberg states and the ion-pair 

state are playing important part in the multiphoton excitation dynamics of CH3Br as reported in 

the literature.13 Among those observations are, 

i) -the characteristic alteration in relative ion signals (see Section III. A., Fig. 1b and 

references [1] and [60]) such as an increase in the I(Br+)/I(CH3
+) ratios with excitation 

wavenumber below the ion-pair threshold (CH3
+ + Br-) followed by a sudden drop. 
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ii) –opening up of a photodissociation channel to form CH3(X) and Br/Br* following 

two-photon resonance excitations to Rydberg states higher in energy than the ion-pair 

threshold, not seen for lower energy excitations. This is seen in one-color excitations.1  

These observations indicate, first, that the photodissociation of the resonantly excited 

Rydberg states of energies lower in energy than the ion-pair threshold differ from those of 

energies higher in energy than the threshold and, second, that this difference varies with 

energy lower than the threshold. These observations could be associated with the following 

effects of state interactions. In the former case (lower energy) an interaction between a 

Rydberg state and an ion-pair state corresponds to the bound energy region of the ion-pair 

state (Fig. 6) to cause an effective enhancement in the bond distance of the mixed state. 

Furthermore, that bond distance will increase largely as the energy approaches the ion-pair 

threshold. In the latter case (higher energy), on the other hand, an interaction will lead to a 

dissociation in which case the ion-pair formation will compete with the photodissociation 

channel. This kind of Rydberg-to-ion-pair interactions are well known for diatomic 

molecules,39, 44, 45, 47-56 whereas indirect observations, as mentioned above, strongly support 

the existence of this state interaction effects, direct observations for ion-pair formations from 

the images were not evident. 

 There is a striking contrast between the excitation dynamics following three-photon 

excitation via the higher energy p and d molecular Rydberg states,1 on the one hand and via 

the lower energy s Rydberg states, on the other hand 12 (see Figs. 6a – 6b). Thus, in the 

former case superexcited states formed (CH3Br#) (pre)dissociate to form CH3** Rydberg 

states (eqs.1), whereas in the latter case CH3Br# autoionizes to form CH3Br+(X) (eqs. 4). This 

could be due to reasons, such as: 
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i) Formation of CH3Br+(X, low vi) by autoionization of CH3Br# is more favourable / 

probable for lower than higher energy difference between CH3Br+(X, low vi) and 

CH3Br#.  

ii) Three-photon excitations to CH3Br# via the 5s/5s´ Rydberg states are too low in 

energy to overcome energy barriers prior to dissociation to form CH3** + Br/Br* 

whereas excitations via the p/d state are of high enough energies.  

Whereas formation of CH3(X) + Br/Br* is not detected by one-photon photodissociation for 

excitations corresponding to two-photon excitations to the 5s/5s´states (Fig. 6b and reference 

[12]) it is clearly observed for those corresponding to resonance excitations to the p and d 

Rydberg states. This must be for energetic reasons. The transition probabilities, hence absorption 

cross section, corresponding to one-photon excitations to the repulsive valence states (A band), 

although low, are high enough in the latter case for CH3(X) formed along with Br/Br* to be 

detected as opposed to that in the former case (Figs. 6a – 6b). 

Finally, predissociation following two-photon resonance excitation to the 5s/5s´ Rydberg 

states to form CH3(X) and Br/Br*, analogous to our observation for corresponding excitations to 

the p and d Rydberg states has been observed by Wang et al.12 This channel is evident in the 

Br/Br* images and KERs, whereas the CH3 co-fragment is too fast to be measured with our 

current extraction voltage/detector combination.    

 

V. Summary and conclusions  

 Br+ and CH3
+ ion slice images were recorded for multiphoton excitation of CH3Br 

followed by REMPI probing of the Br, Br* and CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) photofragments (two-color 
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experiments). Measurements were performed at seven wavelengths involving two-photon 

resonant transitions to np and nd vibrational levels of molecular Rydberg states 

(CH3Br**(Ry;v1v2v3)) (Table 1). The probing of Br, Br* and CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) was done by (2 + 

1) REMPI for resonance excitations to Rydberg states of bromine (Br**) and CH3 (CH3**(3p 

2A2)). Slice images of Br+ and CH3
+ photoproducts were recorded for 1) -the pump and 2) -the 

probe wavelengths, independently, as well as for the combination of 3) -pump followed by probe 

excitations. Kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) as well as angular distributions and relevant fit 

parameters (β2 and β4) were derived from the ion images. 

 For all the pump wavelengths the major excitation channel has been found to involve 

three-photon excitation of the molecule to (a) superexcited state(s) (CH3Br#) followed by 

dissociation to form Rydberg states of CH3** along with Br/Br*.1 For two of these (no. 6-7 in 

Table 1) the three-photon excitation was also found to form CH3(X) along with Br/Br* and for 

one of these (no. 7 in Table 1) one-photon photodissociation towards CH3(X) + Br/Br* was 

additionally detected. The resonance detection of the fragment species (Br, Br* and CH3(X, 

v1v2v3v4)) revealed channels in addition to those observed before: predissociation of the np and nd 

molecular Rydberg states following the two- photon resonance excitations as well as one-photon 

photodissociation.  

 Comparison of results relevant to the excitations involving REMPI via the p/d Rydberg 

states and those of the second color / probe excitation, which involves REMPI via the s Rydberg 

states 12 reveals a striking difference in the excitation dynamics following three-photon 

excitations. In the former case superexcited states formed (CH3Br#) (pre)dissociate to form 

CH3** Rydberg states (eqs.1), whereas in the latter case CH3Br# autoionize to form CH3Br+(X) 

(eqs. 4). Abrupt variations in relative ion signal intensities and dissociation channels associated 
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with the ion-pair energy threshold strongly suggest that the dynamics of multiphoton dissociation 

and ionization via the molecular Rydberg states is affected by Rydberg to ion-pair state 

interactions. 

 In addition to adding to information relevant to fragmentation processes of the methyl 

halides we feel that the content of this paper is of importance to shed light on the effect of various 

competing channels on photoexcitation dynamics of molecules involving high energy Rydberg 

states in general. We sincerely hope that it will render further theoretical interpretation of the 

characteristic processes involved.  
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Figure captions: 

Fig.1 

Mass Resolved MultiPhoton Ionization(MR-MPI) for CH3Br: 

(a) CH3
+ signal (MPI spectrum) and CH3Br Rydberg state (CH3Br**) assignments. Separation of 

the spectrum into resonant and non-resonant contributions in indicated.  The numbers refer to 

transitions used in this work (see Table 1). Two-photon excitation wavenumbers for Br and Br* 

detections are marked in green (dashed line (Br*) and solid line (Br)). 

(b) Ion signal intensity ratios I(Br+)/I(CH3
+) (open squares) and I(CBr+)/I(CH3

+) (open circles for  

molecular resonant signals and filled circles for non-resonant signals) as a function of two-photon 

excitation wavenumber) along with the MPI spectrum in (a). The threshold for ion-pair formation 

(CH3
+ + Br-) is indicated. 

 

Fig.2 

Slice images and KERs for Br+: 

a) Br+ slice images and corresponding kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) of measurement no. 

3 (see Table 1) for i) pumping (two-photon excitation (2hν): 68 684 cm-1), ii) probing of Br* 

(2hν : 74 991 cm-1) and iii) pump + probe. The images intensity scales have been adjusted to 

show all major features. The KERs are normalized to the strongest peak in each spectrum. The 

laser polarization is indicated by the double arrow. Br+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) of 

measurement no. 3 (b) and no. 2 (c) (see Table 1) for, pumping (blue), probing of Br*(b) / Br(c) 

(red) and iii) pump + probe (black). The KERs have been approximately adjusted to show 

comparable intensities 1) – of the probe signals/peaks in the probe-only (red) and pump + probe 
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(black) spectra and 2) – of the pump signals in the pump-only (blue) and pump + probe (black) 

spectra. 

 

Fig.3 

Br+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) derived from images no. 1 – 5 (See Table 1 and Fig. 

1a) for pump + probe excitations and Br* (a) and Br (b) detections. The spectra are normalized to 

the height of the highest KER spectra contributions, corresponding to the two-photon resonant 

contributions (see main text) in each spectra. The spectra are plotted as a function of a relative 

scales ∆(2hν)*f(Br) (for CH3
79Br)  (see explanation in main text) and tilted to the right (i.e. 

plotted vertically). The common energy thresholds (energy maxima) for the formation of CH3(X, 

0000) + Br/Br* after the resonant two-photon excitations of CH3Br are indicated.  

 

Fig.4 

Slice images and KERs for CH3
+: 

a) CH3
+ slice images and corresponding kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) of measurement 

no. 6 (see Table 1) for i) pumping (two-photon excitation (2hν): 78 334 cm-1), ii) probing of 

CH3(X, 0100) (2hν for transition 21
1 (see text): 60 698 cm-1) and iii) pump + probe. The images 

intensity scales have been adjusted to show all major features. The KERs are normalized to the 

strongest peak in each spectrum. The laser polarization is indicated by the double arrow. 

b) CH3
+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) of measurement no. 6 (see Table 1) for, pumping 

(blue), probing of CH3(X, 0000) (2hν for transition 0
00  (see text): 59 972 cm-1) (red) and iii) 
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pump + probe (black) for comparable ion intensities of individual channel signals (see main text). 

Energy thresholds (energy maxima) for the formation of CH3(X, 0000) + Br/Br* after non- 

resonant one-photon excitations of CH3Br are indicated. 

 

Fig.5 

CH3
+ kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) derived from measurements no. 6 (See Table 1 and 

Fig. 1a) for excitations corresponding to the 1
11  (furthest to the left), 0

00 , 1
12  and 2

22  (furthest to 

the right) CH3(X) resonances (see main text). The KERs are normalized to the strongest peak in 

each spectrum. The spectra are plotted as a function of a relative scale ∆(1hν)*f(CH3) (see 

explanation in main text) and tilted to the right (i.e. plotted vertically). Common energy 

thresholds (energy maxima) for the formation of CH3
+(X, 0000) + Br/Br* after one-photon 

photodissociation of CH3Br+ are indicated.  

 

Fig. 6 

Semi-schematic energy diagrams and excitation processes of CH3Br leading to CH3
+ and Br+ 

formation based on this work and references [1] and [12] showing relevant energy thresholds 

(horizontal lines), photoexcitations (vertical arrows) and fragmentation channels (black bended 

arrows). The number of photons (n = 1 – 3) in photoexcitations prior to dissociations are 

indicated in boxes as nhν. Vertical arrows in (a) are for excitations no. 1 (red) and 4 (purple) (see 

Table 1). Vertical arrows in (b) are excitations corresponding to the 1
11  (red) and 2

22  (purple) 

CH3(X) resonances.  The one-photon absorption spectrum30, 64 is tilted to the right in the figures.  
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Fig. 1a 

 

Fig.1b 
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Fig.2b 
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Fig.2c  
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Fig.3b  
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Fig.4b 
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Fig. 6b  
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Fig. S1 

 

Fig. S1: Vibrational structure, for OPLA mode in 3p2A2 state of CH3, observed on CH3 KER 

(black) and Br KER (green) from REMPI peak 2 / 67275 cm-1. Thresholds for formation of 

CH3**(3p2A2) + Br/Br* are shown. 

Fig. S2 

 

Fig. S2: CH3Br absorption spectrum (black) in the region of 5s/5s’ Rydberg states, along with 

vibrational modes vi. Resonant probing transitions 𝜈𝑣′′
𝑣′  for CH3 are shown (red). 
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Fig. S3 

 

Fig. S3: Peak 1-7 compared for Br KER spectra (KER data from One color article[ref]). Each 

KER spectrum has been shifted by (3hv) relative to the top spectrum (no.7)(see explanation in 

main article). Peaks 6 and 7 / 78334 and 79610 cm-1, show evidence of dissociation of parent 

molecule forming ground state fragments: CH3Br# → CH3(X) + Br/Br*, following a 2hv resonant 

transition to Rydberg states followed by 1hv transition to a superexcited state (CH3Br#). A rough 

estimate of KER region for these channels is showed. Thresholds for formation of CH3(X) + 

Br/Br* are indicated. 
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Fig. S4 

 

Fig. S4-a: Two-color Br KER spectrum for peak 1, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 66019 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S4-b: Two-color Br KER spectrum for peak 2, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 67275 cm-1. 
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Fig. S4 

 

Fig. S4-c: Two-color Br KER spectrum for peak 3, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 68684 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S4-d: Two-color Br KER spectrum for peak 4, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 72977 cm-1. 
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Fig. S4 

 

Fig. S4-e: Two-color Br KER spectrum for peak 5, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 75905 cm-1. 
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Fig. S5 

 

Fig. S5-a: Two-color Br* KER spectrum for peak 1, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 66019 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S5-b: Two-color Br* KER spectrum for peak 2, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 67275 cm-1. 
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Fig. S5 

 

Fig. S5-c: Two-color Br* KER spectrum for peak 3, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 68684 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S5-d: Two-color Br* KER spectrum for peak 4, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 72977 cm-1. 
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Fig. S5 

 

Fig. S5-e: Two-color Br* KER spectrum for peak 5, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 75905 cm-1. 
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Fig. S6 

 

Fig. S6-a: Probe laser Br KER spectrum, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 75009 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S6-b: Probe laser Br* KER spectrum, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 74991 cm-1. 
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Fig. S7 

 

Fig. S7-a: Two-color CH3 KER spectrum for peak 4, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 72977 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S7-b: Two-color CH3 KER spectrum for peak 6, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 78334 cm-1. 
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Fig. S7 

 

Fig. S7-c: Two-color CH3 KER spectrum for off resonance, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 

79051 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S7-d: Two-color CH3 KER spectrum for peak 7, found in 2hv REMPI spectra at 79610 cm-1. 
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Fig. S8 

 

Fig. S8-a: Probe laser CH3 KER spectrum for 00
0, found in 2hv REMPI at 59972 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S8-b: Probe laser CH3 KER spectrum for 11
1, found in 2hv REMPI at 59898 cm-1. 
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Fig. S8 

 

Fig. S8-c: Probe laser CH3 KER spectrum for 21
1, found in 2hv REMPI at 60698 cm-1. 

 

Fig. S8-d: Probe laser CH3 KER spectrum for 22
2, found in 2hv REMPI at 61387 cm-1. 
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Fig. S9 

 

Fig. S9: Ion signal intensity ratios for masses I(Br+)/I(CH3
+) (red open squares) and 

I(CH+)/I(CH3
+) (blue open circles) as a function of two-photon excitation wavenumber, along 

with the MPI spectrum from CH3
+ ions. The threshold for ion-pair formation (CH3

+ + Br–) is 

indicated as a black vertical broken line. 
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5 Summary and conclusion  

5.1 HBr 

The MR-REMPI spectra in the two-photon excitation region of 84 740 – 85 120 cm
-1 

due to 

transitions from the ground state (X
1


+
(= 0

+
; v’= 0)) of H

79
Br and H

81
Br, revealed 

rotational lines due to two-photon resonant transitions to the 6p3


-
(= 0

+
; v’= 0) Rydberg 

state and the  V
1


+
(=0

+
; v’= m+17) ion-pair state (henceforth denoted  6p(0) and V(m + 

17)). On either side of the Q-branch observed for 6p(0) there are the rotational lines for J’= 7 

and J’= 8 of the V(m+17) state.  The singlet-triplet interaction (
3


- 
↔ 1


+
), having = 0, 

involves a relatively weak homogeneous coupling. Spectral perturbations were observed as 

LS- and LI-effect alterations, in particular for the J’= 7 and J’= 8 rotational lines of the 6p(0) 

Rydberg state. The localized LS-effects, observed, are found to be due to near-degenerate 

interactions between the states, for couplings of  rotational levels, close in energy,  with same 

J’ quantum numbers. Exploration of ion intensity ratios I(
79

Br
+
)/I(H

79
Br

+
) and I(H

+
)/I(H

79
Br

+
) 

for Q rotational line intensities, J’ = 2 - 9, of the 6p(0) spectrum, showed relative rise in 

signal intensities for fragment ions, peaking at J’= 8, with respect to the parent ion formation 

around J’ = 6 - 9. This further indicated interaction between 6p(0) and V(m + 17). It is 

believed to involve an excitation at long internuclear distance (i.e. a long-range interaction) 

due to the ion-pair character in the state mixing. 

H
+
 ion slice images were recorded for two-photon resonant excitations to the 6p(0) 

state. The excitation energy region included the Q-branch, J’ = 0 - 8. Four major photo-

fragmentation channels were identified, i.e. formations of H*(n = 2) + Br*, H*(n = 2) + Br, 

HBr
+
 and HBr

+
*. Additionally, a minor formation of H**(n = 3) + Br was observed. The 

channel contributions, based on the relative ion signal intensities, were found to differ 

significantly for J’. Thus, for low values of J’ (J’ < 7) the HBr
+
/HBr

+
* formation channels are 

found to dominate. For high values of J’ (J’ > 6) the H*(n = 2) + Br* formation increased 

significantly whereas the H*(n = 2) + Br and H**(n = 3) + Br channels grew marginally 

larger and the  HBr
+
/HBr

+
* channel decreased. Furthermore, low v

+
 states of HBr

+
/HBr

+
* 

were favoured in cases of excitations to a pure (unmixed) Rydberg state (i.e. for short range 

excitations), whereas high v
+
 states of HBr

+
/HBr

+
* were formed in cases of transitions to a 

mixed state (i.e. for short range excitations). The angular distributions of H
+
 for J’= 0-8, 

displayed shapes corresponding to strong parallel distributions with anisotropic parameters in 

the range of 2 = 1.5-2. For the H*(n= 2) + Br/Br* channels the H
+ 

signals
 
displayed shapes of 

angular distributions corresponding to isotropic distributions, with  2 ≈ 0, for  J’= 0-2, 

whereas for higher J’ these displayed some parallel character, (2 = 1 for H*(n = 2) + Br* ; 

2=0.5 for H*(n = 2) + Br)) for J’= 8. The signals for the H**(n = 3) + Br channel, on the 

other hand, exhibited perpendicular character with 2≈ -0.5 for J’= 7 - 8. 
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5.2 DCl 

A mixture of HCl and DCl gas, was analyzed by MR-REMPI for two-photon resonant 

excitations to Rydberg and ion-pair states, in the energy region of 80 500 – 89 500 cm
-1

. Mass 

spectra were recorded for H
i
Cl

+
, D

i
Cl

+
, 

i
Cl

+
, H

+
 and D

+
, with i = 35,37. Signals due to known 

REMPI spectra of H
35

Cl were used for wavelength calibration. Nine spectral bands for 

transitions to Rydberg states, for v’= 0 were assigned. Furthermore, spectral bands for the 

vibrational states v’= 0 - 3 of the E
1


+
 and F

1
 Rydberg states were assigned. Five new 

bands were identified for transitions to Rydberg states, i.e. for E
1


+
(v’=1, v’=3), F

1
(v’=3), 

I
1
(v’=0) and i

3
(v’=0). The excitations to the ion-pair state V

1


(=0

+
), revealed eighteen 

bands due to transitions to vibrational states v’= 11-28, thereof eight new bands for v’=11, 22-

28.   

Strongest intensity of spectral lines were observed for the 
1,3
(v’= 0) states (i.e. for 

= 2 and = 2). On the other hand spectra due to transitions to the 
1,3
(v’= 0)and 

1,3
(v’= 0) states were much less intense and displayed  fewer rotational lines. Spectra of  

and  states exhibited O, P, Q, R and S lines. The F
1
 state vibrational spectra, decreased in 

intensity from v’= 0 to v’ = 3, with a particularly weak Q, R and S lines for the F
1
(v’= 3) 

state. The spectrum for the g
3


–
 state displayed O, Q and S lines, whereas only Q lines were 

observed for other 
1,3
 Rydberg states as well as for the vibrational states of V

1


. Mainly 

DCl
+
 ions were detected for pure (unmixed) Rydberg states (e.g. 

1


3
 states), whereas Cl

+
, 

D
+
 as well as DCl

+
 ions were observed for those mixed (e.g. 

1
states) with the ion-pair state. 

In the latter case long-range excitations, induced by the ion-pair character of the mixed states 

could explain this observation difference. A comparison was made between our results for 

DCl and those by Green et al. for HCl,
11-13

 with respect to effects of the V
1


 and 

1



 states 

homogeneous interactions (see paper 3, chapter 4.3). Non-degenerate interactions were 

observed from shifts of near lying vibrational bands in both spectra. Evaluated rotational 

constants, B’, as a function of vibrational levels, for the V
1


 state showed shifts to higher 

values for those in the vicinity of vibrational levels of the E
1


 and H

1


 Rydberg states, 

indicating level-to-level interactions between the ion-pair state and the Rydberg states. 

Chlorine isotope shifts of D
35

Cl and D
37

Cl were derived from the spectral bands of the V
1


 

state. Observed alterations in isotope shifts, depending on energy differences of vibrational 

levels for the V
1


 and E

1


 states, were further indications of state interactions.  

5.3 CH and CD 

Photofragmentation processes for formation of the CH radical were studied. Two-photon 

resonant excitations to Rydberg states of CHBr3 in the energy region of 76 000 – 84 000 cm
-1 

(one-photon excitation region of 38 000 – 42 000 cm
-1

) were performed. The excitations 

formed the CH radical in the CH*(A
2
v’= 0) Rydberg state, along with ground state Br2 and 

Br/Br*, by photodissociation. CH*(A
2
v’= 0) was detected by (1 + 1)REMPI. A weak 

spectral structure for CH
+
 was observed in the one-photon excitation region of 40 380 – 41 

150 cm
-1

 which was assigned to the CH**(D
2
v’= 2. Peaks were assigned to P, Q, and R 

rotational lines based on simulation calculations and spectroscopic constants derived. Peaks 

exhibited large spectral linewidth (4 - 6 cm
-1

) attributed to short lifetime of excited states. 

Therefore, splitting of peaks due to the two transitions, F1[CH**(D
2
;  = 3/2) ← CH*(A

2
; 
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 = 5/2)] and F2[CH**(D
2
;  = 1/2) ← CH*(A

2
;  = 3/2)] could not be resolved except 

for high rotational quantum numbers. Position of bandheads formed the basis for further 

simulation analysis of the  

More spectral features observed were attributed to one-photon transitions from 

CH*(A
2
) to other near lying Rydberg states, i.e. the (3)

2
v’=0), (4)

2
v’=0) and 

(3)
2


+
v’=0) states. These have already been reported, both experimentally and theoretically, 

in the energy region of concern. Also reported in this energy region is a repulsive state, 
2
, 

which is predicted to interact strongly with the 
2
 Rydberg states. The total spectral structure 

for CH could not be assigned easily. Further clarification was sought by exploring and 

comparing the corresponding CD spectrum by CD
+
 detection for REMPI of CDBr3. The 

spectra were found to differ significantly.  Thus, linewidths of the spectra were found to be 

smaller for CD than for CH which allowed peaks splittings (see above) to be resolved. This 

brought significant clarity to the spectral analysis. New line series were assigned and band 

origins for the (4)
2
v’=0) and (3)

2


+
v’=0) states identified. Unassigned spectral features 

were assigned to the (3)
2
v’=0) state. 

5.4 REMPI and VMI of CH3Br;  

One vs. Two colour excitation schemes 

5.4.1 MR-REMPI of CH3Br 

MR-REMPI spectra of CH3Br were recorded for the two-photon resonant excitation energy 

region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm
-1

. Ion signals due to resonant transitions from the ground state 

of CH3Br to a number of Rydberg states [Ωc]nl;ω (Ωc= 3/2, 1/2; ω = 0, 2; l = 1(p), 2(d); np = 

5-7, nd = 4-6) and various vibrational states (1, 2, 3) were identified. Ion intensities vary as, 

CH3
+ 

> CH2
+ 

> CH
+ 

> C
+ 

> (CBr
+
, Br

+
).  

Relative ion intensities, I(M
+
)/I(CH3

+
), for M

+ 
= CH2

+
, CH

+
 and Br

+
, were found vary 

with wavenumber and to reach maxima as the values got closer to the ion-pair threshold 

followed by sudden drop beyond the limits. The ion intensity ratio I(CBr
+
)/I(CH3

+
), however, 

remained unchanged. 

5.4.2 One colour excitation scheme 

Ion slice- and photoelectron images, as well as MR-MPI (see above), were used to explore the 

multiphoton dynamics of CH3Br in a one-colour excitation scheme. Slice images of the CH3
+
 

and Br
+
 photoproducts for ten two-photon resonant transitions to np and nd Rydberg states of 

the parent molecule were recorded. KERs were derived from the images and anisotropy 

parameters were extracted from the angular distributions of the ions to identify and 

characterize the dynamic processes involved. The CH3
+
 ion forms the strongest signals in 

REMPI of CH3Br. The majority of the photoelectrons formed were due to one-photon 

ionization of different Rydberg states of methyl photofragment (CH3**). The CH3** states 

were formed by two-photon resonant excitation to parent molecular Rydberg states followed 

by one-photon excitation to metastable, superexcited molecular states (CH3Br
#
) which then 

dissociated to form CH3**(Ry; v1v2v3v4) along with Br/Br*. This mechanism was observed for 

all the excitation wavelengths and it dominated for all except two of these wavelenghts. A 
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correlation between the parent Rydberg states excited and CH3** formed was found to be 

evident. For the highest excitation energies, two additional channels were found to be present, 

both forming CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*. The former channel is a one-photon photolysis via 

the A band of CH3Br to form CH3 and Br/Br*. The latter of these involves a dissociation of 

the metastable, superexcited CH3Br
#
 state to produce CH3 and Br/Br*

 
prior to ionization. All 

the three-photon excitations, forming the metastable superexcited (CH3Br
#
) states prior to 

dissociating to form the CH3 Rydberg states (CH3**) along with Br/Br*, appeared as broad 

peaks at low energies in the KERs. For the three highest excitation energies applied, high 

kinetic energy fragments of CH3(X) and Br/Br* were also formed from CH3Br
#
. The one-

photon photolysis of CH3Br forming CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br*, was observed as strong sharp 

peaks in the KER spectra. 

5.4.3 Two colour excitation scheme 

Ion slice images were recorded for CH3Br in a two-colour / pump-and-probe excitation 

scheme. A selection of resonant excitations (pumping) to np/nd molecular Rydberg states in 

the energy region of 66 000 – 80 000 cm
-1

 for CH3Br were performed. Slice images for Br
+
 

and CH3
+
 were recorded for multiphoton excitations of CH3Br followed by probing of the Br, 

Br* and CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) photofragments by REMPI (two-colour experiments). 

Measurements were performed for seven pump. The probing of Br, Br* and CH3(X, v1v2v3v4) 

was done by (2 + 1) REMPI for resonance excitations to Rydberg states of bromine (Br**) 

and CH3 (CH3**(3p
2
A2)).  Slice images of the  Br

+
 and CH3

+
 photoproducts were recorded for 

1) -the pump excitations, 2) -the probe excitations, independently, as well as for 3) -the 

combination of pump and probe excitations.  Kinetic energy release spectra (KERs) as well as 

angular distributions were derived from the images.  Relevant fit parameters (2 and 4) were 

derived from the angular distributions. 

For all the pump excitations the major photofragmentation channel was found to 

involve three-photon excitation of the molecule to CH3Br
#
 state(s) followed by dissociation to 

form Rydberg states of CH3** along with Br/Br* as mentioned before (see 5.4.2). The 

REMPI detection of the fragment species (Br, Br* and CH3(X, v1v2v3v4)) further revealed 

predissociation channels for the np and nd molecular Rydberg states following the two- 

photon resonance excitations as well as one-photon photodissociation. Comparison of results 

for resonant excitations to p/d molecular Rydberg states and 5s Rydberg states reveals a 

dramatic difference in the overall excitation dynamics following three-photon excitations.  In 

the former case CH3Br
#
 is primarily found to dissociated to form CH3** Rydberg states, 

whereas in the latter case CH3Br
#
 largely autoionizes to form CH3Br

+
 in the ground state. 

Abrupt variations in relative ion signal intensities and dissociation channels associated with 

the ion-pair energy threshold strongly suggest that the dynamics of multiphoton dissociation 

and ionization via the molecular Rydberg states is affected by Rydberg to ion-pair state 

interactions. 

5.5 Conclusion 

The multiphoto-fragmentation processes which have been presented here for various halogen 

containing reagents involve photodissociation and photoionization processes, resonant and 

non-resonant excitations as well as autoionization. The major processes, common to number 

of molecular systems, apparently can be generalized, to some extent. In what follows the 

major common processes are summarized, categorized by initial   excitations of parent 

molecule (AB) (where initial step(s) is(are) in italics): 
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One-photon: 

𝐴𝐵 + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵∗     Non-resonant excitation (36) 

𝐴𝐵∗ → 𝐴 + 𝐵  Dissociation (36a) 

𝐴 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒–       Multiphoton ionization (36a) 

Two-photon: 

𝐴𝐵 + 2ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵∗∗Two-photon resonant excitation (37) 

𝐴𝐵∗∗ + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵+ + 𝑒–  Photoionization (37a) 

or 

𝐴𝐵∗∗  →  𝐴∗∗ + 𝐵   Dissociation (37b) 

𝐴∗∗  + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒–       Photoionization (37b) 

or 

𝐴𝐵∗∗  →  𝐴 + 𝐵   Dissociation (37c) 

𝐴 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒–  Multiphoton ionization  (37c) 

Three-photon: 

𝐴𝐵 + 2ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵∗∗   Two-photon resonant excitation (38) 

𝐴𝐵∗∗ + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵#  Photoexcitation (38) 

𝐴𝐵# → 𝐴+ + 𝑒−  Autoionization (38a) 

or 

𝐴𝐵# → 𝐴∗∗ + 𝐵  Dissociation (38b) 

𝐴∗∗  + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒–   Photoionization (38b) 

or 

𝐴𝐵# → 𝐴 + 𝐵  Dissociation (38c) 

𝐴 + 𝑛ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴+ + 𝑒– Multiphoton ionization   (38c) 

or 

𝐴𝐵# → 𝐴𝐵+ + 𝑒−      Autoionization (38d) 

𝐴𝐵+ + ℎ𝜈 → 𝐴𝐵+# → 𝐴+ + 𝐵     Photodissociation (38d) 
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AB, AB*, AB** and AB
#
 are the molecule (AB) in ground-, valence-, Rydberg- and 

superexcited- states, respectively. AB
+
, A

+
(or B

+
) are the molecular and fragment ions, 

respectively. h and e
–
 are the photon energy and the electron, respectively.  

One-, two- and three-photon excitation processes have been observed, forming ground 

state fragments via dissociation prior to ionization. Parent molecular ion formation was 

observed for diatomic hydrogen halide molecules, whereas fragment ions were observed in 

interaction with the ion-pair states. Polyatomic molecules displayed either photodissociation 

processes or parent molecular ion formations, depending on the initial excitation step. Many 

excitation channels observed involved superexcited states (AB
#
), prior to fragmentation. 

Those type of processes are planned to be further investigated in the future by using a pump-

and-probe experimental setup to explore further multiphoton dynamics of molecules. 
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6 Additional observations and future 
work 

6.1.1 HCl and DCl 

Spectral perturbations in the REMPI spectra of DCl and HCl revealed strong homogenous 

(= 0) interaction between the E
1


+
 Rydberg state and the V

1


+
 ion-pair state. These 

interactions cause a repulsion of rovibrational energy levels with the same J’ quantum 

numbers, inversely proportional to the energy difference. This appears as shifts of rotational 

lines and vibrational bands in the spectra of the interacting states. For DCl, the E
1


+
(v’= 0) 

level is claimed to be located between V
1


+
(v’=14) and V

1


+
(v’=15), energy wise

8, 85
 whereas 

for HCl it is told to be between V
1


+
(v’=10) and V

1


+
(v’= 11).

11, 12, 85
 E

1


+
(v’=1) is told to be 

located between V
1


+
(v’=17) and V

1


+
(v’=18) for DCl but between  V

1


+
(v’=14) and 

V
1


+
(v’=15) for  HCl (see Fig.19).  

 

Figure 19  D
35

Cl and H
35

Cl: Vibrational energy levels for the E
1+

(red) and V
1+

 (blue 

(D
35

Cl); black (H
35

Cl)) states as well as vibrational energy level spacing (0
(v

’
 + 1, v

’
) = 

0
(v

’
 + 1) – 0

(v
’
); cm

-1
). Red vertical broken lines show expected unperturbed spectral 

behaviour. 

Fig. 19 shows observed energy spacings between vibrational levels for the V
1


+
state of 

HCl and DCl along with estimated spacings for unperturbed energy states. Clearly large 

deviations in the spacings (hence energy levels), from that to be expected for an unperturbed 

system, is observed.  Due to the level-to-level repulsion effect of the interactions this appears 

as enhanced energy gaps of the v´ levels for the V state nearest (above and below) in energy to 

those for the E state. Consequently, drops in the energy gaps for the V state, above and below 
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in energy, are to be expected. This latter effect is clearly observed for DCl, whereas, for HCl, 

E
1


+
(v’= 0) it is not. This could be due to incorrect assignments of the vibrational levels 

involved. Our first conclusion has led to the reassignment of band origin of states E
1


+
(v’= 0) 

and V
1


+
(v’= 11). Further investigation, including deperturbation calculations, is needed in 

order to verify this. 

6.1.2 CH3Br 

KER spectra for CH3Br derived from slice images of the CH3
+
 ion for the two-photon 

resonant excitations 77 165 and 79 610 cm
-1 

 in one-colour experiments showed sharp peaks 

assigned to the formation of  CH3(X; v1v2v3v4) + Br/Br* by one-photon photodissociation (see 

paper 4, chapter 4.4). The largest signal observed for 79 610 cm
-1 

was attributed to the 

formation of CH3(X; 0100). Further investigations by pump-and-probe experiments (see paper 

5, chapter 4.5), however, led to reassignment of peaks. Thus, the largest signal, for the 79 610 

cm
-1 

resonant excitation, is now assigned to the CH3Br(X; 000) + h → CH3(X; 0000) + Br, 

dissociation channel, and corresponding peak for CH3(X; 0000) + Br* channel. 

6.1.3 CH/CD 

A weak and perturbed CH (CD) REMPI spectral structure recorded in one-colour REMPI of 

CHBr3 (CDBr3) (see paper 1, chapter 4.1) needs further clarification. Two-colour, pump and 

probe experiments might be useful for that purpose. Thus, by scanning (probing) the spectral 

region corresponding to transitions of CH(A
2
v’= 0)) to higher lying Rydberg states after 

initial photodissociation (pumping) of CHBr3 might  help with further clarifications the CH 

spectral structure as well as dissociation channels involved. 
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Appendix: Conference presentations 

 

Posters 

(2+n)REMPI Spectroscopy: State interactions and photofragmentations of CH3Br. EFNÍS 

conference, Reykjavík, Iceland, November 2013 

The CH(A
2
Δ) spectra following REMPI of CHmBr4-m; m = 1,2,3: LONG-TERM PUZZLE 

REVISITED. The 23rd International Conference on High Resolution Molecular Spectroscopy, 

Bologna, Italy, September 2014 

The CH(A
2
Δ) spectra following REMPI of CHmBr4-m; m = 1,2,3: LONG-TERM PUZZLE 

REVISITED, (Upgraded version). SDGM2015: Annual meeting of the Spectroscopy and 

Dynamics Interest Group of the Royal Society of Chemistry, Nottingham, England, January 

2015 

Use of VMI and mass resolved REMPI to study the effect of state interaction on 

photofragmentation dynamics: HBr. SDGM2016: Annual meeting of the Spectroscopy and 

Dynamics Interest Group of the Royal Society of Chemistry, Coventry, England, January 

2016 

 

Talks 

REMPI of Bromomethanes: Rydberg States—Photodissociation and Fragmentation. 

SDGM2015: Annual meeting of the Spectroscopy and Dynamics Interest Group of the Royal 

Society of Chemistry, Nottingham, England, January 2015 

Víxlverkun ljóseinda við efni (e. Interaction between photons and matter). Science Day, The 

School of Engineering and Natural Sciences hosted the Science Day in Askja, Reykjavik, 

Iceland, October 2015 

Norðurljósin (Aurora Borealis). Science Day, The School of Engineering and Natural 

Sciences hosted the Science Day in Askja, Reykjavik, Iceland, October 2016 

Multiphoto-fragmentation of molecules: REMPI and VMI of HBr. 4th International 

Conference on Physical and Theoretical Chemistry, Dublin, Ireland, September 2017 

Multiphoto-dissociation and ionization of molecules: Analysis via MR-REMPI, VMI and PES. 

Current topics in Chemistry and Biochemistry, Reykjavik, Iceland, December 2017 
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